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:lInplicat:lons which rnuet; be considered. Decisions concerning social consequences

of research must be made in the public sector.

III. JUSTIFICATIONS AND RISKS

In attempting to justify a particular avenue of research, it is usually

sufficient to show that the experiments will be scientifically productive. When

the researcb appears hazardous, it becomes necessary to balance the possible bene-

fits against the possible dangers. Those at risk must be involved in making the

choice.

Risks are of two sorts: to the worker and to the public at large

Two sorts of risks are entailed in carrying out the research: those run by

the researchers themselves, and those which affect a broader population. When

the risks incurred will affect only laboratory personnel. it is sufficient to .

have safety procedures which satisfy the workers involved. 2 However. the major

risks of research in Gene Implantation are run not simply by the participating

investigators but by the public as a whole; therefore. the decision to proceed

must bea public one. Benefits which will accrue to the general public are

ne~ded to justify the risks~ Moreover, this research will. like animal virology •

. be very expensive to do. and should be shown to be a worthwhile investment (39. q9).

IV. PREDICTIONS OF BENEFITS

Proponents of this research claim that it will yieldfar~reaching benefits

to humankind. Let me list some of the generally projected benefits of research

in Gene Implantation (3.39, qI8). Later I shall point out some of our objections.

1. Intellectual advances

We are told that invaluable knowledge will result f~~ this research that

cannot be ga'Lnad '~ny 0t:?,e; :w:a,y. and that this technologVi~ the key to under

standing the functions and control of DR.!,..
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2. Progress in agriculture

The world's food supply is limited and many people are starving. By the use of

genetic engineering we might create variants of grains which couldtix atmospheric

nitrogen, and thus be independent of fertilizer. The creation of a single grain

which would be a source of complete protein might also be possible.

3. Treatment of genetic diseases

These may be cured (in somatic cells) or prevented (in germ cells)-,v-is'geuetd.c

manipulations.

4. Progress tn"cancer research

The technology might allow us to unveil the mystery of cancer and, hence,

to cure it.

5. Progress in drug production

Genetic engineering affords us an easy, inexpensive way to manufacture insu

lin, antibiotics, and other biologically active substances.

V. CRITIQUE OF THE PREDICTIONS

I would like to offer an alternate way of looking at these benefits. I

shall discuss 'the items in reverse order and give a few examples to illustrate

our points.

L Critique of General Medical Advances

a. Self-reproducing, biochemically active" substances are dangerous

The massi ve manufacture of biochemically active substances by the use

of their DNA in self-reproducing form poses an incalculable and irreversible

danger. This is especially true if the host of the DNA is ~ coli, always

present in the human gut and capable of being a human pith~~en. }~reover.
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any organiS1J!. which can exchange genetic material with .Ii-- coli is potentially

as d~ngerous a host.

b, Dr\J8s are not expensive to make

In any case, though such products as antibiotics are expensive to the

consumer - that is, the patient - they are not really very expensive to make;

The expense is due to excessive and unnecessary advertising and packaging

costs, and to profit made by the manufacturers, distributors, and pharmacies.

c. Careless use may result in disaster

Furthermore, even with prices inflated in this manner, antibiotics have

ramadned sufficiently cheap and abundant to lead to indiscriminate use which,

in itself, constitutes a hazard. Some of you may have heard of the epidemic

in the Yukon Territory in which many children have died or been brain-damaged by bac

terial meningitis (13). Bacterial meningitis is caused by Haemophillus "influeniae.

many strains of which are now resistant to ,ampicillin. The infection is now

being treated with chloramphenicol. The side effects of chioramphenicol are

of two kinds: direct effects to the patient ·in the form of anemia and depression

of the bone marrow; and epidemiological. Indiscriminate use of chloramphenicol

in Viet Nam and in xextco has resulted in cnjoeamphanfcoj.-eestatent; Salmonella

tYPhi, which cause typhoid fever (29, q15 "). A chloramphenicol-resistant

strain of Haemophillus. influenzae has been isolated in Paris (2. 4, 42 ). It

is likely that there wi1l soon be strains of Haemophillus influenzae selected for

which are resistant to bot\ ampicillin and to ch1oramphenicol, which will make

treatment of spinal meningitis very difficult. This is a flagrant example qf

how the selection of multiple drug resistance in pathogenic bacteria by indis-

criminate use of antibiotics may result in unpardonable di~aster.

d. Insulin

Proponents of Gene Implantation technologies ofte1~~~gest'that ii·~uld be
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advantageous to be able to find an easy, inexpensive source of insulin (39, q30).

Most of the insulin which is administered to diabetic patients is a mixture of

bovine and porcine insulin. The apparent shortage of insulin is supposed to be

due to a shortage of pigs. At the very least, we could implement more efficient

ways to collect and use the pancreata from the pigs that are already being

slaughtered. This would be safer than running the risk of having ~ coli churn-

ing out insulin in our guts. Bovine insulin differs from human insulin by two

amino acid residues; porcine insulin differs by only one and is adequate rer

IllOst patients (15, 20, 49). For those few who have allergic reactions even to

the porcine insulin, desensitization is almost always possible. For the very

few who cannot be desensitized: we would recommend the development of a techno-

logy other than recombinant DNA for the production of human insulin in small

quantities

e. Cancer: Cure or creation?

What about cancer? It has become clear that the, immediate cause of most

cancers isexposu~e to carcinogenic chemicals (31). Thus the research which. would

enable us to deai.with cancer would involve the identification of these carcino-

gens; the elucidation of their mechanisms of action. and of the complex relation-

ships between the lengths of exposure and the effective doses of these substances.

If we really want to solve the cancer problem, we should spend more energy

cleaning up the environment and changing our eating and smoking habits. At the

NIH public hearings, Prof. Baltimore said h~ suspects that, since it is hard to

change our habits, we should study oncogenic viruses to learn how to cure cancer

as well as how to prevent it. We would be very glad if there were a cure for

cancer, but we think, that we must review our priorities. Prof. Baltimore en-

c.ourages us to maintain the~~. even though one in six Americans may die

from doing just that (18)., We, c"~rta;i.nJ,:>'" do not intend'to acedse Dr. Balt~or'e;~and

many others of malevolen't·'int;entfons;·' however, we can hardly trust ourselves

,.
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to be altruistic where our own work and self-interest are,concerned. This is

why it is so, important to have people other than animal virologists and molecular

geneticists on committees for the review of these questions. It 1s much too easy

to argue that one's own work is the most important kind.

So far my discussion of .the applications of Gene Implantation research to

the cancer problem has focused on the ,pursuit of a more productive avenue - that

is. prevention rather than cure. There are also serious, drawbacks to be cons i-

dered. We would worry that new cancers might be produced in the effort to cure

the kD:0wn ones.

Recently a group from Belgium reported their work with Agrobacterium turns

~. which infects plants thereby causing me disease called Crown Gall.

A few days after infection a cancerous tumor is seen and the presence of the

bacterium is no longer necessary to maintain the tumorous state (27, 18 ).

Montague and co-workers have shown that the cancer is due to an oncogenic plasmid

which is transferred from the .bacterium into the plant, ceil (24,39,q22). This

is a remarkable disco~ery and, though the detailed mechanism of action has not

yet been elucidated, the parallel is striking: If in fact oncogenes are present

in animal virus genomes and, therefore,in mammalian cells, there ia obvious

danger in combining mammalian DNA with coliform plasmids.

2. Critique of possible treatments of genetic diseases

a. We have not examined the political ramifications of the control of genetic
disease

As regards curing or pr~venLing genetic diseases, the cure appears worse

than the aalady. That a host of scienti~ts are willing to plunge into this form

of research without first carefully 'examining the poli~ical and social repercus-

sions may be a~ example of the compartmentalizati~nof our universities and of

our minds. Even though one person can act in the various capacities of biolo-r"; I .
gist, philosopher, parerit.~:ni:l rtist, very' 'rarely are these disciplines

/
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~erged in theIDlnd; rather, they draw us along on parallel ,paths. TO begin to

do genetic manipulations on human beings is to take a step toward the Brave New

World. Each step counts, and the society as a whole m~stask: Is this the

direction,of choice?

b. lmpkrfect cures and/or accidents may lead to replacing one disease with
another.

A more obvious concern is that eager clinicians may jump in with imperfect

cures before the basic research is done. Furthermore, consider the perhaps equal

probability of spreading disease through laboratory accidents, which would result

in trading one disease for another. Of course, this is a fear associated with

many medical technologies. It is especially worrisome in this case because of

the self-perpetuating nature of the projected afflictions.

3. Agriculture: The Green Revolution

At'first. the agricultural applications seem not merely acceptable but

exciting and wonderful. But let us take a step back in time and look at the

Green Revolution , which involved introducing a new genetic variety of rice to

underdeveloped countries. Because ,this new rice required special fertili~er and

a different growing ~eason, and had stalks which were unsuitable for use as

fodder or thatch, the rich farmers got richer and the poor farmers poorer.

Changing a crop may affect the economy and the ecological environment. but it

cannot change the political conditions. Any increase in welfare becomes i11u-

sory. Though there are people in the United States who go hungry, it is not

because we do not know how to grow food. No matter how much food is produced,

it will not keep people from starving until it is'distributed to the people who

need it, regardless of the likelihood of profit to producers and distributors.

Neither is it trivial to worry about the possib~lity of contamination by

?ther DNA's. or the possibility of creating, a nitrogen~fixirig crabgrass which

would confound farmers by its virile growth( 39, .qjO)~
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4. Intellectual gains?

a. Freedom of inquiry has always been restricted

We have been accused of wishing to restrict freedom of inquiry. In a sense,

this is true. But we do not deny the right to ask questions and to seek the an

swers; we deny only the right to create hazards in the process. We question the

sty.le, methodology, and timing of the technology of Gene Implantation. This sort

of restriction is not new. It Is already commonly accepted that human experimen

tation which endangers the subject either physically or psychologically is ab

horrent; remember the Tuskegee study ( 36 ). Gene Implantation research is

another example of a field of investigation in which there must be constraints

because of the hazards to public health.

b. Problem~solving: There is always more than one solution

One of ,the most valuable lessons to be learned from the exercise of problem

solving, and one of the most eXciting things about the human mind. is that there

is never only one way to solve an intellectual problem. Of course, there may be

a most elegant way, an easiest way. or a best way, but never just one way. What

the best way may be is al~ays open to debate and must be judged by the circumstan

ces in which the problem is found. Questions of safety and ethics are among the

relevant circumstances. In the case of the problem of genetic controls, there

are sure to be alternative techniques which may be more cumbersome but less dan

gerous and controversial than recombinant DNA. In fact, alternative approaches

to all of these questions were being pursued before the potential of Gene Implan

tation was realized; there is no reason to ignore these possibilities now.

VI. EVOLUTION

Individuals of two separate species can rarely cross-breed

As yet I have not discussed the ecological implications o~._the transfer of
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genetic marerialbetween widely disparate organisms ( 39, q43 ). The creation

of barriers to genetic contact between groups of organisms allowing th~ to di-

verge is central to the evolutionary process. Molecular biologists can now short-

circuit these barriers in the laboratory. Containment cannot be absolute, par-

ticularly if research proceeds under the present Guidelines. It is impossible

to predict what impact the escaped recombinant organisms might have on the bio-

sphere because not" enough is known About evolutionary biology or ecology. How-

ever, if the effect turned out to be significant, there is little doubt that it

would be disastrous. We all accept that human experimentation must be restricted.

Is the biosphere a more appropriate experimental system for unrestricted investi

gation (23 ... 26, 36, 39, q44) 1
3

Because of the possible impact of escaped recombinant organisms on the

communities in the immediate vicinity of our research universities, we strongly

recommend that this research be done only in a small number of laboratories in

sparsely populated areas. Access to these laboratories should be available to

qualified investigators from around the country, and the laboratories should

provide maximum possible containment. Until we know more about the repercussions

of this research, we would advise doing all work involving eukaryotic ge~es in

a few such isolated maximum containment facilities.

VII. HISTORY OF SCIENCE

1. We are not· at war

Before closing I want to refer again to the history of the Atom Bomb. Here

is an example of a scientific breakthrough which resu~ted in a product which was

even more dangerous than its,inventors expected it to be. It is well known that

many scientists were reluctant to pursue this work and that. at the last minute,
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eany urged the government to refrain from using it. They were too late

(23,45 ).

We think that there is a direct parallel between the story of the Bomb

snd the problem of Gene Implantation. In both cases there were some scientists

who warned of the danger, though not as forcefully as they could have. In both

cases there was pressure to continue the work. There are, however, some clear

differences. The Bomb was created during a war, and we are not under such

pressure. Furthermore, there was only one atomic pile, and one bomb, while

research in recombinant DNA 1s taking place allover the world, increasing the

hazard~ to all of us. We think that the hazards of'Gene Implantation may be

equally great.

It is most important to realize that •.While we can choose to stop utilizing

nuclear technology, should any of the organisms which are created by DNA recom

bination escape, they ~ll propagate themselves. We will have no way to monitor

for them, or to stop their proliferation.

2. We do not support the status qUO

In the history of science many great discoveries - that is, changes in the

status~ - were greeted by opposition from traditionalists. Our specific

criticism should not be viewed as a support of a traditionalist-status ~ criti

cism of science. We agree with many of the supporters of this techniqUe in be

lieVing that it is qualitatively different from anything which has ever been

investigated until now. ~e oppose not its newness ~~' but rather the in

tangible and incalculable hazards inherent in the tecnnique of Gene Implantation,

and therefore the haste with which the technique is being pressed into'service.
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VIU. SUMMARY

I shall briefly summarize our point of view.

1. THE DECISION WHETHER AND UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS THIS WORK MAY BE CONTINUED

SHOULD NOT BE UP TO ANY ONE SCIENTIST, OR EVEN UP TO ANY GROUP OF SCIENTISTS.

EVERY CITIZEN SHOULD HAVE A VOTE.

2. THE SUPPOSED·BENEFITS TO BE GAINED FROM THE PURSUIT OF WORK IN GENE IMPLANTA-

TrON ARE NOT REAL BENEFITS. THIS RESEARCH WILL NOT SOLVE THE WORLD'S AGRI-

CULTURAL OR MEDICAL PROBLEMS.

3. IF THE PROJECTED HAZARDS OF THIS WORK BECOME FACT, 'THESE DANGERS WILL FAR

OUTWEIGH THE SUPPOSED BENEFlrS. THE INTERPRETATION OF DATA ABOUT HAZARDS IS

DEPENDENT ON TIlE INTERPRETER'S INTERESTS AND POLITICS.

4. THIS IS NOT A PROBLEM OF FREEDOM OF INQUIRY BUT OF PROTECTING THE PUBLIC

FROM A NEW HAZARD. WE QUESTION THE FREEDOM TO MANUFACTURE NOVEL ORGANISMS.

If this work is to be pursued, there must be an active search for a host

other than ~~, preferably one whose habitat is very limited and which is

not naturally promiscuous.

That there is at present no mechanism for including the public in a decision-

making process is no excuse to proceed without public participation. It is high

time that we work to create such a mechanism. We recommend that this research

be delayed and that. during the delay, there be created a political institution

for bringing public representation into the decision-making process.

The Group on Genetics and So~ial Policy

The Boston Area:<SCIENCE for the ·PEOPLE
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FOOTNOTES, PART I

1. A survey taken 1m 197"i reports that 75% of the American public believes that

science has changed things for the better (a point of view we do not dispute).

Furthermore. 29% feel ~hat science and technology have caused few of our current

problems. In addd t Lrm., 231 beieve that science will solve most of our problems,

while 53% believe that only some of our problems will be solved by science. It

is important to note tibat reaponses zeflecting positive attitudes toward science

correlate strongly wit::h education and income ( 26 ).

2. Unfortunately. ~ ~ny cases. the workers are neither informed of the dangers,

nor allowed to make modifiCations of safety proceedures. This is why we urge the

organi~ation of Safet~ ·committeess including students, technicians, custodians.

dishwashers. andsecre~aries. At present. the principal invest1gator, who: 1s

responsible for roaintaaning safety. often does not enforce or even teach safety

regulations ( 1 ).

3. There is another ftnteresting case of possible damage to the biosphere resul

ting from technologica~ manipulations. Some years ago there was talk of melting

chunks of the polar t.ee cap so as to bring cold, fresh water to Sou"thern Cali

fornia. The idea was abandoned because it was predicted that. the effects on

global weather conditLons might be disastrous. Just recently, the Saudi Arabians

confirmed that 'they had ccesaarcned a study on the feasibility of bringing ice

bergs from Antarctica to melt for irrigation and drinking water. ClearlY, there

should be some means for international discussion before such drastic actions

are taken. It was puzzling that there was no mention-of ecological dangers in

tbe~ York Times art5:.cl_e ( 34 ).
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CLOSING STATEMENT

The continuation and application of research in gene implantation is

likely to have global consequences. Some of the applicati?lls may (though not

necessarily) be-beneficial; should there be any accidents, they are likely to be

irreversible and very damaging t 39. q13 ).

Qe hope that more and more scientists will follow the example of R. Sins

heimer an? E. Chargaff ( 43, q56, 58) who question the wisdom of,continuing

this research. Scientists have enormous power and must be responsible in

handling it.

We urge the scientific community to take pause, to reflect. This techno

logy will remain exciting; for now, we must approach it with great caution.

SCIENCE for the PEOPLE
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I brought here the material that was written by Science for the
People 'and distributed in Cambridge, and you can read it to see if it's
radical. It's titled "The Health Hazards of Gene Implantation." In
Cambridge it was very important that there was available literature
written by scientists for lay people. This stuff was paid for out of peo
ple's pockets. It was a major problem to get it written and distributed.
We couldn't get it written and distributed through the normal funding
mechanisms. That's one request, that groups like Friends of the Earth,
the Sierra Club, that they be gIven help when they step in on the side
of some citizen sector to give technical presentations.

The second is that the Congress seriously consider in its funding
of scientific education-and I think it's a scandal that I've passed 20
years of education as a professional geneticist in the most prestigious
institution in ,the United States without ever learning about the Race
Hygiene Act in Germany in 1934. You should not be able to get a
Ph. D. in genetics without knowing about the kinds of misuses that
have occurred with biomedical technology. It should be a part of the
education of geneticists, and NIH and NFS is going to resist that.
They're going to see that as political interference in the process of
science. But Congress must insure that scientists are literate, that JOu
not only have to know what DNA means, but you have to know' w lat
"racehygiene"means.

Mr. DORNAN. Let me ask you a question on that so it's on the record
now.

Adolf Hitler came into power on January 30, 1933. He certainly
had no academic credentials. The amazing thmg about him was how a
little corporal could rise to this peculiarly horrendous level of power.

How did that act get passed so quickly? What scientific body took
advantage of the political instability of the Weimar Republic, and
this strange young leader, who at that time would have ouly been 44
years of age, to move this peculiar law forward? How did that come
about?

Dr. KING. It's very interestin~, and it's been studied by a number
of American social historians. Right from the beginning of the rise of
genetics in modern science in 1900, there was a constant fight between
the research geneticist, who wanted to understand heredity, and the
eugeneticist, who said, "We can do things to the human population
with this knowledge." For example, the Immigration Restriction Act
in the United States in 1924.If you read the House of Representatives
testimony, the major testimony was, "We have to keep out these Ital
ians and these other European people with inferior genes." That's
what it's about. ,

Mr. DORNAN. They used those words, "inferior genes" ?
Dr. KING. Absolutely. There was lots of articles in the popular press

and in learned journals talking about why are these people working
in textile mills poor? "They're poor not because they're 'being paid
25 cents an hour. They're poor because they have poor genes." It was a
raging controversy at that time within the genetics community.

In Germany there were many people within the scientific community
who said, "We have this scientific knowledge, and we should be scien
tific, and we should put it to work, and our genes are far superior, and
the genes are superior, it's not just propaganda,' The moment Hitler,
came into power that sector within the SCIentific community then moved
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quickly. In 1934 the Race Hygiene Act was passed, and from what I've
read there were 54,000sterilizations in the first years.

Mr. DoRNAN. How many years would you say this had been in fer-
ment then! ' ,

Dr. KING. It had been in ferment from 1920 to World War II.
Mr. DORNAN. And were there lots of books that talk about the desir

ability of eliminating unwanted people in the 1920's!
Dr. KING. YC!'. Now, the ones I've read were written in f';;us country,

because I don't read German, but there were plenty wri ;ten in this
country.

Mr. DoRNAN. I would like to find some research. I recall hearing a
German Ph. D., who had been in this country for about 30 or 40 years,
who spoke of some books during that period that were written about
unwanted people, but referring to older people, deformed people, and
it was, I 'believe, in .the early1920's, which had nothing to do with
Adolf Hitler.

Dr. KING., I must say there is some contention in the geneticcom
munity-and I note the presence here of Dr. Lewis, who is one of the
distinguished policymakers in the National Science Foundation, over
those ISSUes. I would describe the split as follows: Some geneticists
say, "The more we learn about genes, the more we understand the need
to protect our genes, from carcinogens, .from radiation, from muta
gens." The opposing tendency, is to be interested in altering genes, to
want to manipulate them. It leads to developing the technology to
manipulate genes, rather than developing the skills to protect them.

It's not that we want to inhibit scientific research. We just want to
make it easier to do the kind we need and maybe a little hard to do
the, kind that hurts us,. It's not a qu,estion of repression or closing off
research. It's just having people educated so they understand what can
go wrong. "

Mr. DORNA". Mrs. Taft, did you have a comment on what Dr. King
was saying!

Mrs; TAFT. I can wait.
Mr. THORNTON. We are running quite short of time, and I would like

to recognize some of the other members of the .committee.
But first I would like to place in therecordat this point of the dis

cussion the following observation. The terrible, barbaric activities of
Hitler's Germany were the result of Government action and not of
scientists in a la:boratory. The actions were based upon ignorance,
rather than upon knowledge, and stemmed from a society which de
cided to repress knowledge and information, which engaged in burning
books, in distorting history, in adopting dogmas rather than the true
scientific curiosity upon which the Western civilization have made
great headway since the Galilean time, when dogma was finally put to
the test and scientific inquiry opened.

For that reason I am always reluctant to see a discussion center upon
the horrible events of Nazi Germany. I think the thing we can learn
from that terrible experience in humanity is that man is capable of
making horrendous mistakes, that those mistakes are usually made
when we are ignorant of the consequences of our actions, and it does
mean that all of us-and I think all of us would agree-have an obli
gation to try and educate, ourselves on the risks and benefits of the
choices that we are called upon to make. "
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Mr. Fuqua, do you have any questions!
Mr. FUQUA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me say that that was a very eloquent statement that you just

made, and I would like to associate myself with those remarks. .
I want to thank all of the panel for, I think, some very, very thought

provoking comments that you've made.
I would also like to congratulate Mayor Wheeler on his landslide

victory. Maybe it was called in scientific circles a micro-victory.
Mr. WHEELER. Thank you, sir.
I do have one question. We do have a full committee meeting,and

we're going to have to break up shortly.
I agree with the concept that's been put forth that we should pro

ceed with extreme caution, I think the staff, Dr. King and others have
very eloquently explained that if we make a mistake we'd be proceed
ing too fast, and that weshould proceed with extreme caution in trying
to resolve this issue, and proceed keeping in mind too the point that's
made of local awareness, making the local people aware of what may
be going on in their community, or what is going on, as far as DNA
research.

Should there be, if we get into this area, a Federal law concerning
the structure by which this type of research may proceed! Should
there be exclusion of local control, have stricter Federal control, or an
exemption from local control!

I think, Mayor, you mentioned it in your testimony, or touched on it
just briefly, that you felt the responsibility to the people who elected
you, and probably that it should not have a local exemption.

I seeMrs; Taft; indicating a desire to speak on that.
Mr. WHEELER. I think that this, like other major areas of concern,

nuclear fission, and so forth, it's apparently necessary that there be
a broad umbrella of Federal legislation to control certain aspects. But
it is the local community whose sewer plant may be contaminated,
whose air and whose people are exposed, and I don't think that Fed
eral legislation can cover all of the concerns that a local community
has, I think that the local community should have the right, and that
should be an unequivocal right, to protect the health and safety of the
people in that community.

So that under a broad umbrella there can be a great deal of flexi
bility' but when you take away any local government control, I think
things just go haywire. I think that the local community ought to
make the decision.

Mr. FUQUA. Mrs. Taft.
Mrs. TAFT. I'd like to reinforce the statement that I made earlier

about having local community members on the institutional review
boards, which is proposed in the Rodgers bill. This kind of person
could be a direct contact, on top of the situation as to what's going on.

I am a chemist by training myself and I have worked in labora
tories, biomedical research laboratories, long enongh to know that what
goes on m the laboratory isn't exactly always what the principal inves
tigator thinks is going on.

I would also like to reinforce what Dr. King has said, that the bot
tle washer and the other technicians aren't always familiar with ex
actly the kinds of things that are necessary.

Mr. THORNTON. A very good point, too.
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Mrs. TAFT. These public members would be in more immediate con
tact. They would sit on the institutional review board and might be
able to have greater contact with both local government and could
serve a very essential role to Federal authorities, if necessary.

Mr. WHEELER. Could I just add one thing, Mr. Chairman!
Mr. ,THORNTON. Please go right ahead, Mayor Wheeler. "
Mr. WHEELER. At the university we've gone throughthe proces,s,

and we have a committee with the faculty, we have a laboratory tech
nician who works in the biochemistry lab, and we have a public
representative. .

Now, that's all well and good. But I think, to go back to what Dr.
King said earlier, that there needs to be a body that is not necessarily
responsible to that institution, but responsible to the community.

Mr. FUQUA. To the public interest. , '
Mr. WHEELER. Yes. I would hope, and I made the suggestion, and

I think that the university has in its mind somewhere to create a
broader general overview committee, in which there might be more
public participation. But I think the community has that right-and
I made a suggestion, I think, in my own paper that I will attempt to
set up some sort of a policy level committee.

Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Chairman, I realize we're ruuning past.
I want to thank the witnesses. Thank you.

, Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much for your good questioning.
I would like to recognize Mr. Pursell, who is here in preparation

for our markup session, to make such statements or ask such ques
tions as he may wish.

Mr. PURSELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the excellent testimony we've heard here today.
Mayor, we're very pleased that you have taken the time to join

us here.
We have a full committee meeting here in a few minutes.
I appreciate, Mr. Chairman, the opportunity to hear some of the

testimony, and we appreciate those efforts in this program this
morning.

Thank you very much.
Mr. THORNTON. I would like to ask each of our witnesses this morn

ing if you would be willing to respond to such question" in writing
as may be submitted to you by other members of the committee or
the staff.

Mr. Flippo, do you have any statement, or comments!
Mr. FLIPPO. No. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The testimony of this committee and the questions to the panel have

not nearly exhausted my curiosity, but in the interest of time I would
not have any questions.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Flippo.
Mr. Hollenbeck, do you have any questions!
Mr. HOLLENBECK. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Dornan!
Mr. DORNAN. I would just add my association also with your elo

quent closing statement.
All of the serious discussions we've had about mistakes in the past

can sometimes come down to the focus of one broken-hearted set of
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parents over birth defects of one child,which possibly could have
been prevented by careful,serious, thoughtful research.
. I did appreciate your very thoughtful statements.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Dornan.
I want to thank the members of the panel again for your excellent

testiT·hin.'°nh
y· · · di ed·. . . h . ts eanng IS now a journ ,to meet agaan m t e mommg a

9 :30in room 2325.. .
[Whereupon, at 11 :10 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon

vene at 9 :30 a.m., on Wednesday, May 4, 1977.]
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
CoMMI'ITEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, REsEAItCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
Washington, D.O.

The subcommittee met pursuant to notice at 9 :38 a.m., in room 2325,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon, Ray Thornton, chairman, pre
siding,

Mr. THORNTON. The hearing will come to order. Good morning. It
is a pleasure to have this distinguished group of scientist panelists
before our continuation of hearings on the science policy implications
of recombinant UNA molecule research.

Today we will be amplifying on yesterday's discussion concerning
the subject of public participation in scientific and technical decision
making. We will be considering such questions as what actions should
or could the Government take to encourage scientists-to alert society
to potential impacts of new developments in research, define terms such
as what is meant by the public or the public interest, freedom of scien
tific inquiry, studying who among members of the public should be
involved in scientific and technical decisionmaking processes such as
the one we are focusing upon, and what ways might be useful in
resolving value conflicts among various groups which are involved
in these issues.

I hope to continue the panel format which has been so successful
in previous hearings. We are very pleased to have each of our panel
ists with us this morning. We are hoping that Ms. Nelkin will be
here in a little while. Dr. Stone of the Federation of American Scien
tists will be our first witness.

Mr. Alan McGowan of the Scientists Institute for Public Informa
tion will be next. Dr. Norman Wengert of the department of political
science, Colorado State University is next. Dr. RIchard Trumbull, the
executive director of the American Institute of Biological Sciences is
fourth, in that order. '

I want to express my appreciation to each of the witnesses for their
fine prepared testimony. I think it might be appropriate to insert
those prepared remarks in full in the record.

[The documents referred to follow:]
(581)
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Or, Stone's present or fonner membership in professional
societies includes Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi, American Economic
Association, American Mathematical Society, American Political
Science Association, and the Council on Foreign netettons .

Or~ Stone resides with his wife, Dr.B. J. Stone {a mathe
matician) in Chevy Chase; Maryland•

Dr. Stone, a mathematician by training. is the ntrectcr-
of the Federation of A.':'1er1can Scientists and Editor of its
"Public Interest Report". Since he became the Director of FAS
int970. the 26-year~otd orqanizationhas undergone a rejuvena
tion that has -increased the membership. by 500:;:.a~d expanded its
acti viti es and effectiveness'. The'Federation's membership nO\1
includes ha1f of Arllerica ' s Nobel Pri ze winners and terser hi ph
ranking officials from government agencies concerned \~ith science
and society problems.

Dr. Stone was graduated from Swarthmore College in 1957 with
high honors, and took his Ph. D. in Mathematics at Stenfcrd Univer
sity 1n1960. He has served as a Research Associate at Harvard
University; as a member of the professional staff of the Hudson
Institute; as an Assistant Professor at Pomona College; and wes a
Visiting Scholar in the Department of Economics at stenrorc.untve-
s tty, He was also an International Affairs Fe'llow of the Council
on Foreign Relattons •

As an expert on national seeUl"fty affai rs , Or,. Stone-has
written widely on the subject and is the author. of two books on
the annsrace, the better known of which is "Containing the Anns
Race: Some Specific Propose1s" Ol,IT Pr-ess, 1966).
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I propose to state some lessons of the recombinant DNA experience and
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Second, the recombinant DNA experience confirms the difficulty that society has in

assessing the degree and nature of future hazards arising from new research: For example,

in my judgment, the dangers due to "aecldents" with recombinant DNA, though the most widely

advertised and discussed, 81'.C in fact destined to be less important than the problem of-deliberate

misuse either by military establishments or by the mentally disturbed. This-is analogous to

shifts in emphasis on the dangers of nuclear reactors where the perils of accidents have recently

given way to concern over proliferation and terrorism. It is often hard to gauge the future

ability of mankind" to cope and the publicity provided various dangers is not always in proportion

to the dangers themselves but reflects cer-tain media imperfections (e.g . sensationalist biases)

as well as a human tendency to discuss those problems than can be and are being resolved Ie-g;

accidents rather than deliberate misuse).

Third, the recombinant DNA experience confirms the extreme difficulty, in the nation-

state system in which we live, in controlling solentific developments. Even were we to wish

to do so, we cannot prevent other nations from pursuing scientific developments and technology

although they are often as likely to affect our lives as those of others.

Fourth, recombinant DNA experience seems to me unusual in raising the specter that

the research itself may have hazards to the public at large. Normally, laboratory personnel,

at most, are at risk from experimentation, Society's problem is usually that of digesting the

technological possibilities provided by science.

Fifth, the recombinant DNA experience does reveal and reflect the rapid pace of bio

logical advance which can be expected to gather momentum, throughout this century and the

next. :rhe spotlight of selentlf'ie advance hasshlf'ted, in the last several decades; from chem

istry in the thirties, to physics in the forties, rtrttes, and sixties, and we now see before us

the possibility of understanding life an'd man himself. The uses of this knowledge may even-

tually Interact with our civilization, and our everyday lives, to a greater extent than even

have the advances of physics or chemistry.

Finally, I think that the scientific community should be reassured in refIecttng on the

treatment it will r-eceive at the hands of public bodies. Recombinant DNA is an extreme



example of the kind of scientific results that.normally come to public attention; it is slmul-

taneously more coscureeoo, at the same time its perils are especially eusy to exaggerate.

Therefore, all things considered, I believe the public reaction has been restrained and has re

flected the high regard in which scientists and science are held.

I turn now to the first question:

1) What actions could the Government take to encourage scientists to alert society
to the potential impact of new developments in research?

The Committee should understand that the reason most scientists need this encouragement

lies not only in the pressure of their work, but also in a fundamental uncertainty they feel

whether or not this function is one of their scientific responsibilities. American scientists

are not sure to whom they are responsible and for what. To most American scientists, "solen-

tific responsibility" on public policy issues means a responsibility to the scientific community

to avoid actions that may be thought by their colleagues to demean science (Le, to avoid

irresponsible conduct). This point of view induces them to a caution and a precision that makes

it h,ighly difficult for them to function effectively in pU~lic debates (that inevitably have

unsatisfactory ground rules) and to do so on matters of public policy (that Inevitably merge

science, public health standards, and values).

A mino.rity of scientistsdo believe, as the Committee seems to believe, that "scientific

responslbill ty'' .means a responsibility to the scientific community only on matters wholly

contained within that community k.g. plaglansml and mandates a responsibility to society

(social responslbilftyl on public pou-, matters that transcend the scientific community. It

is this latter school of thought that permeates our organization.

'These-two points of view /lre contrasted in our F.A.S. Public Interest Reportof December,

1976alo;g with an analysi~'of t.hecorrespondingproblems of ~ocial responsibility in the Soviet

Union and China. With .the Committee's perm issicnc I would ask to submit this publication

for the record.

While a. minority.of socially concerned scientists is, in principle, enougb.to provide

society with an early-warning network, in practice, it would be wise to enhance that capability.
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Specific action to enecur-egu scientists to alert society to impending problems falls Into various

categories:

a) Ask more often

b) Listen better

c) Make it financially feasible

d) Commend the right and condemn the Wl'Qng

ASK MORE OFTEN:

Congress could ask the scientific community to alert it to the potential impact of new

developments In a number of ways. Anyone of a number of institutions could be requested,

by contract, to provide brief summaries of possible implications of ongoing research. Such

contracts could be let to the major professional societies (American Physical Society, Amer

ican Mathematical Society, American Chemical socteiy, Federation of American Societies

for Experimental Biology, etc.). Alternatively, the American Association for the Advancement

of Science (AAAS) or the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) could be involved. The

National Academy of Sciences (NAS) is another possibility but its studies take so long to be

•completed that it might be less useful for the purpose in question of sounding an early alar-m•

.. It might be well if congresscould persuade the National Academy of Sciences to pay scien
tists who work on its reports instead of relying upon volunteers; the cost could be easily tncoe
poruted into the Government contracts that finance most of NAS work, This might speed
up the NASstudies and eliminate certain biases that result from the narrow selection implicit
in looking for volunteers. On April 26, 1977, the Academy revealed that President Carter had
expressed by letter his own similar concern that the Academy could be more-helpful "... if,
in addition to its long-range studies, it ls prepared to accept and respond in a more timely
manlier to questions which demand early decision." In turn, the President of the Academy
conveyed in a speech to the NAS membership his own uncertainty whether this would be possl
ble,

In return feir Corgresslcnal expressions of readiness to defray, in contracts, these wholly
reasonable costs, congress might try to nudge NAB into accepting the open meeting require
ments of the Federal Advisory Committee Act with which, at the present, our Appellate Courts
have held it need not comply. (Although carried on the pre-war government organization
manual rolls as a part of the Legislative Branch, NAS has somehow made its way today to
the ranks of the "quest-ornctar' organizations and was adjudged insufficiently Governmentnl
fO-I' this net to apply),

I hasten to add that FAS has not discussed these possibilities with the NAB leadership because
no useful purpose would have been served by doing so. But we do encourage the Committee
to take these matters up with NAB itself if it considers them constructive.
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With or without contracted studies to review, the Committee could hold hearings every

two or three years on this. subject so as to induce scientists to step feirward by providing a

suitable platformfer .. their pronouncements.

LISTEN BETTER:

The formulation of the initial question assumes that, if only a scientist would speak out;

society would immediately respond; nothing-could .~e more misleading. Normally, some scien

tist is both willing and able to describe any given future potential hazard. But without encour-

agement, if then, he may not be willing to shout about it, to lobby concerning it, in short, to

make a cat'ee~ of-calling ubli~ attention to it.. People-in authority have tobe wlljlng-tc.pursue

the-Issue.

In doing so, they must pay less attention to status. For the most part; prestige is never

having been wrong or been .thought wrong (as in having been right "too soon'? Such repute-

biIity is too.otten eamed.eno maintained by excessive caution. As a result, the first warnings

of danger ahead vir-tually.rieven come from' self-consciously "prestigious" institutions as the'

National Academy of Sciences but usually.frcm less official groups or selected individuals.

Thus. where: early warning is desired, the more established the group, the less useful it may

be. Also, in scientific affairs especially, where truth rather than a consensus is desired. com-

mit tees should be taken much less seriously than gifted, knowledgeable, and perceptive indi-

vlduals, In short, societal government organs must be prepared to entertain and examine-e-if

not decide--the merits of various expressions of concern; without waiting for them to be

validated by the more ponderous mechanisms of bureaucratized institutions.

But no matter how ready, society is to h-ear, some amplification of· the voice of individual

scientists is necessary, How can this be done?

Science For Citizens Program
~ " ,

The great democratic innovation of the 1970's-!msbeen the proliferation, and institu-

tlonalizatlon of-the public interest group. These organizations are formed around some peroep-

tlon or pr-edisposltlon about where the public interest might be found (e.g., that the environment

should be protected, the arms race controlled, or tile laws enforced). Their use of the word
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"public Interest't.slmply asserts that they have no more financial vested interest in the outcome

of their Issues than that, of the citi:ens at large".

These organizations function in a delicate ecological balance with the public. They can

only survive in such proportion as the public's assessment of the impor tnnce of their Issues

and the correctness of their stuncs. .For example, because more citizens are concerned with

environmental issues than nuclear war, far mere groups exist to pursue these objectives. Using

direct mail solicitation for memberships and support', these groups must renew' their consti

tuency each year, and maintain the .conpldenoe of their supporters continually. This keeps

them oemoceaneany.respcnswe. At the same time they make public participation possible

for any citizen, on vir-tually any issue, by his or her joining, writing, supporting and/or assist

ing, a suitable public mteres t group. This is a dramatic and irreversible new phenomenon of

which the Congress should take careful note.

The new tax laws have wisely recognized that these groups playa role ~o usefulthat

they should be permitted to engage in legislative activities up to 20% of their time even if

organized as tax-deductible groups. Andthey have always been allowed to litigate,

In my experience, <thesegroups are manned by persons who art=: surprisingly knowledgeable

about their fields and highly dedicated, considering the low rate of pay normally-available,

Their record on a large number of issues is one of persistence, and vindication.

As PAs"saw these groups expand and grow, we wondered if we could provide scientific

expertise for them. We, and no doubt others, have experimented with card files of willing

experts and so on. In 0111' experiell'"; however, scientists must work-with,-and within, these

groups lobe useful to them. It is n01 us if the groups needed-to know some isolated fact, or

the result of some esoteric single calculation. Science must infuse theirpr ogr-am , and their

pereepttons of possibilities and risks. For this they-need sctenttsts working with their groups

for months at a time. And if they had these scientists, I believe their programs would be still

more mature and responsible, and still better thought out.

I recognize that the Subcommittee is concerned that the Science for Citizens program

might assist public Interest.groups engaged in legislative action or legal actions, It wonders

whether public funds should be used to support activities that can be controversial.
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But the decision to subsidize such activities has already been taken, In the first place,

the business community is permitted to use the equivalent of public monies for its legislative

and legal actions when it deducts those expenses.rrom its taxable income, thereby shifting

the ~~--burden for activities tbatare not only controversial but designed to provide profit

to private individuals.

Second, as of test year, the tax-deductible groups have, as noted, been permitted to

. engage in Iaglslattve action thereby using tax~eductible monies for legislative work. The

financial implications of this decision are equivalent to authorizing funds from the Treasury,

and the Government has no control whatsoever on the projects undertaken as it does in thc

case of Science for Citizens. Indeed, the .Natlonal Science Foundation is invariably sensitive-

terribly senstttve-vto the concern of Congress and indeed to every individual r-ank and file

Congressman. No matter how well funded is the program, NSF is patently not about to fund

researchers who are all Interested in the same subject: or who share the same 'point of view,

or who will ally themselves with. the same or similar groups or who will all work on matters

of legislative interest. You can depend upon NSF to be cautious and you can wateh the program

in action.

Third, the groups involved are going to engage in legislative and legal action whether

or not Congr-essassists them to gain scientific expertise. The only question is: Will their

posltlcns be more or less respcnskae-cbetter or less well grounded in what the scientific com

munity knows or suspects?

Finally, the Science for Citizens program does not givc funds to the public interest groups

but to the scientists who work with the groups involved, so that the government subsidizes

socially concerned scientists, rather than action organizations; in order to make it possible

for these scientists to get their message.across.

Obviously, the Science for Citizens program is intended to do many much less contro

versial activilies--whichI support,!! fortiori. And it assists scientists whosemessage goes

far beyond the implications of future l'esearch--the issue before us ncw-ebut reaches those

93~481 0 _ 77 ~ 38
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who went to otscuss the implleations of all varieties of science and societyissues, So milch

the better, I feel.

The point r want to emphasize is slmply.tbts. The Science for Citizens program is not

a rip-off by public interest groups but an opportunity for the society to ensure that a powerful

and valuable new segment of our democratic process, the public intcres t gr-oup.Tulfills its.

functions in a scientifically.responsible fashion. and-that scientists who went to speck UP. as

you want them to, have-a. vehicle with which to do 50.-

MAKE IT FINANCIALLY ,FEASIBLE:

Anotfier way for Congress to enecurege setenttrlc thought Oil the irnpltcattcns cf s;ience. r ·

is tcoequtee the grant-making federal agencies, e.g. the National Institutes of 'Health (NIHt

to spend a certain percentage of its cveran.grant funds (e.g, 1%)on grants discussingtile socle

tal implications of the 'work being funded with the other 99%. This would, I urn confident,

produce immediately a cottage industry of investigations into the implications of scientific

advance.

I consider this to be perhaps the best approach. But there may beotheb waya, And offers

of funds-to the more traditional scientific societies might. in some cases, rejuvenate their

*' .' . ,...,. "
consciences. The scientific journals are suffering from the same problems facing other jour-

nals (high postage, printing and paper rates). Unfortunately, because the orgnnlzations ere

both tax-exempt and tax-deductible, no tax advantages can be offered them; instead, sub

sidies would be required. But grants from government agencies financing research might flow.

in their direction as proposed ebove,

COMMEND THE RIGHT AND CONDEMN THE WRONG:

Scientists (and scientific organi~tions)who do try go fulfill their public responsibilities

should, from time to time, be commended in whatever way the Congress and Bxecutive Branch

* To get some idea of how reluctant these organizations are to workIn public policy areas,
one should examine Science MagaZine, April 1, 1977, in which it is revealed that the scientific
societies have thus far ignored Congressional enccucagemen t to.educational and charitable .
organizations to opt for the right to spend up to 20% of their time on legislative activity.
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see fit. Par ticfpating in the public debate is an abrusive process for the individual scientists

and, for rnost scientific.organizations, a. divisiveprocess, Some prnlsewould help keep them

at it. For this reason, F.A.S. gives annual public service awards to scientists for science and

society activities. The For'um of the American Physics Society has begun to do the sa,me..

If Congress and the Executive Branch would offer some kind of recognition, this would pre

sumably help. Andthere is nothing wr6ng with calfing in representatives of the scientific

societies llJ.1d asking them why they are not doing more in this area. Prod them. We do.
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TO WHOM ARE PUBLIC INTEREST· SCIENTISTS RESPONltIBLE?
~Scienlifie rnsponsibility" has, in practice, twoquite

different and pal1ly opposed meanings. The sup
porters of these dilEerent interpretations are oft.,n
quite innocent of any realization that the olher in
terpretation exists. Thus an unholy alliance advances
the bare notion of scientific rtlsponsibility. But certain
attempts to apply the concept risk the outbreak of
open warfare between the two schools.

The problems arise with regard to the participation
of scientists in the public debate. On matters within
the scientific community, there is no impurtl!nl differ
ence in puint of view among scientists on what con,
stitute. sdenlific respnnsibility. All oppose such
traditional teems of scientific il1'esponsibility as
falsification of dalll, plagerlsm, suppression of op
posing points 01 view, etc.

The underlying question at i~sue is whcther the
tradiliulUll notions of scientific responsibility, de
veloped wilbiu Ibe community, can cope adequately
wilb the entirely different problems posed in the
interlace between scfcnce and the public. At the
heart of Ibe difference in perspective is the qucstlon:
"responsibility to whom".

Responsible Conduct Seen as Issue
The narrow school of interpretation prefers to use

Ibe concept "respOnsible conduct of scientists" as its
interpretation of the phrase. In its view, Ibe "respon·
sibility" at issue is a rC5~nsibility to Ibe scientific
communil}': not to demean the community or to di_
min~h the standing 01 colleagues, by acting in ways
dissolUlnt wilb the traditions of science Or its popular
image. It sees improper actions a.~ threets to the in_
tegrity of science and, 1i(Imetimcs, even to its fUnding.

In particular, this school often considers it vaguely
or HallyilnSpOnsible to make pnblic assertions whiclJ
ere imprecise or, worse, unprovable; to generalize

without firm grounds; andlor to specnlate. It is often
considered questionable: to advocate policy decisions
tllat involve science but go beyond it; to campaign for
such policies; to ally oneself "ilb non_scientists in
such campaigns; to accept Ibe nndignified and in
adequate conditions for presentation the media cnen
require; to go "over the head" of the scientific ccm
munity; and 1i(I on.

A broader interpretation of scientific rcspollSibility
conceives it primarily as n responsibility to society
ralber than to the scientific community; Ibis scllool
01 thonght prefers to usc Ibe phrase "social responsi.
bility." It has acquiesced in Ibe fact that virtually all
arguable policy decisions inevitably go beyond
science. It nccepl~ as inevitable Ibat scientists in
volved in pnblic debate will have to go beyond dis
cussing what is scientifically known for certain. In its
view, the name 01 the pnblic policy game is declsion
making unde. enermeus uncertainties; what is known
for certain is usually uncontroversia! and needing no
exponents.

Perhaps the most Important difference between
Ibes1.' two interprellltions 01 scientific responsibility
is that the narrow view implicitly disconrages lsvelve
ment by scientists in pnblic debate, while Ibe broad
\'iew instructs them that such participation is their
"social responsibilil}'."

Let no one minimize the importance 01 this differ
ence in perspective. At issue is the degree of partiei.
pation in the public debate 01 hundreds 01 thousands
01fhe most intelligent citizens in America, individuals
whose special training and knowledge makes them
C5pccially well·suited to objective analysis 01 the
iSS\les in and around science.

---Continued 011 page 2
- Reviewed and Approved by {he FAS Council

MEMBERS INVITED TO COMMENT ON SCIENTIFIC RESPONSIBILITY
Scientific responsibility is hard to define. And it is

harder to practice tllan preach. But nothing is more im
portant to FAS than an invcstigation of such issues;
with the help of our members and others, we plan to tum
our attention to this subject from time to time.

This preliminary discussion ponders the differences in
meaning Which "scientific responsibility" has in the ideo
logical camps of otller nations as well as the differences of
view in onr own debate. In a subsequent Report, later in
;he academic year. We plan to go somewhat further by

discussing hypotlletical but concrete vignettes to give sub
stance to a discussion that is otherwise uuwcrkably ab
stract.

Wc ask Our readers to send us their reflections. What
are the key issues of scientific freedom and responsibility?
To whom is responsibility due? What kind of freedom is
meant? Where are the contradictions between the diller
cnt meanings'! And what practical conclusions should
FAS draw? Send your relevant complaints also - about
FAS as well as others-and your commendations. 0

FAS RECEIVES FBI FILE - Page 7; CHINESE AND SOVIET NUCLEAR TESTING - Page 8
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Continued frompage I
StlIndards

The central issue is bow stamlanJsof responsibility
in public communkation should be maintained.

There should be standards. We :do believe that
seientists should hew 10 a higher ethkal standard than
that wbida need be obeyed, for example; by polj..
tlciall.'l. Scientists should: avoid dogmatielsm; make
their aBSllmptions as uvert as they COD; qualify their
remarks as well as conditions permit; be willing
to smfaoe, recognize, and lidmit weaknesses in their
owu argument; be ready to reason with those wbo
disagree; and, in general, behave hi.a civilized fashion.

What we doubl, however, is the ahility of profes-
sional scientific organizations to mowtor and main_
tain these standards. Scientists invoh:ed in the pUblic
debale confront prohlelll!l 10taUy unfamiliar to these
tmditional organizations: unusual media conditions;
the necessity to work from inadequate sources; encr
DU)ll.'l ullcertainties about facts; presseres of time;
tactical decisions concerning allies; ~nlrovers.ies mill;
ing valnes and lacts; and many others. As a result,
Ibe traditional professional society really has no con
sensus, ODd hence no standing, with which to deter
mine whetber a scientist met his obligations 10 Ibe
publk: in a praiseworthy or eensnrabje fashion. These
are not questions of referees, of publication disputes,
of melbods of scientific argumentation. These aTe
problems far more unruly.

Anoth« method for malntainlngstandards is no
better. This is the model known to lawyers, doctors,
and engineel:S; Ibese disciplines bave codes of pro_
fessional respoll.'libility designed 10' monitor Inter
actions between their professionals ,nnd the pUblic.
But codes of. this kind bave not worked weU, often
degenerating into self-serving ellom to prolect the
marketability of the scientific technology at issue.
Aud, in any case, no fonnal code 'can resolve the
multidimensional aspects of dealing!wilb real prob
lems in a real polilieal world.

Marketplace of Ideas
What is left! In the first place, in the public areaa,

for Ibe most pari, the solution to poor analysis and
scientific distortion is betfl)r' analysis, and critiques
of tbal distortion. In this sense, Ibe solution 10 the
involvement of scientists whose views or behavior
one regrets is one's own involvement. We believe
that, in tile clash of scientific interpretations and opin_
ions, those wbo apply Ibe scientifiC elbos tend to
prevail because Ibose wbu apply thai ethos most
sleadfastly enhance Ibelr credibility 'over time both
wilb other involved scientists and with tbe public.

Moreover, in America, we have some faith thai
the societal melbods of monitoring the pnblic debate
will be generally adequate to wntrol scientifie cce
tribulions jnst as they absurb the specinlized eonet
butions of many olber kinds .of experts, _A competi
live market place of ideas,- including, of conrse,
criticism by fellow scientists _ will keep the discus
sion relatively honest.

To the exlent to wbich the free markel of ideas

..,<1.::>
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fails, it will be necC5SllTY for those scientists who are
theDlSdves involved in the pnblic debate _to evolve
their own standards. Pnblic interest scientists sftonld
havethe right to be judged by their p~ - by oth
ers who have run the socielal gauntlets inVOlved; by
olbers who have appmised the options available.
lbrough Ibeir own peer-group pressures-and their
publie service awards - scientists involved in publiC
debale will provide role models for eaeh uther.

In sum, the solntion 10 Ibe intlmllinahle dispule
over scientifie behavior in Ibe public arena is not
10 be fonod in merely repeating what seientisls bave
preached as responsible eondnci inside setenee but
in wbal they come to practice eoIIectively as social
respunsibilily outside science. 0
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SCIENCE AND THE THREE SOCIETIES
Broadly speaking, scientists face three kinds of societal

Working conditions.' In the most difficult, they find them
selves under right~wingdictatorships characterized by con
tempt for intellectuals, and fear of their libertarian tenden
cies. Examples arc the governments of Chile, Argentina,
South Korea, Thailand, Brazil, and Uganda. Here the
scientists are neither prized nor free.

Typically the govcrnments are ready to ignore the im
pact on their societies' development of represslon of sciee,
ttsts. Thc result is often even less freedom for scientists
than possessed by othcr members in the society.

A second class of governments prize their scientists and
provide thcm with varying ranges of special perquisites
but do not pennit them scientific or political freedom.
This is the condition of the communist world: the Saviet
Union,the_ nations of Eastern Europe under Soviet hege
inony, the People's Republic of China, Albania, Yugo
slavia. geeause these economies are planned, the, scientific
community's resources are allocated and directed. These
states reject the notion that science for science's sake will
maximize payoffs by permitting full rein to the scientists.
Not.only science but everything else (induding chess and
art) must have its purpose.

Man.:ism and Scientific R~ponsibility: ThC{>J)'
The. soCialism of Marx could not be, in principle, more

prone_to favor "science." Marxists consider Marxism to
be the "science of society"; in fact, Engels wrote that it
was only with this scientific discovery that "the true history
of mankind begins." This approach produces a faith in'
the social'scicnces that far exceeds that in t1tl:West, one
which further enhances the popular faith in natural science.

In particular, also, the undel'developed quality of tsar
ist Russia left little doubt in the minds of the revolution
aries thatsdence would be critical to the salvation of the
Soviet Union. The nct result is prestige for scientists in
the Soviet .Union that. is quite unparalleled in any other
nUllon in the world. The members of the highest Soviet
scientific rank (Academician), numbering about ilOO, are
considered "immortals" with automatically cnmmissioned
biographies and special burial plots. They earn more
than 10 ,times the average wage.

At the other end of scientific achievement, but also illus
trating the principle, every chauffeur characterizes himself
as ·'engineer.",AlI in all, the Soviet scientific community
is immense; one association of scientific workers has
7,000,000 members. A very large fraction of all higher
education graduates are technical graduates In one sense
or another and consider themselves scientists or scientific
workers.
J.D,;Benml: Marxist Spokesman fo(Social Responsibility

Whal.do Marxist scientists. consider their sodal re
spollsibil,ities to be? No better advocate of the theory of
responsibility in European communist states exists than
the late J. D. Bernal. Bernal was a committed Marxist
("For my part I Can only understand the world as I have
learne;d and,~xperienced it, that is, Iargely.tn the light of
Marxism ... ).

He was. also pro-Soviet believing: that the Cold War
had been deliberately fomented by the "privileged ejesses
in America and Europe"; that Eastern Europe had been
"Iiberated"and that the Sino-Soviet split was "bickering."
He was also very able. His four-volume compendium,
Science';" History provides a remarkable Marxist analysis
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of the role of science from the Stone Age through the hy
drogen bomb.

Bernal's approach to social responsibility can be seen
in the Constitution of the World Federation of Scientific
Workers, which he drafted, and for which he continues
to be the patron intellectual saint:

'The primary responsibility for the maintenance and
development of scicnce must lie with the scientific
workers themselves, because they alone can under
stand the nature of'the work and the direction in
which advance is needed. The responsibility for the
use of science, however, 'must be a joint responsl
bilityof the scientific workern and of the people at
large. Scientific workers neilher have nor claim to
have the control over the administrative, economic
and technical powers of the communities in which
they Jive. Nevertheless they have a special responsi
bility for pointing out where the neglect or abuse of
scientific knowledge will lead-to results detrimental
to the community. At the same time, the community
mUSI be able and willing to appreciate and to, use
the possibilities offered by science, which can be
aehicyed only through the widespread teaching of the
methods and results of the natural and social
sciences."

Bernal's major conclusion was that science had become
too important to be left to scientists or politicians and
that the "whole people must take a hand in it if it is to
be a blessing and not a curse."

European Communism, and Scienli!ic Responsibllity:
Pl1lctice

Writing before, during. and immediately after World
War II, Bernal was oblivious to the intellectual realities
of Soviet life, in particular to the widespread apathy and
cynicism. Other committed Marxists were more per
ceptive. Jean Paul Sartre, writing after the Czechoslo-

• vakia repression, remarked that "socialism has fallen back
into the long night of its Middle Ages," and spoke of the
"steady remorseless degeneration of Soviet socialism."

The scope for Soviet scientific responsibility, of the kind
Bernal espoused, had been correspondingly limited by
these practical realities. Scientists have had "primary"
responsibility for the development' of science but heavy
pressure has been placed on them to .avcid "bourgeois"
abstractions. In a planned economy, all of the problems
of bureaucratic direction and control have appeared.

Bernal's notion of "joint responsibility" for the IISC of
science by scientists and the public at large cannot be rec
ognized, much. less vindicated, in the Soviet' political
process. The public has no voice, and no method exists
for appeal to the public. A nllmber of concrete ideological
problems have ansen.e

We do see stirrings of scientific responsibility in the
efforts of Sakharov to persuade Khruschev to sign a par
tial tC1ltban treaty and"more generally, in the efforts of

'While Ly,enkoism and ils·imp,ct'on biologyi' Ihe besl known
exampte,So,iet.sciel\tislS h,ve had 10 waS"continUing ideologi·
cat ,truggle, on other fronl'. esped.Uy in copingwith lhe phUo
sophicatdemand' of lhe om.ial philosophy, diatectical material.
ism. Wa, Iherote of the observerin quantummechani'ma form
of "idealism" opposed by malerialim1 CouldrctalMty'. appraisal
of space and time be defen<kd a, ha,ing made Ihem "forms of
the exiS/ence of mauer" or woutd the ideologues decideIhal ret._
tivity should be ,nppre'sed for having adopted the notion th.t
'PlCe and time wore productsof "pure reasonr :Was there a
Marxist_Lenini,t nOlion lhat the Universe had 1<> be infinite or
coutd a,tronomern.con'iderfinile,dOlled, moders? Did Marxist_
Lenini't maled.tim h.ve 10believe in some kindof spontaneous
generation ('1 SOme level) 10 avoid the charge of rctigicusily?
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the Soviet Pugwash participants to explain arms control
to their government in the period between 1955 and 1970
before serious and sustained official. talks began. No
doubt there is much more that transpires within the per
mitted limits of discussion, struggles to clear up Lake
Baikal and the like. But it is significant that real mani
ifestcs explaining science and social responsibility, such
as Sakharov's Progress,Coexistence and lntelleClual,Free
dom had to be smuggled to the West.

For the most part, the Soviet scientific community
fights not for social responsibility bUI..for unfettered
foreign contacts, for free exchanges with other scientists.

To what extent are, these problems arising, from the na
ture of communism and to what extent from the distinc
tive culturaland historical conditions existing in.the Soviet
Union? Obviously views differ. One who traced the prob
lem simply to economic planning was Friedrich A. Hayek,
Nobel Laureate in. economics.. ' In·The Road,lo Serfdom
(1944) he argued that racism and communism wree merely;

"variants. of the. same totalitarianism which central
control of all economic actiVity tends to produce."

He believed that an unforeseen but ioevitable conse
quence of socialist planning was to create a state of affairs
in which totalitarian forces would get the upper hand.

Maoism and Social Responsibility: Theory lind Practice
The Chinese go much further than Bernal. The re-

sponsibility for the use of science is not a "joint responsi
bility" of scientific workers and the people at large
instead, the ideology gives much more weight to the pub
lic. Indeed, the scientists do not even have the primary
responsihility that Bernal advocated for science itself.
Instead-to summarize a friendly review hy SESPA
(China: Science ~alks on Two Legs Avon books, 1974)
- the literature shows constant emphasis on cases where
"the peasants were ahead of the theoreticians." Efforts
are made to demystify science, to deny that science is "too
deep" for ordinary people, to combine the efforts of spe
cialists and non-specialists alike and, above all, to com
bine "theory and practice." It seeks, in short, to reverse
the saying of Mencius:

"Those who work with the heart shall rule, Those
who work with hands shall be ruled."
The cultural revolution instructed researchers to avoid

the three divorces: "between politics, practice and laboring
people." It led to debates over whether scientific papers
should be signed individually or collectively and how col
lectively. It sent scientists out to the farms.

The net effect of these doctrines in practice is not now
known. In the fim place it is not very well understood
why modern science did not develop in China for the past
few hundred years, and this undoubtedly reflects casts of
mind and cultural traditions to which this ideological ap
proach is directed. Furthermore, when Joseph Needham
began his celebrated investigations into this first question,
he uncovered still another related ,conundrum; why was
Chinese science ahead of the West in the period before
the West's industrial revolution? There is obviously much
in the notion of science and society in China.that we do
not understand. .

Americans tend to think gf ideology as a superfluous
contaminant of law,regulations and tradition. In fact,
these ideelogical irijunctions - as with all ideology in
China _ arc playing an active coordinating role [nstruct
ing 800,000,000 citizens' how jo conduct their business.
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What do you do when youdon't have law? For-example,
under the notion of the soclalireponsibllity of science,
enterprises are encouraged to allocate a certain portion
of their funds for anti-pollution measures where formerly
they might have made all efforts to increase production
and exceed quotas. Similarly enterprises'would have to
inform workers that excessive sound might impair hearing.
The desirability of an ideology that presses for this kind
of activity is in accord with thinking in the Western de-,
mocracies of socially concerned scientists.' .

On the other hand, most FAS scientists would look with
horror at the likely disruptions of the Chinese scientific
community, in practice, when forced to confront iuter_
fereuce in the workings of the scientific community itself.
No doubt scientific careers have been destroyed from
"wrong thinking."Andcertainly, Chinese 'scientists have
fewer rights of expression aod communication than even
those Soviet scientists about whom FAS is concerned.
No doubt, the Lysenko affair is being repeated many
times over in China. On the other hand, again,do Western
scientists of developed countries have the perspective on
the needs of an underdeveloped country to chide it for
insisting that science be developed with applications first
and foremost in everyone's mind?

In short, China exemplifies the most thoroughgoing
destruction of barriers between the scientific community
and the public.. The destruction in one direction looks
somewhat better than the destruction in the other, but
we lack, at present, a sense of having standing to judge.

Scientific Responsibility in the Western Democracie!l
The basic theoretical issue in discussions of "scientific

responsibility" in democratic. states is. "responsibility to
whom." The progressive view largely agrees with Bernal's
formulation; indeed, our Constitution carried these senti
ments before he drafted them for WFSW. Here the re
sponsibility is to the public. But the traditional view be
lieves that the responsibility of scientists is a responsibilitY
to the scientificcommunily to act in ways consistent witli
the scientific ethos.

The traditioual view is worried about the effect on the
public image of science of scientific involvement in pnblic
debate.

Thus in an October II; 1976 speech, Dr. Philip Handler
wrote;

"We have learned that the scientist-advocate, on both
sides of such a debate, is likely to be more advocate
than scientist and this has unfavorably allered tile
public view of both Ihe fUJlure of the scienli{ic en
deavor and the' personal atlributes of scientists."
(Emphasis added).

He went on to urge such scientists to be as "honest,ob
jective,and dispassionate" in describing technological
risks to the non-scientific public, as they would have to
be in the self-policing scientific endeavor. (However, Dr,
Handler was far from fulfilling his own charge in this
speech; see page 7 of this Report for a number of ex
amples.e )
°In faet, this individnar. tendency to rhetorical exaueration i.
notoriou•. For example, whenthe Ho.... of Rep<esentatives'voted
to require the Notional Science Foundation to I.t it revi.w NSF
grants beforelheir 1i",,1 NSF approval, tb. A.ademy 'dent
charged tbeCongresswithon actiontbatwas"tantamo\lllt tn t
burning" and 10 having adopted a procedure "appropriat.nnl 10
authorita";an r.Sim.... · This can hardly inlll>CneCl Congress
favorably in their lU$C5aIll.nt of "the personal attribu\Cll of
scientio!5."
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Most discussions of scientific responsibility avoid
.any illusion to dilemmas of responsibility. It is as
if one were to discuss ethics without ethical di
lemmas. Scientists reduce . the problem to a few
phrases: ("honeity, dispassion and objectivity") or
assume away the problems ("We know when we
speak scientific nonsense.") Obviously scientific re
sponsibility, whatever it 'means, is a branch of ethics
and does have dilemmas. Here are a few which
members may wish to teeth on.

Speaking Onn Tbning
E.g. - As a result of certain novel experiments you
have undertaken, you believe that a common additive
is. in reality, quite dangerous. It is impossible for
you to be certain and a year more of tests are neces
sary. The health authorities arc willing to do the
tests but urge you not to discuss the implications of
your work with the press lest "all hell break out."
Do you hold 3. press conference or defer to estab
lished authority? And how do you decide?

Providing of Unsupported Opinions
E.g. - You have been voicing reasoned opposition
to nudear power for some years when an opportunity
arises to appear on the NBC Today Show. After
rather irrelevant questioning, the moderator says,
"Well, now Dr. X, we have 30 seconds left, please
tell us, all things considered arc these reactors safe
or unsafe?"

What do you say to the tens of millions of persons
watching?

Problems of Ames
E.g. _ You oppose the SST ona number of

grounds.but put less streSs on others and consider
still others wholly misleading. A leading Congress
man asks for your help in preparing a paper opposing
the SSTbut you discover that he cannot be dissuaded
from emphasizing less important issues and at least

This school of thought on responsibility is dearly more
concerned with the effects on science of scientists partici
pating in the public debate than in the effects onsodelY.
It wants scientists not to embarrass science by getting too
involved. Here, for example, are the results of an inter
view with Dr. Handler in the Wall Slree/Journal of April
3,1975:

., '... polieymakers and the public must learn to use
(science) properly and not expect more than it can
reasonably produce.
At the same time, scientists must show greater re
straint in their increasingly. frequent forays into the
policy-making world.'
These are the views of a man who's thought a lot
about the subject:Phi~p ~an~ler.

"'Scientists must take some of the blame themselves
for their recent image problems,' Mr. Handler agrees,
- 'for pretending t.o expertness they don't have, for
giving advice in areas far outside their own compe
tence, for advocating policies with unbecoming heat
and shrillness.' .... '.

'v'Once the scientific coinmunity has presented the
facts, however, it must leave final decisions to the
poHcymakers and the public,' Mr. Handler asserts.

"'" "., "
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one point you consider misleading. Do you assist
him in preparing the speech or not?

Phrasing ConClusions
E.g. '- You have read enough about the ABM, and
had enough experience in Government, .to believe
that you understand one important aspect of the
situation quite c1ea_rly and, indeed, that you can make
a very plausible case for your position on the basis
of bits and pieces of publicly released data. You are
asked to testify.· ~bouJd your testimony end by con
veytngrhe certainty you do indeed feel (for the rea
sons provided in the testimony) or should-it end with
assertions you do not really feel protesting that your
failure to have all the data disqualifies you from
reaching a conclusion?

Endorsements Under Uncertainly
E.g. _ You-arc a Chemist and, during testimony,you
are asked wh'ether all things considered you would en~

dorse a certain toxic substances bill that has the best
and onlychance of passage. You have little certainty
that the bill is really workable. You suspect that the
problems could be worked out in practice and believe
it is now or never for a toxic substances bill. But the
bill is too complicated to be wholly grasped by you,
and, possibly, anyone else. Do you endorse the biil?

Getting The Pnblic's Attention
E.g. _ You are persuaded that certain agricultural
procedures are dangerous. You are convinced that,
once attention is drawn to the issue, you will be able
to persuade the'relevant scientists on their own terms
but you just are not being taken seriously. It be
comes evident that no attention will be paid to you
unless you appcal, in dramatic tones, to -the public.
Do you write a dramatic and somewhat sensational
izcd version of the situation to force the scientific
comunity to investigate or do you suppress this im
pulse and keep plugging away?

'Science can contribute much to enhancing agricul
tural production; he. states, 'but American policy
with respect to food aid is not intrinsically a scien
tific question'." . . .
Similarly, science can study whether energy. inde
pendence is technically feasIble or whether Soviet
underground nuclear tests can be detected, but, he
insists, scientists must then let regular policymakers
decide whether to try for energy independence or
just what anus control proposals to put to the Rus
sians."
The conservative Wall Street Journal concluded ap

provingly: "Both science and govemmentseein well served
by this reasonabkman."

The E~luded Middle
But are they? This view seems defensible because it

assumes away the entire problem. It is an over-simpliti
cation which might be termed that of the "excluded mid
dle." On the one hand, science presents the "facts." On
the other, "policymakers" and "public" decide what to
do. It leaves out the scientific jXllicy analyst and the
scientist engaged in political action in or out of govern
ment. Arc scientists to "drop out" of these middle roles
lest science suffer "image problems?" (This would, in

.&
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particularjdislranchise hundreds of thousands of scien
tists from political rights accorded their fellow citizens).

This view of what scientists do and should do in a
Western democracy is the scientific analogue of a civics
book discussion of how democracy works,

In the first place, the polic.yiriakers need inferences
since.facts seldom go far enough. This was put well in a
Nature editorial of October 14 entitled "More than Facts,
Judgments":

"The scientist is most unlikely to be able to deliver
to the decision-maker any useful sort of factual state
ment, because he is hardly going to be allowed to
pedorm the appropriately large experiment or ob,
serveucn. All he can generally supply in the way of
facts is some results from pilot projects, some calcu
lations which may he relevant and so on, What the
good scientist should also be competent to provide,
however, is inference, and this albeit tentative and
hedged-about, is what the decision-maker needs and
what the science court seems to avoid. .
"Factual statements of the highest presumptive
validity would merely be about rats, about rocket
samples, about tensile strengths. Those involved in
public policy need to know whether, in the scientist's
best judgment, such statements can be generalized..
Intelligent customers for these sorts of judgments
know full well that scientific 'truth,' being a whole
level higher than facts, is often every bit as elusive
and changeable as political and economic 'truth.'
But they still expect the scientist to go beyond the
solid ground of his facts."
In the second place, the policymakers need policy

analysis, Kenneth E. Boulding put it this way in a Science
editorial (October 31, 1915"): "The decision maker wants
to know what are the choices from which he may choose"
and "bad agendas make it difficult to makc good deci
sions."

Finally there is the all-important issue of political action
by sclenrists. A Science editorial of November 28, 1975",
observed:

"Ifit is to be effective, the scientific community must
learn to deal with Congress as it is, not as the scien
tist thinks it ought to be."

Bl'llll$combCOlUllliueeTakes Modem Approach
A more modem approach to scientific responsibility

than that expressed in the Wall Street Journal was an
nounced at the same conference at which Dr. Handler's
speech was given, by a NAS Committee on "Science
Technology and Society." It nrged scientists not to view
themselves "only as the cnstodians of knowledge, aloof
from world affairs .. ." It said their role was:

"not only to contribute new knowledge, bnt also to
panicipate in the creation, evaluation, and applica
tion of the right technologies for societal use"

It urged scientists to "rethink tbeir roles and the roles of
scientific institutions.'

The report said that the:
"values by which scientists judge one another must
undergo an evolution which elevates the incentives
for responsible professional pertcrmance and high
quality research applied .tc problems of public im
portance ..."

These were tasks that must be undertaken by professional
societies, international unions and scholarly institutions
and could not be left to legal or political institutions. (The
17 person Conference issuing this document was chaired
by Lewis M. Branscomb of IBM and contained such

ow
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American representatives. as: Harvey Brocks..Roger Re
velle, Stephen Schneider and Herbert York). .

The traditional point of view in the scientific commu
nity has always feared too much emphasis upon the secret
ends of science. In 1945, Michael Polanyi called such
emphasis "misguided generosity" that weakened the "au
tonomy of science." In 1949, he wrote that:

"We scientists are pledged to a higher obligation, to
values more precious than material welfare; to a
service far more urgent than that of material wel
fare."
This point of view still exists, but in a muted form. Dr.

Handler's October speech said that it was a challenge for
the scientific community to "be seen as honestly respon
sive" to the needs of society. But he strongly urged sci
entists not to justify their research on social grounds e.o;cept
on tbe "historically valid argument"· that science's bene_
fits have come from permitting science what he earlier
called its "own internal sense of direction."

He felt that scientists who emphasize the social utility
of science:

"force themselves to take a responsibility for tech
nology which they should not have to take, because
science is not technology and should not be held to
account for those negative consequences wbich, right
ly or wrongly, are being laid at the door of technol
ogy."

RespollSibility For What?
But if scientists are not responsible for the technology

that arises from science, what would they be responsible
for? It is rare. that science causes problems without an
intervening technology. It is striking that this speech ex
plained Pugwash not in terms of the social responsibility
of scientists who built the bomb but simply because sci
entists were good at talking to one another:

"Noris it a problem in science that there is now in
the hands of the military several hundred times more
explosive power than was used in the totality of
World. War II.. But because members of the scien
tific community, regardless of nationality, understand
each other easily, the scientific arena offers a special
platform for discussing the problems of arms con
trol and disarmament, as the founders of the Pugwash
movement recognized."

In fact, what they "recognized" was a sense of respon
sibility.

The NAS Committee is right. There is no safety today
in a restraint that keeps scientists out of the debate, The
scientific community that ignores the direct and side effects
of its work on society is going to be blamed for them, all
the more for its insensitivity. Conversely, the scientific
community from which scientists emerge to take responsi
bility for, and to assist in managing, the implications of
its work is going to be regarded with sympathy even when
things go wrong.

To. take a concrete example: What if the Federation of
American Scientists (nee the Federation of Atomic Scien
tists) and the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists; had not
been. created? What if atomic scientists had shown no
interest in controlling the bomb or in the political and
educational action reqnired? What if the scientific com
munity had provided "only the facts" and "only when
asked" and had avoided being "shrill" and shown "re
straint?" Would science and scientists be better thought
of in Congress, among the press, in. the media and in the
public? Who can think so? 0
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IS ALL KNOWLEDGE GOOD?
"The Slone. Age may relurn on the gleami~g wingS of
science, and what mighl now shower commensurable mo
leriaJ blessings upon mankind, may even.bring abont ils
10101 deslruclion, Beware, I say, time may be shari."

.:.... Winslon Churchill
Since the atomic bomb, socially concerned scientists

in the Western democracies have become slightly less sure
about what had formerly been an axiom of scientific
thought: the value of knowledge. This touch of ambiva
lence can be documented in the statements of two of
FAS's most profound commentators on scientificfreedom
and social responsibility.

In a March 4 rally in 1970, Victor Weisskopf said:
"The main responsibilityof a scientist was, and is;
the development of knowledge within his own science
by teaching and research. But in these days, when
the detrimental effects- accumulate so rapidly, scien_
rtsts must be concerned about the physical arid social
effects of their work. It· may tum out that it will be
too dangerous to create new scientific. knowlcdge.
The resull of the scienlisfs' concern may be a decision
10 slap scientific progress." (Emphasis added).

This was a daring statement, Nevertheless, aJew minutes
later, Professor Weisskopf ended his speech with the sen
tence: "Whatever your viewpoint, it is good to know
more."

In the AAAS Report on Scientific Freedom and Re-
sponsibility drafted by John Edsall there is a sentence:

"The Cdmmiuee believes Ihal Ihe vigor and inlegrily
of science req!lire fhnt all areas of potential knowl_
edge be open 10 inquiry; but the means of inquiry
are open to change, particularly where life processes
and .liuman behavior are· involved." (Emphasis
added).

However, Professor Edsall is leis sure; 'himself, about
this point of view and in a submission to NIH supporting
the guidelines On recombinant DNA, he remarked:

"I should add that I do riot hold the view·that the
increase of knowledgeis nccessarilygood."

He believes, in particular that, if a general nuclear war
occurs,. the net impact of the last fcw hundred years of
science on mankind could be negative despite the enor
mous benefits of science to date:

Philip Handler, President of the National Academy of
Science, felt obliged to respond to this kind of question
in his recent speech to ICSU. He remarked:

"Particularly troublesome is .jhe ever more frequent
expression of the notion that there are questions that
should not be asked, that there are fields of research
that should be eschewed because mankind cannot
Jive with the answers. NONSENSE! No such deci
sion can be ralional, much less acceptable." (Em
phasis added).

While·acknowledging the possibility of temporary delay
'recause ·of "uncertainty" concerning risks to the public
or investigator, Dr. Handler said there could never be a
time when "the avoidance of knowledge should be· mis
taken for wisdom." The "foolish" government which
knowingly interfered with the course of science "will it
self be the inevitable victim of that crime:"

It is thought-provoking that these ultimate technologi
cal assessments, which are far from dispassionate, wholly
beyond proof, and stated, at best, much tOO flatly, were
contained in a speech which chided "scientist-advocates"
for lack of dispassion. D
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FBI CLEARED FASIN 1950 AND
PROMPTLY FORGOT ALL ABOUT US

FAS asked the FBI for its file on FAS and discovered
that the FBI had investigatedFAS from 1946-1950 during
the period when FAS sought civilian control of atomic
energy in the form of an Atomic Energy Commission.
The conclusion reached by the FBI was that FAS was
neither communist dominated nOr had pro-communist
policies. The. FBI summary conclusion in full read, as
follows:

"The Federation of American· Scientists has been
active in opposing military control of atomic energy,
supporting civilian-and international control; critical
of security procedures concerning personnel engaged
in atomic energy; and in favor of less secrecy·con
cernlng atomic energy. This organization was the
subject ofa security investigation by this Bureau
from 1946_1950. The investigation failed to disclose
that the organization was communist dominated or
that its poliCies werepro-communi!t altbough some
of its members througbo\Itthis country. both on-a
national and local scale, have been described as
communistsor pro_communist."
As to what members the FBI lias in mind, we find that

the FBI has a report from that period on FAS provided
by the Army and it listed the followingpastFAS officers
as having engaged in "communist front activity":

J. Rob~rt Oppenheimer~ father of the atomic bomb
Harlow Shapley - the most eminent astronomer of

this century and a fonner AAAS president
EdwardU..Condon-former head of the U.S. Bu

reau of Standards in'the Commerce Department
Harold Urey-Nobel Prize winner in Chernistry
JohnP. Peters.:....FAS records do not indicate that

Peters, who was a Yale University medical pro-
fcssor; was ever an officer of FAS; ·Peter!' name
was cleared by the Supreme Court in a loyalty case
decision in 1955.

The Army concluded, however, that association with
FAS should "net in itself be construed as derrogatory
Information" since a "reliable Federal agency" (pre
sumably FBI) has stated that there is rio evidence that
the ·FAS is "in any way dominated by the Ccrnmunist
Party." Signed by a Colonel in G2, this memorandum is
undated.

The FBI had extraordinarily lillIe in its. 30 year old
file on FAS after it closed its investigation in 1950.. Only
two crank letter! asking about us in three decades were
filed and only a few page! in the seventies, including a
letter from FAS's director to Mr. Kelly. Th~ entire file Is
only about one inch thick, of which about oile-third is a
copy of an FAS report mentioned below. (This does not,
however, include the file on the investigatory period 1946
1950 for which we have not yet asked"accepting the sum
mary memoranda as a surrogate at least for the present).

The FBI Freedom of Information Office"":-whichco-'
operated cordially and with every indkatioJiof straight
forwardncss ·in all of FAS's requests _ advised that this
small bulk released does reflect the bulk of the file. In
answer to our request, we were advised that while jtems
can be withhdd for reasons (classification,internal rules
and practices, invasion of privacy, reveal sources, en
danger personnel) these mily involved small parts of docu
ments, Or scattered coversnects in our case. (FBI did
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overlook clippings and, when we noted their absence,
agreed to send them.)

The only complaint that comes immediately to mind
involves the FBI summary conclusion about some FAS
officials having been "described as communist and pfo
communist." (Emphasis added). While this was at least
literally true in the tense forties and early fifties when
people were freer in offering descriptions of others in
those terms (and when, before Khruscbev's denunciation
of Stalin and the suppression of Hungarian, and Czeclio
slovakian uprisings more people might have fairly been
described in that way) it is certainly not an accurate
observation today. Evidently the cost of not having the
FBI investigate one's organization continuously is an out-
dated investigatory report: .

Items in the file included;
Item; In 1960, the Director of FBI's L.A. office re

ported On our (now divested) L.A. Chapter and noted
that he "feels certain that the degree of CP (Communist
Party) membership" in the chapter was "negligible." He
termed the 75 members mostly "liberal in their thinking
and mainly interested in peace and prosperity."

A summary memorandum reviewed a substantial num
ber of chapters brielly concluding, in each case, that none
were communist dominated but remarking variously that
"visionary liberals" did take part or that "some members
were communist sympathizers" and so on.

Item; 1952, FAS was complaining that the security re
quirements for alien scientists was so high that they could
not visit the United States. The visa division wrote FBI
at some length saying; .

"if the scientists really made an issue of it, it was a
matter which should be handled by the Interdepart
mental Corrunittee on Internal Security rather than
unilaterally by the Department of State."
Item: 1950, II report to FBI details the demise of the

New York FAS Chapter; its decline is said to have begun
during 1948 at which time three scientists, whose names
are given, were defeated for re-election to the Executive
Council. These three, termed a "pro-communlsrminority"
then dropped out. (Two of the three subsequently became
officers of the World Federation of Scientific Workers
described in our November Report). 0
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NUCLEAR WEAPONS: CHINA & U.S.S.R.
. On October ·17, the People's Republic of China

detonated its 20th nuclear explosion; the fallout from this
atmospheric test was detected in America.

FAS wrote the Administration urging it to offer to sell
the Chinese such (excavation and instrumentation) equip
mcnt as might make it possible for the Chinese to move
these tests underground. Such a decision would put the
Chinese in effective compliance with the Partial Test Ban
Treaty. Our proposal was received as an ingenious and
constructive suggestion by a number of high officials."

Research revealed that only three of the 20 Chinese
tests have. been underground. Two were less than 20
kilotons and one in the "low-intermediate yield raoge."
Other tests have ranged up to 3 megatons.

Thre.shDld Test Ran In Difficulties
Meanwhile, Soviet underground testing has become the

source of controversy. The United States and the Soviet
Union have signed but not yet ratified a ban on under
ground tests above \50 kilotons and have agreed to stay
below the limit pending ratification. However, it now
appears that the United States cannot estimate the size
of the Soviet tests with sufficient accuracy to monitor the.
agreement hy national means. At the moment, the size
of the tests can be gauged only up to about a factor of
"two". This means that a test which the Soviet Union
knew to be 100 kilotons -well below the limit of 150
might appear to some U.S. estimators as 200 kilotons
or well over the limit. It was believed that further ex
perience would lower the range of uncertainty somewhat.
But the agreement _ which FAS opposed on a wide num-,
ber of grounds beside this one - obviously lends itself to
nasty interagency disputes about compliance. 0

"However. in a !eller that Parkin,oo would admire, 1hc Depart.
ment of Slate evoolually. re'ponded wi'h two eomradictory
asse,lions:

'The Chine,eatmo,pberiote'ling eannOl be attributedto loeb·
nological doficioncies since Ihoy have already conductedthree
underground tosts,the late,t on October17 thi' year. We wm,
uono·the-Iess, bear your susseslion. in mind.in formul.ling
oor future policie' in thi' field""

The firsl of those ..ntence, i, ohviously false_ that ·smatl te,1S
havebeenunderground doe' aol o'tablish that thoChine.. do not
have technological problom,. The leller was 'i8ned at a low
level. FAS wrole backexpre,singour hemusoment.
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of Natural Systems, Washington University, St.
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•
President Carter has called for an "independent information

system" to- resolve _the difficul t and~thorny issues surrcundtno-the

development of a National Energy Program. Surely such a system

1$ also needed for the equally important area of biomedical re-

search,particularly when one considers the extremely difficult

~nd complex seLeof·issues surrounding'human genetic engineering

which it must be stressed is different from recombinant DNA re-

search -- which we seem to be moving closer to achieving. To

make any policY workable in a democratic system the policy makers

and the pUblic must have adequate independent information.

The issue of recombinant DNA research has thrust a scientific

controversy into the publ tc domain as never before. Although the

basic issues far transcend specific research on the DNA molecule,

it does serve as the paradigm for future public involvement in

the determination of research crjo-ttres and it is. useful to

explore it in this light.

Although the participants have not yet found the cOntroversy

easy to live with, much has been learned as a result of this con-

troversy. For better or for worse -- and} think it is "for tne

better -- the public knows far more about the course of biomedical

research than was the case five years ago.
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Much biomedical research is funded through publtc monies, and,agency

research budgets are decided by the Congress. In avery realsense,>the~e~

fore, the public is already involved in the determination of research

priorities. However. the public has had a rather incomplete understanding
•

of the nature of·scientificresearch thus'far. In order to have the con-

tinued support and confidence of the public at large the scientific com:

mcntty.must .help to broaden and increase public understanding of science.

Failure to promote wider understanding will encourage the public to expect

miracle "cures" -- when in fad science highlights the difficult nature of

such cures, and the necessity for comp)ex solutions to complex problems.

A key issue is the value of conflict. Conflict is so important in

science that comprehensive rules. strictly adhered to, have been developed

to handle disagreement and controversy. Scientific conflict is "resolved"

by the addition of new information, most frequently information that would

not have been obtained had the· conflict not arisen and the differences been

explored.

So it is with controversies which occur in the relationship between

science and pub l tc policy. Starting with .the sometimes bitter controversy

over radioactive fallout -- "resolved" only when it became a matter for

.. discussion involving the lay public as well as the scientific cormmf ty e

issues have been clarified and subject to rational decisions once the topic

was debated openly in public forums. Such public debate is the most effective

means ,of resolving conflict.

On the other hand, acrimonious debate which disrupts ,the delicate

fabric of interaction among scientists is to be deplored. Name calling and

the politicizationof an issue are not ways to achieve clarity on such

complex issues as the ones we are exploring now and will increasingly

be called upon to explore in the future.
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Although confidence in public 'institutions, has-been on the wane,

the scientific communityhas fared rel atively well recently despite the

scientific controversies which have been so publicly prominent. In fact,

I believe that the relative conficlence-enjoyed:bythescientific conmmf ty,
;s a result of this controversy. Public awareness of scientific contro-

versiespromotes a feeling of involvement in the life of the scientific

conmunity as well as a public sense of sattstect.ton at having an-impact

on the ts'sues.

Public involvement must increase. I would therefore urge the creation

of a National Commission on. BiomedicaL Research .whtch would have as its
"--.~ -

charge the ronoWing:.

1) The encouragement of discussion within the biomedical research

community of the potential ethical and safety consid~rations;

2) The development'of an independent information service which would

develop and pUblicize (using radio and television as well as the printed

m~dia) all pertinent information relating to biomedical research including

that from private industry;

3) The convening of periodic hearings around thetountry to· encourage

lay and professional citizens to question and:comment on the conduct of

bicnedtca'l. research;

4) The development. perhaps in conjunction with the National Science

Teachers Association, or some other appropriate group, of educational

materials which consider the implications of biomedical research particularly

as they relate to biohazardous research and genetic engineering;

5) The initiation of international discussions -- for efforts to deal

with scientific problems. and promises, cannot be limited by national

boundaries.
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This Commission should be composed-of responsible members of not only.

the scientific comncntty, butofthe business, labor and public sectors as

well. Such a Commission should be required to report its activities to the

Congress end to the President annually. Only by taking such steps will public
•

confidence ;n the scientific enterprise continue.

93-481 0 - 77 ~ 39
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STATEMENT ON RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH

Board of Directors
Scientists' Institute for Public Information

The discussion over recombinant DNA research, conducted within the scientific community for a
number of years, has now broken sharply into public debate. That debate carries with it major impli
cations concerning the public's right to know about basic scientific research programs and the capacity
of the public to influence constructively the course of basic scientific research. Indeed, the public may
be required for the first time to determine for itself whether an unprecedented basic science program
can be safely conducted at all without posing a major threat to the future health and security of mankind.

In July, 1976, the Cambridge, Massachusetts City Council, after holding two well-attended public
hearings on the subject, voted to ask Harvard University to delay for three months recombinant
DNA research that Harvard had decided to conduct in a new, specifically constructed laboratory
facility. The ban was later extended to mid-December. Similar discussions are going on in other cities
where such research is proceeding or being contemplated; the issue also has been discussed in the United
States Senate.

Although there is some precedence for public discussion and regulation of research programs en
tailing recognized high risk, the recombinant DNA case is perhaps unique. The significance of the
events in Cambridge and elsewhere lies in the fact that a local government body has initiated public
debate on a highly technical scientific controversy which hitherto had been the province of the scientists
themselves, and has taken sides in that controversy on the public behalf. The action ofthe City Council
has become part of a national debate which has had the effect of forcing scientists, sometimes unwill
ingly, into the spotlight as advocates of public policy, and awakened lay citizens to their responsibility
to oversee the direction of scientific research which may have a profound effect on their lives, and on
the lives of future generations.

In the United States as elsewhere, the public has become increasingly aware of the relation of basic
scientific research to the public good. Generally speaking, the public has held scientists and their work
in high esteem. Therefore, it has consistently approved the appropriation of major public tax monies to
fund scientific enterprises.

Unqualified public support for scientific research programs began to erode with the development of
environmental consciousness. The public began to realize that technological development, frequently
undifferentiated from the basic research which made it possible, was hot without costs. Increasingly,
technological advances have been subjected to cost-benefit analysis, with the result that some tech
nology has been found to be wasteful and dangerous to the public welfare.

The present controversy centers on modification of the double-stranded DNA molecule, the princi
pal means of genetic transfer of hereditary traits. In recombinant DNA research, this modification is
accomplished by inserting into a living host cell DNA segments taken from the living cells of widely
divergent species, using a virus or plasmid (a loose ring of DNA) as an intermediary. The modified or
"recombinant" DNA thus produced becomes a permanent part of the host cell's genetic makeup and is
faithfully reproduced as the cell divides.

The question of whether or not the "recombinant DNA" material will affect the behavior of the
bacteria is the critical question. This question is not answered by any of the experiments conducted
so far. If the genetic material does "express itself" - that is, if the behavior of the cell is modified by
the material that has been introduced - both the opponents' fears and the proponents' hopes will be
given greater justification. For if this happens, it will be proven possible to create new forms of life.

Chemicals called "restriction enzymes" are used to split the DNA into fragments, and may be ob
tained commercially or produced in the laboratory. Indeed, the technology to perform recombinant
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DNA experiments is relatively accessible: such experiments have been going on for several years in
most major universities and in private industry.

The scientific proponents of recombinant DNA research, who have faith in the ultimate benefits of
"pure research,' project a wealth of possible technological advances, the benefits of which, they say,
far outweigh the extremely low probability of any potential hazard. Praising the scientific community
for its responsibility in voluntarily imposing,through the National Institutes of Health, stringent safety
guidelines, they point to the possible manufacture. of cheaper drugs Using bacterial hosts as "factories"
(insulin and antibiotics), possible agricultural benefits (the creation of nitrogen-fixing andhigh-protein
crops), and a greater understanding of disease (the treatment of cancer and genetically-determined
diseases). One possibility already being explored by General Electric is the creation of oil-eating
bacteria to control oil spills.

Opponents of this research suggest that the workings of DNA are largely unknown to scientists,
making such far-sighted proposals highly speculative, not at all immediately realizable, and research
on them reckless, since scientists can't really predict what the results of their experiments are likely to
be. This scientific ignorance, they say, coupled with the impossibility of any safety guidelines, no matter
how stringent, being 100% effective in biology laboratories where mistakes are common, makes re
combinant research unusually hazardous. Opponents claim that only one "accident" could unleash a
disease pandemic.

Finally, opponents claim that the microbial world is in a delicate ecological balance of which little is
known, the product of millions of years of evolution, and that recombinant DNA research may inter
fere with that balance.

Almost universally used in experiments is the human colon bacterium E coli. This is highly con
troversial because, while well known to researchers and hence desirable, it is ubiquitous, found in all
warm-blooded animals, in sea and air, in grass and vegetables., The strains used in high risk recom
binant research, fer this reason, are genetically weakened, following the NIH guidelines, to ensure they
won't survive outside the laboratory. However, it is impossible to predict with certainty how these
strains will behave after undergoing recombinant experimentation.

Thus, the fundamental issue is joined: What is to be the public's role with regard to basic scientific
research programs? Obviously, the impact of the public is already felt in its traditional public policy
role: the oversight role of technological funding priorities, i.e. guns vs. butter, medical research vs.
space research, solar energy vs. nuclear energy. But in this case the public seems determined to have an
even more active role.

The recombinant DNA debate in Cambridge propels the public dramatically into a new arena, where
formerly only scientists walked. The new question becomes: Does the public have an obligation to
determine the conduct of basic scientific research? Similarly, we must ask what the limits should be, if
any, upon the public's right to know and to be informed of all relevant scientific knowledge.

With significant exceptions, the general public - in whose interest both sides claim to speak - has
not been vocal. That public, for the most part, is ignorant of the fact that a debate is taking place -and
of its grave import.

PUblic ignorance of scientific matters, the resentment of scientists who feel their freedom is in
jeopardy, and even public indifference should not be used as arguments against full public access to
balanced and accurate information about recombinant DNA programs. Important public policy
decisions will be far better made when they fully reflect well-informed public participation.

The Scientists' Institute for Public Information is committed to keeping open the vital communi
cation channel between scientists and the public. The case of recombinant DNA research signals with
particular urgency the need for the public to enter the arena of debate.

No matter how this issue is ultimately resolved, one fact is absolutely clear: Well-informed public
discussion must provide the marrow, sinew, and fiber - the animation of enlightened public policy.
Without it, continued health of our social system is gravely imperiled.

March, 1977

ii
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PROCEEDINGS

MR. GUDE: Ladies and gentlemen, good morning. Welcome to this morning's discussion of re
combinant DNA research. The Environmental Study Conference, which is composed of members of
Congress from both sides of the aisle and also from both Houses of Congress, is co-sponsoring this
briefing with the Scientists' Institute for Public Information in order to inform members of Congress
and their staffs about a subject of increa sing concern to the public.This is the fourth briefingsponsored
jointly by the Environmental Study Conference and the Scientists' Institute for Public Information.

Citizens in Cambridge, Massachusetts and other areas with scientific laboratories have already
started to playa role in the debate on research into genetic engineering. Citizen concern is focused
primarily on identifying risks associated with genetic' research and the complex moral issues raised by
genetic engineering.

Our briefing today will address the environmental implications of this issue and speak to what, if any,
government regulation is necessary.

We are very pleased that we havea panel offourdistinguished scientists this morning who represent a
range of views on how, if at all, this type of research should be conducted. We at the Environmental
Study Conference hope their comments will prove useful to you in considering legislation that is ex
pected to come up in both Houses at the next session.

I hand the floor over at this point to Alan McGowan, from the Scientists' Institute for Public
Information, who will have a few words to say before we begin.

MR. McGOWAN: Thank you very much, Representative Gude, and let me add my welcome and
thanks for appearing at the fourth Congressional Seminar, co-sponsored by SIPI and the Environ
mental Study Conference.

Some of you may have noticed the setting up of TV cameras and lights and the taking down of TV
cameras and lights. We are conducting this briefing for the members of the audience. And' to allow for
a free discussion and questions and comments and the maximum amount of information, we felt that
this was the appropriate way in which to proceed. I would also like just to mention that SIPI has re
cently established an office in Washington. And our representative in Washington, Miss Joyce Wood,
who is now standing at the back, has been primarily responsible with the Environmental Study Con
ference for putting it together. If any of you have any questions about any of our activities or programs,
please feel free to contact Miss Wood.

I think the subject of this briefing, this seminar. is extraordinarily important for all of us because we
have realized that in all areas, science impinges on our livesand impinges on our future. I was privileged
to be able to attend a weekend meeting two weeks ago sponsored by the National Science Foundation
in their Ethical Values in Science and Technology program. And to start off that meeting, Stephen
Toulmin, a wellknown historian and philosopher of science at the University of Chicago, made what I
think is the telling point, and that is that there appears to be a changing of the compact by which science
is related to society; that we no longer can think or feel that there is not a functional relationship be
tween research priorities and the needs of society. It seems to me that this is basically what this seminar
is all about.

Now. to get to what you came here for, I'd like to introduce Miss Judy Randal, science correspondent
in the Washington Bureau of the New York Daily News, who has been following this controversy for
some time, who will be the moderator of this morning's session. Judy.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Thank you, Alan.

As Alan said, I'm Judy Randal, the science correspondent in the Washington Bureau of the New
York Daily News. And we are going to get to our distinguished guests and the more interesting part of
the program very soon. But before we do, I thought it might be helpful to tell you a little bit about DNA
recombinant technology, what it is, and why it has become an issue so important that it is hard for any
one interested in public policy to ignore.

DNA, of course, is an abbreviation for deoxyribonucleic acid. This is the molecule of heredity,
shaped something like a spiral staircase, of which the genes of all living things are made. When we talk
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about DNA recombinants. we are talking about gene transplants, and the recipients of those trans
plants are bacteria. To date most of the bacteria in question have been a species called Escherichia or
E. coli. But there is no reason why other species ofbacteria and other classes of plants and even animals
can't- be used as well.

The reason scientists haven chosen to experiment-primarily with E. coliis simply that the species has
been more thoroughly studied than other types of germs.

In any case, DNA recombinants are bacteria that in addition to possessing genes conferred on them
by nature have been fitted with other genes selected by scientists. In principle at least, these could be
genes from any plant or animal a scientist might choose-genes from viruses or even a synthetic gene
compounded from materials in the laboratory. Once given these hereditary instructions, the germs and
their descendants will presumably copy and translate their messages faithfully.

To be a little more precise about it, the foreign genes are not inserted directly into a bacteria. Instead
viruses called phages or free-floating circlets of chromosomes called plasmids act as go-betweens.
Thanks to chemicals known as restriction enzymes that behave much like scissors, scientists can snip
open the DNA molecules of the phages or plasmids at predictable points and add new lengths of genetic
material. These engineered viruses or plasmids then infect the: target bacteria and cause what are,in
effect, mutations.in them.

It's very much as if you were to add-a word or a phrase to a sentence, thus changing its meaning. Asa
startlingly simple example, consider inserting the single word "not" at an appropriate place in almost
any sentence you can think of.

To abandon the grammatical analogy now and get back to cases about DNA recombinants, the
remarkable' part of this molecular engineering procedure is that the chemical incision made by the
restriction enzymes seal almost immediately so that when the go-between viruses or plasmids find
their way into bacteria, which is a quite natural thing for them to do, they change the nature of the
bacteria and create an entirely new race of germs. A science writing colleague of mine has aptly referred
to this as "instant evolution."

Obviously. the discovery of restriction enzymes has given science an enormously powerful new tool.
And many believe the consequent crossing of species barriers is as profound a development in biology
as the splitting of the atom was in physics. Suppose.Tor example, you want to learn the molecular
intricacies of how kidney cells are formed in the course of gestation so that they become capable of
concentrating urine. If the only way you can study this is by.studying materials from complex animals,
the puzzle will be tremendously difficult to unscramble. But if instead you can give bacteria a short,
well-defined sequence or sequences of genetic material from an animal and then follow how the bacteria
express those sequences chemically, the task will be much simplified.

Said another way, it's the difference between looking at anomelette and trying to figure out exactly
what has gone into it or doing the analysis before the eggs are broken, other ingredients are added or
heat has been applied.

Obviously DNA recombinant technology has enormous commercial potential 'There is every indi
cation, for example, that bacteria given instructions, specified by man, can be programmed to become
factories, as it were, for the inexpensive production of valuable chemicals and drugs. Itis even possible,
although it will be far more difficult, that food plants will be freed from their present dependence on
nitrogen fertilizer by endowing them with. the ability legumes already have to capture bacteria that fix
nitrogen from the air. And these are only a few of the many possibilities: All this, however, is only one
side of the picture. The other is that in crossing the species barrier man is bringing about a second
genesis which could have the effect of opening a Pandora's box: A strain of germs, for instance, that no
drugs could touch and which might threaten the public health should it escape into the environment.

In July 1973,in fact, biologists attending a conference in New Hampshire became so concerned a bout
the possible hazards of gene-juggled bacteria that the two leaders of the meeting wrote an open letter-to
the scientific community warning that laboratory workers and the public might be endangered and
urging that the matter not be swept under. the rug. One of the authors of that letter was Dr. Maxine
Singer ofthe National Cancer Institute, who is with us today. Then, some months later, II members of
a National Academy of Sciences committee wrote a second letter, published in July, 1974, by Science
and Naturemagazines, calling for a moratorium on further such research, pending the establishment of
guidelines by the National Institutes of Health that would permit the work to safely resume.

2 , r I,.,'
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The moratorium was in itself an extraordinary event in the history of science, since no group of
scientists had ever before voluntarily put a stop to their research. But perhaps just as extraordinary was
the international conference that followed in February, 1975, that I was privileged to attend. Held in a
former chapel at the Asilomar State Park in California, the conference met far into the night through
out a very rainy week, making a beginning stab at outlining what the guidelines should contain. All the
guidelines ending the moratorium that were finally published .Jast June have been greatly refined, but
the principles remain those adopted at Asilomar.

In brief, the idea has beeri to divide proposed experiments into categories according to their estimated
risk and to then decide which can be done, and under what sorts of conditions, and which are so,
potentially hazardous that they cannot be performed now, if ever. For those experiments deemed
justifiable, there are two kinds of safeguards; laboratory and biclogicatUnder the system.faboratories
where the least dangerous studies are to be done are designated Pel (for precautionaryrThose where
somewhat more dangerous studies may be carried out are P-2, and so on. P-4 laboratories have
the most elaborate features to prevent the contamination of personnel or the escape of bacteria and are
the onlyfacilltles where the highest risk experiments may be performed:

The laboratories at Fort Detrick, Maryland now used by the National Cancer Institute, which were
built for the now abandoned germ warfare program, are the outstanding example of a P-41aboratory;
The multimillion dollar lunar receiving laboratory at the Johnson Space Center in Houston, designed
specifically for the isolation and containment of moon germs, would probably also qualify as P-4. As it
turned out, of course, there were no moon germs.

In the case of DNA recombinants, however, scientists are by no means sure that laboratory con
tainment is enough. They have, therefore, gone to the trouble of breeding special enfeebled strains of
bacteria for their experiments that are dependent on special feeding and other special conditions-c.
ultraviolet light or extreme heat or cold, for instance-in order to survive. In the absence of these special
conditions, the theory is that the gene-shuffled organisms will be unable to reproduce; even if they
should somehow find their way into the outside world.

Thus, the safeguards of the NIH guidelines are intended to be failsafe in that they combine physical
containment and careful housekeeping practices with a form of biological birth control. -

However, no guidelines guarantee immunity from human error. Accidents and even deaths have
occurred in the most highly regulated microbiological laboratories. I expect then that our panelists will
be telling us not only how adequate they think the guidelines are but also how confident the public can
be that they will be observed. Scieritists are independent-minded people, and I further suspect that if the
regulations are drawn too tightly, they will be observed in the breach. But perhaps those on thepanel
will not agree.

I also wonder about what might be called the hazards of success. General Electric, for example,has
applied for-patents on DNA-recombinants engineered to dispel oil spills. But what would happen if
these petroleum-gobbling bacteria accidentally found their way into pipelines or oil storage tanks orthe
wing tanks of commercial jet aircraft in flight? For that matter, would it be desirable to program
bacteria to manufacture drugs: like antibiotics more cheaply than they can be manufactured already?
There are presently indications that antibiotics are overprescribed, and most experts feel this has con
tributed < to the development, of-resistance to antibiotics.

In other words, isn't it possible that DNA recombinant technology will add to the already present
problem of having too much of a good thing?

Finally, I wonder how strong a handle the NIH guidelines would provide on other government
agencies and private industry with its understandable penchant for trade secrets-which brings us to
the topic of this conference, the possible need for legislation. So, for the answers to these and other
questions, we go to our experts: Dr. Maxine Singer' of the.National Cancer Institute, which is a part, of
course, of the National Institutes of Health; Dr. Robert Sinsheimer, Chairman of the Division of
Biology at the California Institute of Technology; Dr. Robert Pollack, Associate Professor of Micro
biology at the State University of New York at Stony Brook; and Dr. Liebe Cavalieri, Professor of Bio
chemistry at the Cornell University Graduate School of Medical Sciences and a member of the Sloan
Kettering Institute for Cancer Research.

As the program is arranged,Dr. Singer and Dr. Sinsheimer will speak first, followed by a question
period, after which Drs. Pollack and Cavalieri will make their presentations before we have a second
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question period. The white cards in your folders are for questions and will be collected by the ushers as
we go along so-that you may ask questions of the panelists.

Dr. Singer is head of the Nucleic Acid Enzymology Section of the Laboratory of Biochemistry at the
National Cancer Institute, 'but has asked us to announce that the views she will.express are-not the
official views of the Institute but strictly her own. She will speak first. Dr. Singer.

DR. MAXINE SINGER: Thank you, Judy, for a really marvelous summary of the science and a loi
of the history.

Three and a half years ago, as Judy explained, a colleague and I wrote a letter to' the president of the
National Academy of Sciences. We were not writing for ourselves alone but .at the direction of 140
scientists, leaders in the field of nucleic acids and genetics. We had all been together at a scientific meet
ing, and we had heard-some fascinating new experiments described, experiments which made it feasible
to isolate fragments of DNA-that is, genes-from any living thing and to join these fragments to
gether with DNA from-a totally unrelated species and to insert this new DNA-into single cells growing
under laboratory conditions in order to study the properties of -the genes.

Excited as we an were about the versatility and opportunities provided by the new techniques and
although no hazards were actually known to exist, we voted to inform the Academy that cells or-viruses
carrying the recombined DNA might, in some instances, prove hazardous to man or to other com
ponents of the biosphere.

We also voted' to publicize these concerns by submitting the letter for publication in Science
magazine.

The Academy responded by establishing a committee of distinguished experts, some of whom were
doing recombinant DNA research in their own laboratories. This committee took an unprecedented
action. In july of 1974, they published a letter asking colleagues all overthe world to join them in de
ferring certain recombinant experiments while a more thorough- analysis of the potential for hazard
could be made. They also requested various specific activities directed towards such an assessment.
And again they made certain that their action was widely publicized in the popular and scientific press.

These precedents, that some experiments ought not be done, that the deliberations needed to be
international and widely publicized-have been central to all considerations of the recombinant DNA
issue since the summerof 1974. At the international conference at Asilomar in February of 1975, ex
perts from relevant scientific fields and lawyers concerned with the impact of science on society made
the first attempt at rigorous definition of the issues. And, as a result, by mid-1975, activities directed to
providing assurance that potentially dangerous organisms would not inadvertently be released were
proceeding in every country in the world where scientific capability might permit such experiments.

All of this occurred, and still proceeds, in the absence of any demonstration that hazardous organ
isms Can indeed result from these experiments.

In the United States, the National Institutes of Health assumed responsibility for the problem. After
extensive scientific consultation, and after opportunity for public comment - allof which took place in
public - the NIH published guidelines for the conduct of research in June of 1976. A draft environ
mental impact statement was prepared, and circulated. The comments on the statement are presently
being considered and will help in the ongoing re-evaluation of the provisions of the guidelines.

Concurrent with all thisactivity,certain types of recombinant DNA experiments, not covered by the
deferral or by the Asilomar recommendations, proceeded. The results thathave been obtained confirm
the initial enthusiasm for the method. By now most knowledgeable scientists and laymen recognize that
this technology can be applied to many different problems in biology and medicine. The sweeping
charge by some that the anticipated benefits of this research are dubious and speculati'Yeisrnisleading
and simplistic. It ignores the human urge to understand both our own nature and the world that sur
rounds us, and it denies the need to acquire fresh insights if we are to ameliorate the individual and
societal tragedies caused, by disease and by hunger.

The voluntary deferral that started in the summer of 1974-it has been called a moratorium-did
not, as some believe, call for a ban on all recombinant DNA research. Only two types of experiments
were included: First: the construction of drug-resistant or toxigenic microorganisms that do not occur
naturally and, second, the introduction into bacterial cells of all or part of the genomes or viruses
known to cause cancer in: animals. There are no viruses known to cause cancer in humans.
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Each member of the committee which recommended the deferral of these experiments agreed that
the associated risks were likely to be viewed as cteercut by scientists in the field and that the anticipated
benefits did not justify the potential hazards.

The risks associated with certain other recombinant DNA experiments were less clear, and therefore
only caution and further consideration were urged. Still other types of recombinant DNA experiments
were not, and arc not, considered risky at all.

In the Asilomar recommendations, and in the NIH guidelines, the experiments proscribed initially
either remain proscribed or can be performed only. under extremely stringent containment methods.
Indeed, the list of experiments proscribed in the guidelines is substantially longer than was initially
requested in the call for a deferral. And the Jist includes experiments that some have used to devise fear-

. some scenarios about the uncontrolled spread of cancer, scenarios which have also assumed a non
existing understanding of the causes of human cancer.

The adequacy of the containment requirements-mandated by the NIH guidelines for those experi
ments that are permitted remains an important issue. Some regard the requirements as inadequate.
Others believe them to be more stringent than is necessary for safety. Some scientists who are not repre
sented here today remain unconvinccd that any realistic potential for hazard exists.

My own view is that the experimental and laboratory designs specified in the guidelines afford the
security needed to meet the possible risks. The guidelines classify permissible experiments eccording ro
the best available estimates of potential risk. In the absence of much needed data, these estimates in
volve informed judgment in many instances.

For example, not all recombinant DNA experiments yield novel combinations of DNA. Recom
bination between the DNAs of organisms known to exchange genetic information in nature do not add
uniquely' man-made cells to the biosphere. In these cases, the guidelines follow the principle that the
experiments are to be carried out under conditions generally used to handle the most hazardous parent
of the recombinant. When DNA from species not known to exchange genetic material in nature are
recombined, more stringent and strictly defined containment is required, thereby increasing the
physical isolation of the experimental material from both the experimenter and the outside world.

There is documented experience on which to judge the efficacy of various physical barriers in pre
venting the escape of organisms. Moreover, in most such experiments it is mandatory to use modified
agents that have been certified by NIH as unlikely either to propagate outside of rigorously defined
laboratory environments or to transfer the recombined DNA to other cells. These agents include certain
derivatives of the bacterial species that was mentioned before, called E. coli. The use ofthis bacteria has
caused wide concern, and certain facts need to be emphasized.

Only one strain of E. coli, called K-12, is permitted by the guidelines, Strain K-12 is one of a large
group of bacteria, all of which are called E. coli because they share certain properties in common. But
they do not all have identical properties. Some E. coliIive normally in the intestines of healthy people
and healthy animals. Others are pathogens-that is, disease producers. K.12, which is rarely found in
nature and does not normally colonize the human or animal intestines, is a greatly enfeebled strain
whose principal successful ecological niche is in the laboratories of molecular biologists and geneticists.
It is not pathogenic. If it were, you would not be here worrying about this research since all the molec
ular biologists would long since have' disappeared.

Pathogenicity is a complex phenomenon dependent on several properties of the pathogen as well as
on the properties of the species being infected. It is very unlikely that alterations of K· 12brought about
by insertion of recombined DNA will make it into a pathogen. But it is not impossible. It is this remote
possibility with which we are all concerned. We are attempting to protect against an unlikely, uncertain,
yet unacceptable event.

Thirty years of study of the genetic chemistry of E coli, strain K-12, provides confidence that the
capacity of these bacteria to escape and spread in the environment can be reduced to immeasurable
levels. Thus, should pathogenic organisms arise, it is not likely they would survivetocausedisease. Nor
is it likely that bacteria containing recombined DNA would survive to evolve in unique and fearsome
manners.

Nevertheless, because of K-12's relation to common strains of E. coli, reservations about its use
persist. It is certainly important to investigate alternative organisms, but it is not at all certain that use-
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fuj and safer bacteria exist. Predictions about the existence of rare and fastidious organisms; unable to
exchange DNA with bacteria inhabiting man or other living things, are highly speculative.

One important problem demanding attention at present is the need to assure that all recombinant
DNA research in the United States is carried out in a safe manner. The NIH developed its guidelines to
govern the work of its grantees, contractors, and staff. The guidelines have since been adopted by the
National Science Foundation, by the Energy Research.and Development Administration, and by the
Department of Defense. There are indications that the Department of Agriculture will soon join in.
We may anticipate that all work conducted under the auspices of the United States government willbe
done according to the NIH guidelines.

At present no mechanisms, except voluntary ones, exist for extending the provisions of the guidelines
to work supported by private funds either for research or-commercial purposes. But an active search for

.appropriate mechanisms is under way.

A federal interagency committee, chaired by the director of NIH and formed at the request of
President Ford is at work. Both research and regulatory agencies are involved. Theirjob is to determine
whether existing powers within the agencies are sufficient to extend control to the private sector, to
formulate recommendations as to how this may best be done, and to recommend legislation should
that be deemed necessary.

In the meanwhile, several industrial organizations under the sponsorship ofthe Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers Association have joined in a study of the NIH guidelines and their suitability to the
special problems of industrial development.

There are several ways for us to deal with the problems engendered by scientific discovery. His
torically, society has waited until some dreadful event occurred and then tried to stop repeated disaster.
Manifold conflicting interests interfere with the prompt cessation of the hazardous activity.

One alternative is to try to think ahead and stop anything that might conceivably be hazardous before
it gets started, That would result in stagnation. Not only that, it is not necessarily the safest course since
it offers no hope for solutions to existing threats. Technical and cultural innovations wl11 always be seen
as fraught with danger by some component of society. Even the acquisition of knowledge is seen by
some as dangerous, and it is risky. The outcomes are, by definition, not known in advance and appli
cations of the resulting knowledge may indeed be undesirable.

The only sensible approach is to apply what knowledge we have, to debate openly so as to assure that
many ideas, views and assessments will be available to inform us, and to proceed with prudence and
caution. It is my belief that the history of the deliberations on recombinant DNA is by and large a
history of good sense, of open and forthright debate. The guidelines are instructions for proceeding with
prudence and caution. What we need now iscontinuing evaluation of the provisions of the guidelines by
scientists and by the public and timely revisions responsive to the re-evaluations: We need to work at
assuring diligent compliance with the guidelines. Most urgently, we need to find viable and effective
mechanisms for extending the requirements to work not supported by the federal government.

Thus far I've talked about the immediate problem, the safety of presently feasible experiments. And
I've carefully used the term "recombinant DNA." I reserve the term "genetic engineering" for the de
liberate modification of the genetic constitution of higher organisms, especially of man, because most
people have that in mind when genetic engineering is mentioned.

It may well be that the techniques of recombinant DNAand the understandings generated by the
experiments will lead to a capability for genetic engineering. It is not too soon to begin a rational
debate on the issues raised by genetic engineering. We need to prepare ourselves for the individual
and societal decisions that we will need to make. It will be difficult, at best, and we will increase the
difficulties and reduce the likelihood of wise decisions if we do not immediately and carefully dis
tinguish recombinant DNA from genetic engineering, distinguish the acquisition of knowledge from
the application of knowledge, and distinguish careful analysis of existing knowledge from vague
uneasiness and distortion of fact. A concerned public, including knowledgeable scientists, together
with federal and local governments, can debate rational policies - policies that offer both protection
and opportunity, that encourage discovery and development of safe and desirable applications. The
debate will prepare all of us for responsible consideration of the difficult problems to come.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Thank you, Maxine.
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Dr.Sinsheimer; will you be next? And then we will have a question and answer period-And don't
forget, if you want to ask questions, to see that they get handed up.

DR. ROBERT SINSHEIMER: I've assumed that Dr. Singer would present, as she has very ably, the
case for the NIH guidelines and for the reasons why scientists want to proceed with the development
and application of recombinant DNA techniques. And I would concur with her evaluation and that
given by Dr. Randal of the positive benefits that we may anticipate from further development along
these lines.

I would also agree that one should carefully differentiate between recombinant DNA technology as
such and genetic engineering as applied to man. The latter has its own set of terribly complicated prob
lems, and we don't have to deal with them today.

Unfortunately, however, the recombinant DNAtechnology has also, in my view, a darker potential,
and herein lies the source of the controversy that has erupted as to whether the NIH guidelines, as they
have been developed, can be considered to be adequate to the danger. Iwish I could consider the guide
lines to be adequate and we could simply get on with our science, but I do not. And I am deeply troubled
by the prospects, and that's why I'm on this panel today.

While there are almost infinite nuances of detail, I don't believe the critical questions are very dif
ficult to comprehend. Essentially one may ask whether novel, potentially harmful organisms are likely
to arise out of recombinant DNA research either by inadvertence or by malevolent design. The latter is
easier to answer. I know offew scientists who do not believe that it would be possible by means of this
new technology to create novel pathogens, viruses and microorganisms toxic to man, animals or
plants, as deadly as any now known. Indeed they would very likely be more deadly for our species since
we would have had no experience with them, and thus would have acquired no resistance.

If I may quote from Fenner and White's Medical Virology: "Successful evolution of a satisfactory
host-parasite relationship requires thousands of years. An unscheduled encounter between man and a
virus that the human species has not met before may have lethal consequences." And history has many
examples.

There is no reason to believe that nature has exhausted the design of toxins or completed the spec
trum of possible pathogens. The issue of the potential misuse of recombinant DNA technology is hardly
addressed in the NIH guidelines. Indeed, perhaps the problem is inappropriate for NIH to consider. But
surely this potential must be evaluated somewhere in the formulation of a national and, ideally, inter
national policy. If I may draw apartial analogy, I expect there would be a considerable unease if 50 to
100 laboratories in this country had the capacity to create a nuclear weapon quietly and within a period
measurable in months. Yet a novel pathogen could be at least as deadly as a nuclear weapon.

Could such agents arise by inadvertence? Here the issue is more clouded, indeed befogged, by our
present ignorance. Because of that ignorance it becomes very difficult, in my opinion, to be confident
that we can and do foresee all of the conceivable hazards. And because of that ignorance, it becomes a
question of judgment and policy as to whether the precautions so Tar proposed arc truly adequate.

We know, for instance, as yet so little about the ecology of the human intestinal flora, about the
factors which govern its composition, about its role in nutrition or even in some forms of cancer. Yet
most of this research is performed in an organism, as has been described, which is at least a member of
the tribe of the common intestinal inhabitant, Escherichia coli.

We are ignorant of the ecology of this organism in other habitats. If I may quote a recent article by
E. A. Gray: "Although E. coli is assumed to have a short life when separated from a host, this is not to
say there are no observations to the contrary. The evidence is conflicting and admitted to be so."

In recombinant DNA research we introduce into this organism new sets of genes, which may number
10 or 20 or40, very often of wholly unknown character. It is simply assumed with abIindfaith in statis
tical probability that these new and undefined genetic factors will in no instance alter the characteristics
of this organism directly or indirectly so as to cause it to produce a toxin or alter the nature of its ill
defined ecological interaction in any potentially harmful way.

We can easily become trapped here in a maze of uncertainty. In an effort to achieve some perspective
on this issue- some measure of what we are about - I have attempted to view it from the standpoint of
biological evolution. In that perspective we can perhaps glimpse the significance of what has now been
accomplished.
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It is but a modest extrapolation to say that recombinant DNA technology makes available to us the
gene pool of the planet, all the genes developed in the varied evolutionary lines throughout the history
of life, to reorder and reassemble as we see fit. We have all seen drawings of the evolutionary tree, trac
ing the development of each of the extant living species-each of them, as are we, the product of bil
lions of years of evolution. That tree is a representation of the fact that evolution proceeds in a linear
manner, by small increments, to produce gradually diverging species. Nature has, by often complex
means, carefully prevented genetic interaction between species. Genes, old and new, can only reassert
within a species.

We can now transform that evolutionary treeintoanetwork. We can merge genes of the most diverse
origin, from plant or insect, from fungus or man, as we wish. The slow, almost measured pace ofevolu
tion permits the establishment at any time of quasi-equilibria among the various competing species.
This balance is never a static one. It's dynamic. Some species continue to find a suitable ecological
niche, others die off.

You all know that most species that have lived have perished and have been replaced. For example,
the giant reptiles dominated the earth for 150 million years and then perished.

Now we come with our science and our ingenuity and we have now the power to introduce quantum
jumps into this evolutionary process, with unpredictable consequences to the currently established
equilibria on which quite literally our life support systems depend. As organisms evolve, they find an
ecological niche which favors and permits their survival. They are where they are and what they are
because of that evolution.

Man likes to think he is the exception, that he has made his own ecological niche. In part that's true.
We build buildings and we wear clothes and so on. But, in large part, I would suggest that it is, as yet, a
conceit. We literally rely on our fellow creatures. We obviously rely on the plant world for our food and
our oxygen, and on the microbial world to degrade our wastes, to restore the planetary nitrogen, and
so on.

Our resistance to disease, our susceptibility to disease, the severity of the symptoms caused by disease
are all reflections of our evolutionary adaptation into an available niche.

For an instance, there are in the United States some 25 deaths a year from botulism poisoning. It's
obviously fortunate that botulism is not a contagious disease. Of course, this is not just due to good
fortune. If botulism were a contagious disease, the human species could simply not be what it now is.
Our ancestors would have had to find another niche.

The NIH guidelines were conceived to cope with the perceived immediate medical hazards of recom
binant DNA research. As such, I believe their authors did a commendable job. They rank ordered the
hazards they envisioned and then, in a pattern of graded risk, imposed a graded set of containment
provisions commensurate with the estimated risk. But it's clear that the authors of the guidelines did not
consider the transfer of genes across species, the introduction of quantum jumps in the evolutionary
process, to be of any hazard unless one could specifically pinpoint a gene of known toxicity.

Thus, any DNA fragment from any invertebrate can be inserted into theE. coli organism under the
PM2 conditions that were described by Miss Randaland into the ordinary K-12coli. Any DNA fragment
from any embryonic form of a cold-blooded vertebrate.can be inserted into the coli organism under the
same conditions. Any DNA from any source that has been previously cloned and is not known to code
for a toxic agent can subsequently be grown in the coli organism under the same mild conditions.

Consider for a minute what's implied here. The DNA from an insect or an echinoderm can becut with
a restriction enzyme into some twenty or thirty or fifty thousand fragments. Each fragment.contains
some generally unknown cluster of genes. With another. restriction enzyme, one can produce a different
set of twenty or thirty or fifty thousand fragments. Any or all of these fragments can be inserted into coli
and grown up into a clone. Somehow it is presumed that we knowa priori that not one of those clones
will be harmful to man, or to our animals, or to our crops, or to other microbes on which we unthink
ingly rely. I don't know that and what bothers me is I don't know how anyone else does.

Even more, this echinoderm DNA, for instance, maybe prepared from organisms collected from
nature, that live, perhaps; on a coastal shelf. Suchorganisms are surely not sterile preparations. They
have their own, usually unknown, coterie of associated microbes and parasites, which can include those
deposited on the coastal shelf by our waste disposal systems as well as more indigenous forms.
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When the DNA of the echinoderm isprepared and cloned, one willinevitably prepare and clone in
some small proportion the DNA of these small companions. That these small companions might in
clude the spores of deadly bacilli or the viruses of human waste seems to have received scant thought.

More broadly still, we and all higher organisms live,mctaphorically, immersed in a sea of micro
organisms with which we have, of necessity, intimate contact on the metabolic level. As far as is known,
we do not have interaction with the microbial world on the genetic level. And it might be that higher
organisms have elaborated specific mechanisms to prevent such interactions - to prevent, for instance,
the conceivable dissemination of human 'viruses through the microbial substratum. Might the human
introduction of genetic discourse between higher organisms and lower in time lead to such unforeseen
and unfortunate consequences? I submit that we do not know.

The guidelines reflect a view of nature as a static domain, wholly subject to our dominion. They
regard our ecological niche as wholly secure, deeply insulated from potential onslaught, with no chinks
or unguarded stretches of perimeter. I cannot be so sanguine. How secure is our niche? In simple truth,
just one, only one, penetration of our niche could be sufficient to produce a calamity. Such a penetra
tion could of course arise in nature without our intervention, and it may. But these innovations may
significantly increase the base from which such a penetration may come.

I think there has been inadequate appreciation of the fact that we are here concerned with potentially
irreversible processes. Living organisms, if they find a suitable niche, are self-perpetuating and, even
more, are subject to their own future evolution wholly beyond our control. This is a novel circumstance
in the history of man-derived hazards. If DDT or fluorocarbons prove to be unfortunate, their manu
facture can be ceased, and, in time, they and the hazard will vanish. Once released, self-propagating
organisms will be with us, potentially, forever. A new pathogen need be created literally only once to
cause-untold harm.

In fairness to the proponents of the guidelines, they will argue that what is proposed may not be
irreversible, that these man-made variants may not be able to compete in nature with the welt-adapted
species already present and will die out. Others may argue that these organisms are not even novel, that
means may exist in nature for the exchange of genetic material between higher organisms and microbes
and, to carry the argument one step further, that the reason we have no evidence for such exchange is,
again, that such organisms always die out.

And lastly, they may argue that even if we should somehow generate a.dangerous organism, we now
know how to cope with and restrict disease and it could not become a major threat. All of which just
might be true. But we don't really know.

To sum up, what I'm saying is thatin my view we lack the knowledge, both theseientific knowledge
and the knowledge to assess the social hazard, to be so confident that the development of this tech
nology will not lead by inadvertence or design to truly grievous calamities. In the absence of evidence to
the contrary, I suggest that we are creating by these means novel self-propagating organisms. In view of
the magnitude of the potential dangers they pose, I believe that we should take every possible pre
caution to exclude them from our biosphere while, at the same time, seekingto reap the benefits implicit
in this powerful research.

I said once before that if weacceptthese guidelines and nothing untoward happens, wewill owe more
to good fortune than to human wisdom. We might be lucky. Our niche may in fact be more secure than
we know or have reason to expect. But I'd rather not gamble with these stakes and it's not necessary.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Thank you; Dr. Sinsheimer.

I wonder if I can exercise the moderator's prerogative here by asking the first question; You said it
isn't necessary, and I've wondered about the possibility-of using alternative technologies to arrive at
some of the same research information. To what extent has-that been considered and to what extent is it
possible? I would like to hear what you have to say about it and what anybody else on the panel wishes
to say, and then we'll get on to the formal part of the question period.

DR. SINSHEIMER: When I said it was not necessary, what I meant was three things. One, that all
this work could be done in maximum containment, P-4 type facilities.

Secondly, that at least the possibility exists for doing it in organisms less intimately associated with
man than a species, of coli.
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And, thirdly-the point to which you refer-at least some of the benefits which arc proposed might
be obtained by alternative technologies, not all of them at this time. That is, there are certain kinds of
experiments, of which I cannot conceive at the moment, for obtaining the same information.

But, for instance, in terms of benefits of producing compounds in microorganisms (such as hor
mones) using them as factories, alternatives could exist in the wayof straightforward chemical synthesis
or even synthesis with subcellular systems, such as ribosomal systems which would not involve the
hazard of incorporating the genes into free-living organisms.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Thank you. As a followup on that, I have wondered, for example,
about one of the scenarios that is very often' discussed in this whole area, the possibility of endowing
food crops with the capability to work with nitrogen-fixing bacteria from the air. The other day I was
doing somereading in agriculture, and I discovered that there are well over a thousand nitrogen-fixing
plants, ranging from small food crops to large forest trees, that already exist in nature but that nobody
has bothered to invest in, in an intensive way, to make themcommercial and practical. I am wondering
if there are a lot of scenarios like that around so that if one goes forward with the DNA recombinant
thing in this area, one might also want to look at these alternatives.

DR. SINSHEIMER: It is primarily an economic kind of question as much as any, and one would
want to work through it. There are a variety of scenarios that have been proposed. Still others are to
develop existing strains of organisms which can fix nitrogen into sort of super-producers of nitrogen to
the degree that each farm might have its own fermentation system for producing fertilizer rather than
putting the capacity for Na-fixation into plants. There are. in other words, a variety of ways one might
think of going about the-problem; which would be the most practical, either in technological or eco
nomic terms, probably couldn't be defined at the present time. But certainly one could pursue a variety
of approaches.

MR. GUDE: I have a question.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Yes, Congressman Gude.

MR. GUDE: Dr. Singer, in regard to this strain of E. coli, which the guidelines provide should be
used or could be used in experimentation, is it known, as far as the genetic structure of this strain iscon
cerned, specifically where the ability of this organism isto maintain itself on its own or to become hardy
and able to live in a hostile environment? Is that well known enough so that in experimenting with its
genetic Structure you couldn't possibly endow it with powers to survive under more hostile circum
stances without realizing it? I mean, is that specifically known, where the hardiness lies in the organism?

DR. SINGER: I might say that the strain itself is not a hardy strain.

MR. GUDE: I am saying; can you not endow it with hardiness unknowingly?

DR. SINGER: Clearly, one of the things that one is worried about in this whole situation is that you
would change the properties of that cell, and that is one of the things that you might do to it. That prob
lem is very specifically recognized in the guidelines by the requirement that, when you have inserted a
foreign piece of DNA, you must continually check the properties of the cells to be sure that they have
not changed in such a manner. You must continuously check that those properties, which assured you
to begin with that it wasn't likely to be viable outside of the laboratory, remain with it. That is a poasi
bility. I think it's a remote one, but a real one. And I think the guidelines are responsive to that.

There is no other organism in the world that we know as much about as we know about this particular
single cell. And it can be manipulated almost at willin terms of its properties, even without putting in
foreign DNA. So one is comfortable with the fact that you can follow its properties and measure the
kinds of parameters that you need to measure for this purpose.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Maxine; one of the things that I think troubles a lot of people is that,
whereas one expects that a scientist working in a laboratory will be very cautiousand so on, restriction
enzymes are not terribly expensive, and it's quite possible that a relative amateur could avail himself or
herself of this technology and simply pour the contents down the sink, or whatever. To what extent do
you think that anythirig could be done to control that potential hazard?

DR. SINGER: It's true that restriction enzymes are inexpensive to buy, although most of the ones
that you buy are not very good. It's also relatively simple to make them. People have also said that it is
relatively simple to do a recombination experiment. That's really misleading in many ways. Ifyou have
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a laboratory that's equipped with severalhundred thousand dollars worth of'equipment and ifyou have
some years of experience in the technical manipulations, it's not a difficult thing to do. Ldon't think that
one can realistically say that an amateur could walk into a garage and carry out these experiments. I
think that's just not feasible.

DR. SINSHEIMER: Could I comment on that?

MODERATOR RANDAL: or course. ~

DR. SINSHEIMER: I think that it's not that hard to do recombinant DNA experiments. It's much
harder to know what you've done, I would agree. To pro e that you had made recombinants, and to try
to figure out what they were is much harder. But to actually make them by these techniques, is not that
difficult. I

And Wi.th regard to the, restriction enzymes, they can ~purchased inexpensively. His true, of course,
they can, be made. That takes a more sophisticated arm gement than buying them, obviously. And it
seems to me that one thing one might want to consider a some point is whether one should license; for
example, the sale of restriction enzymes as we do the sale of radioisotopes.

MODERATOR RANDAL: We will turn to a questldn from the floor. This is one for Dr. Singer. H
says: "If safeguarding the public health has been central Ito the development of the guidelines, why has
the recombinant DNA advisory committee of the NIH ignored the original mandated purpose of the
advisory committee, as published in the Federal Registef ofOctober, 1974 '(I) to investigate the current
state of knowledge and technology regarding DNA recombinants, their survival in nature, and trans
ferability to other organisms; and (2) to recommend programs-of research to assess the possibility 'of
spread of specific DNA recombinants and the Possiblejhazards to public health in the environment,
and to recommend guidelines on the basis of the resear h results'?" The question goes on to say: "The
committee is mandated as a technical committee established to look at a specific problem."

The second part of the question-this gets a little milre complicated.

DR. SINGER: Why don't we do the first part first.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Fine. .

DR. SINGER: The committee, as I understand it, has several charges, one of which was the develop
ment of guidelines and one of which was to foster the ace mulation of information that would be useful
in devising guidelines. It was nevertheless necessary to avo some guidelines governing work prior to
having all the knowledge that one might want. And, threfore, they proceeded. It's my understanding
that they therefore decided to proceed with the developntent of guidelines in order to have some kind of
governance on this work. . I

They have announced, 'I believe; the availability of money on a contract basis for doing the kinds of
studies that were mentioned. It's my understanding'th~t they have not been very successful in the
number of applicants who are willing to undertake thof.e contracts, and that has stood in their way.
There are, to my knowledge, only very few contracts which are actually in process. But primarily this
reflects the very small number of takers that they haveJlhad for that.

MODERATOR RANDAL: The second part of the q estlon is: "You indicate that the guidelines are
protection against the unprecedented hazards of this neWtechnology. Yet the guidelines (1) are volun
taryonIY,·(2) are unenforceable, (3) do not include private, military, and national security sectors,
(4) encourage proliferation inpopular areas of campus hd communitiesv-c-I guess this means where
pOPulat.ion is relatively dense with graduate students-I' can't read the other word-"and (5) would
permit high school students to pursue this research."

Some of those we just discussed, but has anybody a y comments on that?

DR. SINGER: For the first part, I would say again,asl I said before, that one must be very clear that
we do not in fact know that any of these agents would be pazardous.That's number one. So, we have to
talk always about a potential hazard. And rephrasing -r- way, I would say the following: That the
NIH assumed responsibility for their grantees and contractors and staff in a manner which they ap
pear to have deemed appropriate. There has been indication, at various times, that other governmental
agencies or the Congress would be interested in undertaking a serious development of policy in this
regard, but only the NIH has, to this date, done so. 1

There was a hearing in May of 1975 held by the Sen, te Subcommittee on Health, but, in fact, no
specific actions have come from any of that.
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I share the questioner's concern that we don't have guidelines governing work by private industry
and by private funds, and I would hope that we are on the way to having that. I certainly am not going
to defend the fact that we don't have it. It's not clear to me, and it's, in fact, interesting to me that, in
spite of all the discussion, we haven't moved any further than we have and that only the NIH, within
the whole government structure, undertook responsibility to develop anything.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Yes, Dr. Pollack.

DR. POLLACK: Just apropos the question of enforcement versus voluntary compliance, it seems
to me that this meeting is valuable because, to the extent that enforcement will make any sense, it will
have to make sense on as large as possible a governmental scale, hopefully international, but certainly
national.

I work in the state of New York, and it's obvious that my colleagues cross state lines. Some are in
Connecticut, some are in New Jersey, some are in drug companies, some are in state institutions, some
are in private, and some are in governmental institutions of the good sort, I suppose. On the question of
enforcement, I think that it's an ordered set which we have to consider, first information and then en
forcement. If we consider it the other way around, we have a serious problem ofa different sort, a
political sort.

MODERATOR RANDAL: One of the things I've wondered about, for example, is a few weeksago
when Dr. Boyer and his colleagues announced some results with DNA recombinants, his institution at
the same time applied for a patent on that technique. The guidelines apply to an academic institution
and the club that is held over the institution is its funding, of course. And I had wondered if sufficient
money were generated through the patent, if then academic institutions might be free to ignore the
guidelines if they wished to do so. I'm not saying that it might, but it's something I've wondered about.
Does anybody have any comments on that?

DR. POLLACK: It seems to me like a patent which some physicists obtained secretly in the late
forties for work on the atomic bomb. The more important question is: What does the government do
with the developed technology? That patent is worth no money, although it's a great honor, because the
work is obviously restricted by governmentlaw. I think the same parameters of regulation apply here,
but patents are really a separate and not scientific question at all.

DR. SINSHEIMER: In that regard, Judy, I don't know about some universities, but it really doesn't
need that large a resource to undertake this kind of work. I would say a laboratory with-Maxine sug
gested several hundred thousand dollars; I'd be willing to do it with a hundred thousand-could set up
to do this kind of work. And I could well envision small entrepreneurs doing this more or less on their
own, and such enterprises obviously would not be bound by the existing guidelines.

DR. SINGER: I think it's probably quite clear that all of us really agree that weneed ways to control
this research wherever it is carried out.Ldon't think that is a matter that we disagree on at all. Itried to
indicate what isgoing on in an attempt to find the proper way to provide controls on work that is funded
by private money.

If you don't mind though, I would like now to take a bit of an opportunity to respond to some of the
things that Dr. Sinsheimer said.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Please do, and then we'll getto our next two speakers.

DR, SINGER: I think it's important to recognize that implicit in what Dr. Sinsheimer said is the
acceptance of the notion that experiments ought to proceed. Really what we're talkingabout is what the
guidelines ought to look like. He mentioned that he thought that all experiments ought to proceed in
maximum security conditions. That would mean essentially upgrading recommendations in the guide
lines. But I think it's also clear that Dr. Sinsheimer, as wellas many others who are critical of the guide
lines, make distinctions between experiments. And there are some experiments which we all agree are
not hazardous. So, it's important not to make sweeping statemerits about all the experiments. Ex
periments which involve DNA from organisms that are known to exchange genetic information in
nature are widely agreed not to present any specially unique hazard when done in the laboratory.

However, it is true that Dr. Sinsheimer makes a unique argument when he isconcerned about evolu
tionary problems, and he has been the chief spokesman for that particular concern within the scientific
community and in public as well. But I think, Bob, that I'd like you to clarify a few things with that
argument. You talk about the evolution of complex organisms. And, while you didn't specifically say
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so, the implication seems lobe that you thought that recombinant DNA experiments could result in the
alteration of the evolutionary process as regards complex organisms. In trying to think through the
mechanisms by which that might occur, they are not at all clear to me. I can understand about bacteria,
but very specifically, for the implication for the evolution of complex organisms, I think it would be
useful if you could amplify-that for us:

DR. SINSHEIMER: Let me give a two-part answer to tbat. I really was still referring in large par! to
microorganisms and to the fact that you might change these so as to make them into vectors for viruses
that grow in higher organisms and so on, and that obviously would have an effect on the higher
organism.

The other point which I touched on-I didn't think I made a large point of it-is that I see no reason
to believe that in the future recombinant DNA technology would be restricted to microorganisms.
There is no reason to believe it could not be applied to invertebrates, to vertebrates, and as you said
earlier, even to man. And, indeed, as we know, some of the current experiments are pointed in that
direction, experiments we haven't discussed here today which involve the use of oncogenic viruses as
vectors. Experiments have been done in the opposite direction to those we have been discussing-genes
from prokaryotes have been put into oncogenic viruses as vectors and then inserted into animal cells.
That's another class of problem that we aren't really discussing today. But that potential clearly exists,
and that's what r had in mind.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Dr. Sinshcimer, perhaps you would tell the audience what prokaryotes
are. I think a lot of our audience don't understand the language and perhaps don't understand the term
"oncogenic" either.

DR. SINSHEIMER: I'm sorry. I was referring to experiments in which certain viruses known to be
tumorgcnic, oncogenic viruses such as polyoma viruses, which are known to integrate into the genetic
apparatus of cells of higher organisms, are used then as vehicles for carrying genes into the genomes of
higher organisms, just as some of the viruses that were previously referred to can be used as vehicles for
carrying genes into the genomes of microorganisms. Some experiments of this kind, wherein genes
actually taken from microorganisms have been placed, using tumor viruses as vehicles, into the genomes
of tissue culture cells of higher organisms. That's a very experimental kind of project at the present time,
and those cells are merely tissue culture cells. They are not whole animals. But that'swhatI was re
ferring to.

DR. POLLACK: It's an important point of fact-and I'm about to reveal my ignorance about it
but as far as I know, while hybrid (animal-prokaryotic) viruses can grow in eukaryotic cells, I know of
no published experiment on transformation by them-that is, the stable integration of such a hybrid
genome-in a eukaryotic cellleading to the expression of the prokaryotic gene in a stable way. On the
way to killing the cells, the viruses may express these prokaryotic genes, But, so far as I know, persistent
expression is a branch of this technology which has been successfully inhibited by the guidelines, And if
you know ofa situation where that has been published, I'd like to know about it. Maxine doesn't seem
to know about it either.

MODERATOR RANDAL: I am going to exercise my prerogative to try and get us back on schedule
and stop the question period for the moment and ask Professor Pollack if he will speak next and ifhe
will explain in the course of his talk what the difference is between eukaryote and prokaryote because 1
think we're getting hung up on technical language again.

DR, ROBERTPOLLACK: I'm a cell biologist. That is to say, r study eukaryntic cells. Eukaryotic
cells are cells with a defined nucleus enclosed within a membrane. The nucleus contains the genes of the
cell strung in groups called chromosomes. Prokaryote are simpler organisms and have no visible
nuclear membrane; hence, this distinction by Dr. Sinsheimer. But more importantly, prokaryotes have
relatively little social life. By social interaction among themselves, eukaryotic cells construct a whole
eukaryotic organism, which each one of us is, from a single eukaryotic cell, the fertilized egg.

So, as a cell biologist, my main interest is in the way that eukaryotic cells interact with each other to
do such marvelous things as make roses and people. I'm engaged in the study of one minor perturbation
of that process of normal cellular interaction; that is, the appearance of a disease in which that inter
action breaks down. The disease is called cancer. I work with viruses that cause this disease in animals,
and I study those viruses' effects on cells outside the bodies of animals, to try to understand by these
simpler systems how the disease arises in people.
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I hold a Ph. D. in biology, and obviously I'm not a clinician. I'm a member of the Human Cell Study
Section of the National Science Foundation, and an associate editor of the Journal of Virology and of
the Journal a/Cell Biology. r received a bachelor's degree in physics. lleft physics in the fifties because
of my sense that there was an air of freer inquiry in biology than physics, and I'm not really prepared to
give up that sense of freer inquiry for the sake of any regulation beyond what I think is sensible.

I've done no work on recombiant DNA at all, nor do I plan to do any, nor do I plan to have any
done in my laboratory. I hold no vested interests or patents in this work. My interestiriitaroseata very
early point in the development of this technology. In 1972, while I was a staff member of Cold Spring
Harbor Laboratory, I was asked by Paul Berg, David Baltimore and James Watson to help organize a
meeting, which Maxine Singer alluded to, in Asilomar, to discuss possible hazards of some new tech
niques for the study of tumor viruses, including restriction enzyme ligation and plasmid amplification
of DNA sequences. The proceedings of this meeting were published by Cold Spring Harboras the book
Biohazards in Biological Research, which I helped edit.

Now, although I was not involved in this research, they asked me to organize this meeting as a re
sponse to my personal apprehension in the summer of 1971 that unrestricted research on recombinant
DNA of tumor viruses might be dangerous. And rather than argue we all agreed that it was necessary to
have a meeting to get these fears out in the open.l believe that was the first meeting of a sort, of which
this is the latest one.

The moratorium on certain aspects of this research, the NIH guidelines, and the current consider
ation of the degree to which they should have the force of law all followed in time. I think it should be
clear to you all that there is a basis of a conflict of interest in all of these hearings. I'm here now more as a
member of the audience than as a purveyor of this technology. (Those of us who can read the research
papers must be suspected of a conflict of interest: Otherwise, why would we have taken the time to learn
that tedious terminology?) Nevertheless, you'll have to have a minimal amount of trust that we can
differ honestly on this question and that we are not merely arguing from our pocketbooks. At least in
my case I'm not.

NoW, my first opinion. Recombinant DNA research is worth doing. I think that has to be said first;
and one has to ask that of everybody on such a panel. Our current lack of knowledge about fundamental
life processes is indisputable, and this ignorance centers about our inability to study the way in which
genes are activated and inactivated as part of the normal processes of embryonic development and
normal differentiation. Gene amplification has no substitute as a probe for understanding these pro
cesses. And here it differs from the use of this technology for the production of hormones, for instance,
which, I agree with Dr. Sinsheimer, is a substitutable technology.

But there is an underlying reason why gene amplification has no substitute as a probe for understand
ing differentiation. That is that the vast majority of the DNA of any higher organism is silent and unex
pressed and therefore unavailable for classic experimental genetic manipulation.

To understand the regulation of gene expression, we require a knowledge not only ofthe DNA of the
genes themselves, which we might obtain by alternate technologies, but also of the DNA between the
genes. These sequences exist. They carry information. They are sequences coding not for products
which we canassaybiochcmically, but for addresses, information needed for regulation. We cannot
study this regulatory DNA by classic genetic techniques. We can only clone it out directly through
recombinant DNA plasmid amplification.

My second opinion: We will remain ignorant of the mechanism of action of certain diseases so long
as we remain ignorant of the mechanism of regulation of gene expression. To give two examples of our
current ignorance, consider; we have to rely upon injection of vaccines into a person in order to stimu
late the immune response against a disease-causing agent.-We do this because we have absolutely no
idea how to directly stimulate the gene or genes coding for the immunoglobulin molecules that could
directly interact with the offending agent and' eliminate it.

We are ignorant of gene control processes in higher organisms in general. For instance, a tumor and a
normal tissue shared their common origin from a single fertilized egg cell. So, it must be a failure in
normal regulation of gene expression, no matter what the initial cause, viral or chemical, which yields
the tumor. This approach to cancer research critically depends on being able to analyze the regulation
of gene expression in mammalian cells. Indeed, I cannot think of a biomedical problem for which in
formation would not beforthcorning from the technology of gene-amplification.
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Third opinion: The National Institutes of Health guidelines for recombinant DNA research are
workable with the cooperation and education of persons responsible for the research. Education and
cooperation do not come without effort. I believe it's the purpose of this meeting to decide to what ex
tent that cooperation can come without compulsion and to what extent compulsion of alegal sort is
necessary.

Minimally, the effort necessary includes a commitment to open our discussions about proposed
work to the general public and a commitment to take seriously the restrictions on free inquiry that are
imposed by the acceptance of any guidelines. That is, it doesn't make any sense to say you accept them
and then not really work as if you did.

Opinion among scientists as to the effectiveness of the guidelines is divided. I believe that work within
the guidelines will be safe. That is, when one works with sufficient physical isolation and when one's
plasmids are in an E. coli of sufficiently suicidal genetic makeup, then one can reduce the probability of
recombinant DNAmolecules entering the environment to as Iowa probability as one wants. Obviously
the variable is funding. How much will you - the Congress - spend to do this?

Indeed, in their dependence upon physical isolation and upon the fastidious, suicidal nature of the
organism carrying the recombinant plasmid, I think the guidelines have been designed precisely to
take into account the absence of an assay for the risk at hand.

Currently the guidelines are advisory and therefore it Is up to each scientist who chooses to abide hy
them to-convince those scientists who don't that they must, and to convince those who are against all
work to permit work to be done within the guidelines. This constant need to convince is a great strain on
all concerned, and it's the main reason why I'm here.

I am aware of a concernthat scientists as people must be self-serving and must be expected to argue
only for those guidelines that are in their own selfish interests. I cannot see how this is the case, given the
intense disagreement I observe within the scientific community. That is, we're all scientists; we're all
trying to get information out of this technology. Yet we differ one to the other rather aggressively in our
opinion about what should be done. While I am, in fact; disturbed by the intensity of these arguments,
I am convinced that they indicate at least that scientists are behaving in a democratic way, as responsible
citizens in this case.

This need to convince one another introduces a kind of intellectual hazard which is different from
a biohazard but which to my mind is equally disturbing to all stable kinds of research.

Because I believe the guidelines to be adequate, and because I do not wish to see the period of self
enforcement prolonged any longer than necessary, I have come to the conclusion that the guidelines
should, have the force oflaw, with requirements for the handling of radioactive material as a model. The
guidelines are workable and effective, I think, but also I believe they are necessary, to relieve practicing
scientists of the constant need to pass quasi-legal judgmenton each other, a process I find to be in
herently painful, non-scientific, and certainly more destructive to free inquiry than the guidelines them
selves would be if they were law.

My final opinionrThe radioactive materials law, at Ieast in the State of New York, the one I'm
familiar with, is based on the Geiger counter,which detects radioactive spills by detection of the emitted
radioactive particles. We have no equivalent counter for biological hazard. In lieu of any counter to
assay biological hazard, the guidelines have provided assays of physical and biological containment.
Therefore, they operate under the tacit assumption, that the risk, which is unknown, is likely to be
proportional to dose, which is known. This seems sensible to me.

However, making the assumption that risk is proportional to dose implies that you accept the idea
that a big dose of any novel organism is intrinsically more dangerous than a little one. As such, facilities
that generate big doses-c-that is, large volumes of bacteria carrying recombinant DNA-are the facili
ties most likely to provide a risk to the public. Since such large facilities are likely to be industrial and
since they are not likely to be supported by federal or state grants, any proposed law should apply across
the board to all facilities independent oftheir support and independent of their purpo~es.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Thank you. Dr. Cavalieri, may we hear from you before we go on with
some more questions?

DR: LIEBE CAVALIERI: I have been involved-in molecular biological research for 25 years, but I
am not now nor do I ever intend to carry on laboratory investigative work in the field of recombinant
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DNA. I feel that this group will be interested in the broad issues of recombinant DNA technology.
Therefore, my statement will not concern itself with the immediate details of the NIH guidelines.

The issue of recombinant DNA and its inevitable consequences for genetic engineering can be
brought into proper perspective if we consider that research on recombinant DNA molecules has
brought about a scientific revolution which will eventually have profound societal effects when the
results of the research become technological realities. We have had a number of scientific revolutions
in the past. An example is the work of Fermi, who showed in 1933that nuclear fission was possible. We
know only too well the consequences of this knowledge. The laws of heredity which were forumulated
by Mendel in the last century revolutionized biological research in this century. In the last two decades
Mendelian genetics have been formulated in molecular terms, This formulation provides the basis for
recombinant DNA technology, Recombinant DNA represents the infancyofa revolution. It provides
us with the tools for future genetic manipulation. I would emphasize that there is hardly any aspect of
biology which is more fundamental than this.

The power in our hands now is unquestionably awesome. I will not deal with the immediate potential
hazards, but they do exist as you've heard stated here several times. Uncertainties exist-fundamental
uncertainties such as what happens to the enfeebled E. coli bacteria now in use when a new plasmid is
introduced into it. Will it survive? Will it become less enfeebled andtherefore potentially more
dangerous?

Recently Dr. Stanley Falkow, Professor of Microbiology at the University of Washington School of
Medicine, an expert in medical microbiology and a major contributor to the NIH guidelines, expressed
the fear that someday a recombinant E. coli might be made in the laboratory, perhaps inadvertently,
which could multiply in our drinking water. Stop and think about the implications of that for a
moment. E. coli is a human pathogen. It can cause and spread disease. At present E. coli can live in
water but it cannot multiply there, Imagine giving it the ability to multiply in the water supply. This
would amplify enormously its disease potential. New organisms such as this can and very likely will
be made.

I think it's important to recognize that recombinant DNA techniques are not likely to remain in the
laboratory for long, butare already on the way to becoming one of our many technologies. Whatis the
basic.character of any technology? First, it-is always proposed as an "advance" in the short run But we
know all too well what happens in the long run. Witness insecticides, artifical food colors, hormones
fed to cattle to fatten them, and so forth.

By the time the ill effects of a technology become apparent to all, the technology is usually so en
trenched in.our economic life that it cannot be reversed, and it becomes necessary to create additional
technologies to alleviate the damages of previous ones. For example, we are now trying desperately to
cure cancer, which in the main is caused by man-made chemicals introduced into the environment, as
the NCI has shown. That is, instead of preventing cancer by eliminating the carcinogens, we are trying
to find a way of co-existing with them to keep our disease and still survive. If the problem weren't so
serious, we could laugh at these activities which have the aspect of a circus.

Technology tends to have its own momentum, to become increasingly divorced from human needs,
as it is in many cases where recognized deleterious products continue to be manufactured for economic
reasons. Thus, technologies represent ever-widening and endless circles of human endeavor, leading
eventually and inevitably to a complete separation of man from his natural environment. As Rene
Dubas has pointed out so well, we will one day soon be able to stay locked up in our houses arid by
interactive television bring the outside world inside, including ersatz food, exotic odors and scenery,
et cetera.

In the case of recombinant DNA, the already visible connection between the present research and
future technology means that the scientist can no longer really assertthat he is responsible for his
science only, that he is not responsible for what happens after his results are in the public domain. On
the contrary, he must recognize that we live in a technological society where decisions are made many
times on the basis of sheer momentum with very little thought or planning.

It has been argued that DNA technology will yield social benefits. The only immediate benefit is the
advancement of knowledge concerning how genes function. Is this knowledge useful? The simplistic
answer is yes. But it is not at all clear to me that this answer is yes in the broad context of the other
implications of the research. For the moment, I suggest that we learn more about gene function in a
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safer manner,using more classical approaches which will provide answers as they have been doing,
although perhaps at a slower rate. . . .

And lei no one fool you; Wecan get answers to important biological questions without recombinant
DNA techniques. The other proposed benefits are strictly long-range hopes. These include curing
cancer andgenetic diseases as well as mopping up oil spills, to mention a few.

I've heard scientists testify that to stop research on recombinant DNA would amount to stopping
progress toward a cure for cancer or heart disease. These are irresponsible comments which only con
fuse the. real issue.' Furthermore, they invite a public backlash against science in 'that people are en
couraged to expect medical miracles in recombinant ONA research. Such hopes are almost certain to be
dashed. .Indeed, no one can predict when or how a cancer cure will be achieved.

This: brings us to the benefit/ risk factor which has been discussed here already. If research into re
combinant DNA is .permitted to continue under the present conditions, successes will no doubt be
achieved which will invite applications to plants, animals, and even man. Still the unknown dangers of
laboratory accident and human misjudgment will haunt the enterprise. We are talking about making
new organisms-new life forms. Do we want to attempt to make new plants for food in the face ofthese
risks?

Who decides whether we like the taste? Who decides whether weeven need more food? The answer,
"to feed the starving peoples of the world," is pure sophistry. Can we ever hope to feed an ever expand
ing population? Do we want to alter cattle so as to increase the yield of milk or beef? Do we want to
attempt to increase the general level of human intelligence by manipulating human genes, say, in
embryos? Who is to choose and by-what mechanisms are the future decisions to be made?

What weare talking about is a re-evolution of life on our planet. One does not have to be a biologist
to know that evolution involves literally an infinite number of variables whose manipulation by man
could easily upset-the balance which has taken eons to achieve. Besides,weall know that the variety and
complexity of the life already on earth stagger the imagination; We have more genes on earth already
than we can begin to exploit. The idea of creating new and better ones is presumptuous and profane.

I'd like to close by making a specific suggestion. In 1973Senator Mondaleintroduced a resolution
into the Senate. I quote from that: "To establish a two-year study commission with 15 members ap
pointed by the President from a broad variety of disciplines. The commission would study the ethical,
social, and legal implications of advances in biomedical research and technology. It would make full use
of relevant studies conducted by other public or private groups. After two years, it would report its
findings and conclusions to the President and the Congress. Its final report would include such recom
mendations for action by public and private bodies and individuals as it deemed advisable."

Vice President-elect Mondaleis now in an excellent position to implement such a commission.
In the meantime, I suggest that recombinant DNA research be limited to a fewresearch centers operat
ing under strict government inspection and control. r suggest that only a limited number of problems
be investigated, namely, those which would answer specific questions concerning potential hazards.
Experiments involving a crossing of genetic barriers should be banned. We should act before some
catastrophe is upon us. Otherwise, we will be forced to rush precipitously into corrective measures and
legislation; severe curtailing of research would follow almost inevitably.

I suggest that we would regulate genetic technology more equitably and more successfully if we
start now to evaluate its social implications and to monitor its development accordingly.

Finally, I'd like to point out that research on hoof and mouth disease, which causes fatal illness in
cattle, has been successfully limited for years to a P-4laboratory on Plum Island. The cattlemen think
it's important research and should be carried on but under conditions which will not jeopardize their
cattle. Are we humans not to be permitted the same kind of protection?

MODERATOR RANDAL:Thank you very much. Yes, Dr. Pollack?

DR. ,POLLACK: I would like to speak to two things Dr. Cavalieri said. Perhaps my objections are
based entirely on ignorance, but it seems to me that if you ban experiments crossing genetic barriers,
you ban the production of.all vaccines, especially fIu vaccine, which is a recombinant between a pig
virus, ahuman viruaand-a chick virus. And it seems to me you prettymuch ban all biomedical research
if you are clever about interpreting such a restriction. So, I think this is a good example of what Dr.
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Singer would calla sweeping statement. It would sweep out more than I think most people would like
to sec swept out. The second is that as I understand the nature of research, I am reminded ofa statement
I believe of Winston Churchill's with regard to democracy, that it is the worst form of government
except fer all other forrris.

Basic rescarch-c-tbat is to say, undirected research-that is to say, free inquiry-isthe worst possible
way to protect yourself from the dangers of the unknown aspects of nature, but there is no other way
that I know of to get answers about how nature-works. And fundamentally, this is an existential prob
lem. There is no way you can do this in a risk-free way. The question is whether you willshare the risk
with society at large or whether you will be asked to be given a privileged position and risk the popula
tion at large without accountability. But I think it's a will-et-the-wisp to say that there is an alternate
risk-free way to get any answers out ofnature.

DR. CAVALIERI: Can I respond to that?
DR. POLLACK: Go ahead.
DR. CAVALIERI: I'd like to sharpen that up a little bit. Most scientists are also puzzle solvers.

That's what we do all the time really. And most of our work is neutral. Problem solving is quite another
thing. Specifically, if you set about to construct a gene to study this or that, you know what you are
doing. You know, for example, that you are going to cross a genetic barrier. You know all of the ques
tions. It's that you have set about to solve. And it's here where I think we should use some intelligence
in making a decision. I say that we don't have to curtail freedom in scientific inquiry. Most of us, as I
said, are puzzle solvers in the first place, andwe can find out all we want about nature. And so I am not
making the sweeping statement that we will all be out of business and that our intellects will disappear.
But when it comes to solving problems, then I think we had better be very smart about it and decide
whether we want to attempt to solve the problem.

You can bring up all the benefits you want, but I think the overriding concern is that, as Bob
Sinsheimer has said, when you run the risk of messing up future evolution, you've got the biggest
problem you can think of. And to be able to make insulin, for example, pales into insignificance.

MODERATOR RANDAL: We have a large backlog of questions from the audience. So, I am going
to concentrate on those for a little while. This questioner says that he isn't necessarily interested in
specifics but is interested in the philosophical aspects of the following. He or she says: "As you may
know, a uniform patent policy may be introduced in the 95th Congress to deal with patents coming
from federally funded research and development. There may be studies of the Freedom of Information
Act in terms of promoting international R&D involving government and industry, Therefore, what is
the level of foreign work in recombinant DNA? What is the level of multinational work? And is the US
involved through government or industry? Furthermore, assuming that US industry becomes involved
in multinational DNA work, how could the Freedom of Information Act,et cetera, be applied?In other
words, should industry be required to report its level of work to the government or an international
agency?" And this is for anyone on the panel who wishes to tackle it.

Maxine.

DR. SINGER:I'lI take the last part first. One of things that is certainly being discussed in the inter
agency committee that is meeting in order to find ways to govern research funded by private money,
and development as well, is the question of a registry that would include work that goes on both in
research laboratories and in industry itself; And, from sitting in on some of those meetings, I think it's
very dear that the question of the registry is one that most people agree on. So, I think that it won't be
long before we do have a good recording of everything that is going on, at least in this country.

Now, with regard to activities abroad, there are various laboratories all over the world that are in
volved in recombinant DNA research, and there are rules of various sorts that are either in place or are
being developed to govern that work. Because of the structures of specific national governments, many
of those rules will immediately be applicable, not only to research situations but to industrial situations
as well. For example, the rules that were promulgated this summer or early this fall in Great Britain
govern work of any kind that proceeds in Great Britain. The same will probably be true,forexample, in
West Germany.Tn other countries there are still discussions going on, and it's less clear as tothe precise
mechanism that will be used.

In addition, there are several international organizations that have specifically concerned themselves
with the problem of recombinant DNA research, with the problem of training, and with the problem of
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international registries. In particular, the International Council on Scientific Unions, which is a non
governmental umbrella organization for a whole variety of scientific unions, has established a standing
committee on recombinant DNA. And one of the charges to that committee is to establish a registry
that would be a worldwide registry for experiments that are going on.

MODERATOR RANDAL; Maxine, one thing that I'm puzzled about-in Britain, as I understand
it, there's something called an Official Secrets Act that deals with industry, and I'm wondering, if the
British were interested in the commercial promotion of DNA recombinants and their applications,
how one would find out what was really going on in the face of this Official Secrets Act.

DR. SINGER: I think the way the committee there appears to beset up, it isn't clear how extensively
the information they gather will be available. Presumably there will be some kind of submission toa
registry. But the committee that devised the guidelines in Great Britain did not function in the open,
as is the custom in the British Government-that is, it is the custom not to have such committees operate
in the open, and they didn't. And there is no indication that their considerations of specific research
proposals will be carried out in the open. So that I don't think there is much way for us to know just how
much we will know.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Let's go on to another question. This questioner wants to know: "Don't
traditional breeding experiments or inducing mutations create new organisms as much as recombinant
DNA experts do?" Does someone want to tackle that?

DR. SINSHEIMER: No. Traditional breeding experiments, of course, do promote genetic com
binations but only by providing new assor~ments of the genes within a particular species.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Unless it's between, say, a horse and a donkey, in which case the off
spring is sterile.

DR. SINSHEIMER: The obvious thing is that this technique permits crossing of species barriers.
That's just a sequitur.

DR. POLLACK: When I was a post-doctoral fellow at NYU Medical School in 1966, I worked in a
laboratory along with a scientist named Mary Weiss who, at that time, to my astonishment, constructed
a viable eukaryotic cell containing chromosomes from both a man and a mouse. Some of you might
have seen that in the New YorkTimes. It got on the front page of the Times at the time. Walter Sullivan
wrote an article about it. That means that for a decade the technology has existed for making hybrid
cells in-culture. This is not a hybrid organism. This is a hybrid cell; it's viable. That means it produces
daughter cells that havc genes from two species. I raise this because this novelty in nature was not seen at
the time as a threat to anyone, presumably because these cells are totally non-infectious. They're cells.
They are not viruses or bacteria. What is remarkable is that the construction of these hybrids has led
directly to our ability to map human genes to their chromosomes-and within their chromosomes-so
that now man, rather than drosophila or the laboratory mouse, is, in genetic terms, the inost well under
stood eukaryotic organism. This extraordinary advance took really less than a decade. Only in the last
five years has it been possible to stain the chromosomes of mammals "insuch a way as to localize genes
within one chromosome, making the full force of this technology possible. And for the understanding
and prediction and possible early detection of, and even possible treatment of, many inborn errurs of
metabolism, many inherited diseases, it's an absolute boon.to have the gene map of humans be so
fitiely resolved. This boon derives from a technology which itself includes the crossing Of species
barriers. There's no way one can get around the fact that a hybrid cell contains genetic information
from two different organisms, in some cases moved into one chromosome. So, I want to point out that
this Hither benign and not frightening technology has existed for a decade and is now in use in many
laboratories all over the world without any sign of untoward effects. I don't know, perhaps some day
our ecological niche will be disturbed by it, but, given our experience here, it is not clear to me that it
automatically follows that crossing a genetic barrier between mammalian species, which normally
cannot be crossed .in nature, automatically is a disaster for any species. It doesn't follow in this case.

DR: SINSHElMER:I think the distinction is the obvious one that these cells that you produce in the
laboratory arenot viable in the long term. They don't continue to maintain a hybrid chromosome set
unless you establish some special conditions that enforce it. They are not free-living organisms.

DR. CAVALIERI: I'd also like to comment that that problem is not a problem really. It falls into the
category of puzzle solving. And if anything is going to happen with that technology, now would be the
time to try to look into' that. To map the genes on chromosomes is a perfectly harmless puzzle.
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MODERATOR RANDAL: Our next questioner wants to know if recombinant DNA has success"
fully made protein in the cells of another species. Who wants to tackle that?

DR. SINSHEIMER: Apparently is the only answer you can give. That is, functionally it does appear
that functionally effective protein has been made in the yeast bacterial recombinants.

DR. SINGER: It appears that a trait which was missing in the bacteria has been supplied by the in
sertion of yeast DNA. The assumption is that the protein is being made. But in spite of the fact that the
particular protein that needed to be made is well known and in spite of over a year's work in a very good
laboratory where people are technically "cry competent, there is, to my knowledge, no evidence that
in fact the protein has been made. There are other ways that one might explain the success of that
experiment. So, I think, that's really a question that's still up in the air.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Are both of you alluding to the work at California

DR, SINGER: Yes.

MODERATOR RANDAL: -because when I wrote this story several weeks ago, I asked this
question specifically and was told yes, indeed, this had transpired. But I don't know what "yes"
meant.

Here's another question. "There was no real public participation in the decisions going into the
formulation of the guidelines. To what extent did the panel members feel that the 'informed consent' of
the public is desirable or necessary in formulating federal policy on recombinant DNA research, or
should such decisions remain in the domain of scientists?"

DR, SINGER: I'd like to answer that because I think it's very clear from the history of the last three
and a half years that there was never the implication that this was a problem that ought to be dealt
with by scientists alone. It was clear in June of 1973 that the scientists involved in this recognized that
this was a matter which had to be put before the public. It was recognized that it had to be put before the
public in 1974. Every meeting that has ever been held, has been open to the public. Every meetingthat
has ever been held has been covered by the press, much to the astonishment of many of us.

I don't think it's accurate to say that the guidelines were devised without public input. First of all,
through the entire development of the guidelines those who were involved in it were receptive to com
mentby anybody. Anyone who ever wrote a letter had that letter considered. Everyone whoever made a
phone call had the phone' call considered.

Now, it may be that some people who had things to contribute didn't realize' that they could do
that. But why they would not have realized that is not at all clear. Finally after the draft of the guidelines
had been submitted by the advisory committee to the director of NIH, the director held a public meeting
to which anyone could come and make a statement or give a written statement. Those statements were
considered at great length by the director, and certain of the comments were presented to the advisory
committee with the notion of perhaps revising the guidelines in response to them.

The question of how much public participation is enough depends on who you are. I don't think
that all of us will ever be satisfied that there was enough opportunity on any particular issue-s-and some
ofus will be right. But I think there was an enormous effort to collect public opinion. There was an
enormous effort to give that opinion a forum in which to be heard. And there was a very serious intent
on the p!1rt of the NIH to listen carefully to that opinion.

As I mentioned before, one of the really funny things that has gone on in this whole story is why there
hasn't been action in other forums. Why is it, for example, that this number of years later we're all
sitting here and talking? Why weren't we talking a year and a half or two years ago? Why is it that the
Congress did not pick up on this issue earlier and look at it? Idon'tknow the answer to that, but Ithink
it's worth thinking about.And I might say at this point, because it would fit in really, that I think that
Dr. Cavalieri's suggestionabout a commission is a very useful and a very good one.And I think that it
could serve to inform the, public and the Congress in very important and useful ways about the very
difficult problems that will arise when some of these technologies become useful for specific
application. ,'-

MODERATOR RANDAL: Thank you.

DR~ SINSHEIMER: Could I comment' on that because I was·a partial participant in some of the
steps, particularly the ad hoc committee that was convened to review the guidelines once they had been
drawn up.
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I would agree that there was an effort made to involve the public, but I don't think it was an adequate
effort. Those meetings, of the ad hoc advisory committee, I found-although I was a member of the
committee-unsatisfactory, There was not enough time. There was no lime for the committee to ever
discuss the-guidelines among themselves. There was no time for the members of the committee, after
they had made suggestions, to present or discuss them with the guidelines committee. As far as I'm
aware, the guidelines committee made only the most minor and trivial modifications to the guidelines in
response to the suggestions that were made. I really don't feel-I have 10 say personally- that the
process was adequate.

DR. SINGER: Bob, the meetings of the advisory committee that devised the guidelines and recom
mended them have been open. They have, in fact,heard anybody who was ever interested in coming and
said they wanted to come.

DR. SINSHEIMER: Maxine, I don't feel that I am very well insulated from the scientific process, I
never knew that committee was holding hearings until the meetings in December 1975 in La Jolla were
practically finished.

DR. SINGER: The meetings were always announced.

DR. SINSHEIMER: Well, by some mechanism.

MODERATOR RANDAL: They are published in the Federal Register, aren't they?

DR. SINGER: That's.right.

MODERATOR RANDAL: But I must say not everybody is a loyal reader thereof. [Laughier]

DR. SINGER: Yes, but presumably if you're interested in making comments, then you find out
where the meetings are and you go in to make your comment.

MODERATOR RANDAl.: Let's move on to another question here. This is one for Dr. Sinsheimer.
And it says: "Do you advocate complete government control of genetic recombinant research based on
the model of the Atomic Energy Commission?" [Laughter]

DR. SINSHEIMER: I'm not sure I would be terribly happy with the model. But then: are two points
that come to mind. I think it's important that, in that model, we have come in time to the stage where we
have separated the regulatory and what might be called the promoter aspects of the process-that is.
the Atomic Energy Commission and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission are now separate entities. I
think that that might well be desirable here, wherein the NIH is both in a sense the promoter of recom
binant DNA research and at the same time the regulator.

To what extent the government should bethe regulator, I'm not sure. I do think that there should be,
as I think was mentioned by Dr. Cavalieri- possibly by Dr. Pollack-some supervision of recom
binant DNA research within the containment facilities beyond that given by the scientists themselves.
Again, it's the same problem that Dr. Pollack referred to. scientists having to regulate other scientists,
which they don't find a very congenial activity. And I do think it is necessary to be certain that the
guidelines, whether they are in their present form ora more stringent form.es I would advocate, are in
fact carried out with the maximum rigor possible.

DR. POI.LACK: One~ITIallpoint. I think it's only fair to Maxine and to the history of the situation
to say that the NIH involvement in the guidelines did not arise by a desire to be both a promoter and
regulator, but rather because no one else would touch the problem. And now it's perhaps time to have
the legislative branch touch it directly. But at that time it was NIH or nobody.

MODERATOR RANDAL:It's interesting to me that. as a member ofthe press who has reported on
this extensively, whoever made the comment that Congress didn't pay any attention is, of course,
correct, because this was extensively reported in the press.

Anyway, here is a comment rather than a question, and then we'll go on to another question, unless
somebody has a further comment. This is someone who is not an American, and it says: "In the dis"
cussion of recombinant .DNA research, insufficient attention has been given to the international
dimension. The United States cannot take effective unilateral action to control the curiosity of the
human race nor indeed to secure its survival."

Here's a question. This is addressed to Dr. Singer. "You say parties agree on registering industry or
multinational work. I am concerned about disclosure. The Washing/on Post in late November, Lthink,
reported that industry representatives told the Commerce Department and the NIH representatives
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that: 'We'll register, but, to protect industry's secrets, we don't want to be required to disclose to you
the nature of our work' -and that is in fact what happened. To your knowledge, was that article in the
Post correct? What is your view on the government having knowledge of the nature of the work, not
just the parties involved?"

DR. SINGER: The story in the Post was certainly accurate, and this is a problem which needs to be
worked on. Clearly just saying that you're doing research is not what any of us think we need to have in
the registry. Nevertheless, as we're ell aware, industrial concerns have certain notions about what they
can and cannot reveal about the specific work that they're doing. I think it's a very knotty problem. It is
currently being discussed. I think that those people in the interagency committee recognize that simply
saying you're doing work is not going to be sufficient, and they are attempting to devise ways so that
an appropriate and a useful register can be constructed that will be tolerable to industry and in some
way protect their interests as they see it, and yet-givethe public the information that it may need to have.

I think there are ways to do this. They may be more or less satisfactory. But it is a problem which is
being actively dealt with and one hopes that it will come out in a reasonable way.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Dr. Pollack, you wanted to add something further. lam going to askall
of you to be, brief so we can get to some, of the rest of these questions.

DR. POLLACK: If we are writing the legislation now, let me say that the previous time I sat on a
panel like this I was preceded by the representative of the New York State Pharmaceutical Manu
facturers Association, who said that his organization accepted the guidelines without quibble, except
for one small reservation. That is, they would not accept any restriction on the volumes of material
grown.

I hope I made myself clear. But if I didn't, let mejust reiterate in one sentence. One breakthrough of
this technology is that bacteria double every 20 minutes whereas higher organisms take much longer to
grow. So it's intrinsically cheaper to get a large amount of DNA if you can grow it in a bacterium than
in anything else. By this argument, if one were to make a profit-making chemical through recombinant
technology, one would want large volumes of that bacteria. And, as I said before, it seems to me the
underlying assumptions of the guidelines are that volume is your one measure of risk. So, I would say
it is essential that any deliberations on possible enforcement of these guidelines insist on across-the
board enforcement of the volume restriction which, as I remember it, is ten litres for any microorganism
under study.

MODERATOR RANDAL: That's not going to be very acceptable to industry anyway. Here they
have already eliminated that.

DR. POLLACK: I understand that. But in answer to Maxine, just an extension of the idea of merely
giving a list of names is not a sufficient registration. I would say it is insufficient to not list the volumes.

DR. CAVALIERI: Can I ask Maxine a question?

MODERATOR RANDAL: Certainly.

DR. 'CAVALIERI: Does this registry include day-to-day things like spills, accidents.rand all that?

DR. SINGER: The registry and the nature that the registry will take in regard to"profit-making
organizations has not been' established.

DR. CAVALIERI: No, no, I mean anybody.

DR. SINGER: The registry that NIH is forming is a registry that will describe the type of experi
ment, tell where it's being carried out, and indicate the assessment of risk and whether the proper
facilities are there and so forth. The question of reporting accidents and spills, whether that can be
plugged into the same computer or a different computer, I don't know. But there are plans also being
made for collecting that information, because, as you know, the guidelines require the reporting of
information of that type.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Here's another brief comment, and then we'll go on to a question. This
is in the department of clarification. The commenter says that "The commission Mondale proposed
some years ago now exists as part of Public Law 93·348, which is the Commission for the Protection of
Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research. However, it's Mondale's proposal't-c-Lthink
it isc-vln the broad sense, not only with relevance to DNA."
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DR. CAVAIJERI:What was that number'? Could I get that Public Law?

MODERATOR RANDAL: This is Public Law 93-348; That's the Commission for the Protection of
Human Subjects-

DR. SINGER: Actually, last year Senator Kennedy introduced into the Seriate a bill for the exten
sian of that commission and a revision of its charge. The revision of the charge states that the comrnis
sian is to look into recombinant DNA. That bill, I believe, passed the Senate in the last session but never
did pass in the House, and obviously I don't know what's going to happen to it in the coming session.
But r would assume it would be reintroduced.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Next question is: "What sorts of experiments are going on now with this
technique? In other words, do we really know who is doing what and on what scale, and at what they are
aiming?"

Who wants to tackle that?

DR. SINSHEIMER: We probably don't know everything that's going on. I would say that we know
that experiments are going on in at least 30 to 40 laboratories in the world.Primarily, these are experi
ments to introduce genetic materials from higher organisms into'coli for the reasons that were men
tioned, to enable the isolation and amplification of particular genetic segments with an idea to learn
both the organization of the genes in those segments and, if posslble, something about the ways in
which they may be controlled.

There are also experiments going on of the type .hat were alluded to a little earlier, to learn whether
or not the genes of higher organisms which we now know can be grown and amplified in bacterial cells
can be expressed or decoded in bacterial cells. Experiments of that kind are going on. There are also
some experiments where one takes the DNA which one has generated in some way, corresponding to
a particular gene, and puts that in a bacterial cell in order to grow up enough of it, for example, to do
DNA sequence analysis. Those are the most common kinds that I can thinkof. Maybe others can think
of other parameters.

MODERATOR RANDAL: We'll go on now. "Would each panel member please comment about
what specific action they would like to see Congress take regarding recombinant DNA research."

Let's start with you, Dr. Sinsheimer. We'll just go up the Jine here.

DR.SINSHEIMER: For the reasons that have been mentioned. I think there does have to be some
kind of legislation in order to make sure that the restrictions apply to everyone and not orily to federal
grantees. The actions that I would like to see taken are probably threefold. One, to restrict this work to
P-4 type facilities. This would require also, of course. some funds be provided to build at least several
of these around the country where they could be made available.

Secondly, I think some form-as was mentioned- perhaps of licensing of some of the reagents
involved so as to make their availability a little more difficult.Obviously they can in principle be pro
duced from nature, but at least that takes a higher level of expertise.

And, thirdly, I'd like to see, although I'm not sure how you legislate it, some encouragement given
towards the carrying out of experiments to assay some of the potential dangers, and to look toward the
replacement of E. coli with some organism less intimately associated with man.

DR. CAVALIERI: I would agree with what Dr. Sinsbeimer said on that point or two. I think that
there ought to be regional laboratories. And he didn't say it but I guess it was implied, that there should
be inspection, in addition to all the rest of it. And I think that the number of problems that should be
worked on in the laboratory should be limited. And what we have now is a free-for-all, which might not
be the right way to say it. Anyone can do anything he pleases, provided of course it is within the guide
lines. I think that the research should be limited to specific questions and mainly-as I said inmy
talk-about how we can answer some of the questions about hazards which might arise and not
questions about how to make cheaper insulin.

And, furthermore, there really ought to be,1 would emphasize, a strong, legislative effort, as far as
industry is concerned. I think there's where a lot of the trouble lies.

DR. POLLACK:·! think that the Congress ought to enact some form of the guidelines as written as a
mandatory set of restrictions on research. I think that the decisions of regulation should be separated
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from the decisions of propagation for biomedical research in general. And the idea 01'some separate
commission beyond the NIH to determine regulatory restrictions is a good one.

I think, however, that the strategy of bringing everything to P-4 is a poisoned pawn. I would say it's a
dangerous rather than a safe move in the sense that in my experience.while advising on or observing the
construction of restrictive facilities at Harvard, Cold Spring Harbor, Albert Einstein Medical School;
Stony Brook, and in hearing about ones at other places; including Cal Tech-c-Dr. Sinsheirner's
department-is that a P-4 facility costs on the order of hundreds of thousands of dollars to build new,
and probably costs less to build new than to put into a pre-existing building because the airflow re
quirements are so stringent That is, ventilation is in the order of hundreds of thousands of dollars
by itself.

I think, therefore, that to say everything should be done in P-4 is essentially to eliminate the pos
sibility that a young person can do this kind of work and to oblige this work to be done in established
laboratories which have a lot of money. To my mind, that tilts the direction of this research in the
direction of industrial and programmed research, away from the direction offree inquiry and thereby
spoils, for me, the point of it all.

So, I think that we must proceed with great caution lest we raise physical containment to the point
where economically we exclude all but the people we are most worried about.

DR, SINGER: As I indicated before, I think the idea of the national commission has proven itself to
be a useful way to look at very difficult problems; And therefore I think that it is a useful way to begin to
structure debate about the long-term applications of this technology and of genetic engineering, should
that become a reality.

With regard to legislation for the.safe conduct of recombinant DNA experiments, it's not clear to me
that such legislation is in fact required. There are existing regulatory mechanisms which might be able
to take this under their wings. For example, we have the Occupational Safety and Health Adrninistra
tion whose responsibility is the safety and health of people in places of work, which includes labora
tories. It might well be that they have sufficient power in existing legislation to undertake the regulation
of this work. It may well be that the Center for Disease Control, which also has certain legislative re
sponsibilities, has sufficient power under existing legislation to add recombinant DNA to their control
of known pathogenic agents.

If existing powers are there and can be used, then it's not clear to me that we need to burden the
country with yet another regulatory agency, nor is it clear that a special regulatory agency would do a
better job at assuring a certain amount of safety than the existing mechanisms would. So, I thinkthata
very careful look at existing powers is required before anyone can say that we do or do not need specific
legislation.

With regard to the licensing, that's an idea which I thought a good bit about over a year ago or so.
The only component in the whole system which is even suggestive of being suitable for licensing are the
restriction enzymes. But in fact it's so easy to make restriction enzymes by yourself and the fact is that
most laboratories do make their own because the commercial ones are so terrible, that the licensing of
that doesn't seem 11 very practical approach to control. And I haven't been able to think of any other
thing that might be licensed in order to do so~ething effective.

MODERATOR RANDAL: I just want to make one very quick comment, Maxine. I also think it
sounds like a good idea, but I know of a Nobel Prize winner who shall be nameless, who constantly
petitioned one of the senators, if not both of them, of the state from which he comes because he is
angered that OSHA applies to his laboratory.

DR. SINGER: Ifwe were all worried about what made people angry, we wouldn't get involved in all
of this.

MODERATOR RANDAL: There is considerable intervention, I would think.

DR, POLLACK: I have the complementary tale to tell. That is, I work at a state university which,
because it's funded by the state, built by the state, it's not under OSHA regulations. And I have had a
devil of a time trying to get a sense of whether the laboratories and our universities biohazard guidelines
fit within OSHA regulation, just in general, out of curiosity. So, lcan't put great stock in this pre
existing regulatory agency (OSHA) with regard to at least this set of laboratories. I believe that by
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extension the problem would apply-to all the state university campuses in California as well as New
York, which together with the University of Michigan and the NIH make up, I think, a good fraction
of where this work is done. So, with all due respect, Maxine, I can't agree that pre-existing agencies 'are
strong enough to regulate what they are supposed to, let alone to take on new responsibility. On the
question of licensing of enzymes, it would seem to me that it's quite likely that nucleotides, nuclides,

. radioactive materials would probably be much poorer in specificity if their sale were not licensed: So
possibly licensing is a way to upgrade the crummy corporate production of these enzymes. [Laughter]

DR: SINGER: It's of course feasible to license that because the sources are unlimited. But the fact is
th'\,t anybody can make a restriction enzyme if they .have a biochemistry lab.

DR. POLLACK: I want to have the last word on this because there is an intrinsicdanger to using a
crunimy restriction enzyme. The entire technology is built on the very remarkable specificity of these
enzymes for finding specific sequences within DNA. They are not merely scissors, they're aimed
scissors, they're targeted scissors. Withthem, when they workproperly, you can cut out known pieces of
DNA from within a genome. The moment you have a bottled enzyme which says something on its label
hut doesn't contain that specificity within it, you are perforce performing a random experiment with
this technology. So, the sale of crummy enzymes is in fact perhaps one of the more dangerous aspects of
this technology.

MODERATOR RANDAL: Dr. Pollack, you have just had the last word because I've been told we
are out of time, and I'm going to turn this over very briefly to Alan McGowan, and then we willadjourn.

But before the panelists leave, if they would be willing to turn in their papers.

DR. POLLACK: I didn't know we were going to be graded. {Laughter]

MR. McGOWAN: It's my pleasant duty to thank the panelists, and I'm stopping this only six
minutes late because they have all literally' bent their schedules out of shape to participate in this
seminar, and I want to be sensitive to that. And thank you all very much. [Applause]

{The seminar was concluded at 12:43 p.m.]
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contributors Senator Huber-t Hwnphrey and the late Senator Clinton P..

Anderson. Dr. Alan Waterman, and the Hon. Arthur S. Flemming.

My presence here today is based particularly on recent research

and writing on the subject of citizen participation in policy making.

~nd it is primarily to this subject that I will direct my comments.

But first. as a political scientist. let me pay tribute' to this

Committee for holding this kind of informational or seminar type hearing.

1 know that over the years a number of COmmittees in both House and

Senate have used this approach, supported as in this case by excellent

background studies prepared by the Congressional Research Service' of

the Library of Congress. I feel that it is particularly important. at

a time when it is often asserted that confidence in government ,is at low

ebb. that the public be informed of the conscientious. scholarly. and

detached approach being taken by this Committee in formulating public

policies with respect to major issues of science and technology. Public

awareness of·how this Committee approa~hes its responsibility would. I

am sure. contribute to increased trust in our governmental institutions.

And certainly. I am pleased to be apart of this proceeding and thank

the Committee for inviting me.

"Cititen Participation: Practice in Search of a Theory"

About a year ago the Natural Resources Journal. (volume 16. pages

23-40) published an article which I wrote entitled "Citizen Participation:

Practice in Search of a Theory;" This article deals with many of the

general issues associated with citizen participation 50 I want to
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suamardze parts of that article and if the Chairman of this Commttrtee

permits, I would like to .Int.roducc the entire .ar-t i.c Ie as an appendix to

my statement. (The University of New, Mexico" School of Law. 1I.1dch pub

Id.shes the Natural Resource .roumaj has grunted permission to reproduce

the article in this manner.)

In the article I recognize that participation and citizen i11volve

ment have become important dimensions of governmental processes in the

United States, but r also stress that no viable political theory f.or

mulating principles or establishing the methods and bounds for such

activity has yet been articulated, Instead there is much rhetoric on

the subject, backed up by wide-ranging and disparate perceptions.

attitudes. and assumptions to justify advocacy ofgre~ter participation.

It is popular to refer to the New England T-own Meeting admired by

Thomas Jefferson as a model for participation. but a little .reflect i.on

indicates that such meetings provide no more than a superficial analogy

for today. It is somehow difficult to hold town meetings in ccmmumtdes

of five thousand. much less of two hundred twenty million!

The article points out that those urging increased citizen partici

pation in governmental decision making perceive its function in different

ways:

1. Participation as policy(It~s good Democ~acy);

2. Participation as str~tegy (It furthers public support. in

creases political power. and pemdus control of or by the

bureaucracy) ;
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3. Participation as communication (People, specialists, public

servants will understand each other better from partici

patory interaction);

4. Part icipat ion as confl ict resolut ion (Conflicting points

of view will disappear,as a Tesult of shared interaction);

S. Participation as therapy (BY expressing their views,

"Iettdng off steam," citizens will feel less frustrated).

The article also suggests a basic conflict between a) traditional

theories of representative government and the responsibilities of ele~ted

representatives and b) extensive unstructured citizen involvement and

mass public participation. The basis for conflict, of course,' is that

in few participatory situations all those affected or,with appa~ent

interests do in fact participate and it is often impossible to

determine who speaks for whom. and whom to hold accountable, We all

like to think we speak for the public interest, but decibel levels 'are

hardly the tests for representativeness.

It is suggested in the article that in some situations the emphasis

on participation is motivated by a desire to manage or reorganize the

political system. It is sobering to remember that the slogan "power

to the people" has been a revolutionary cry at least since the French

Revolution in 1789. In reviewing the various theories of community or

political power. the article concludes that in all societies the few end

up governing the many. Even those who participate and get involved are

themselves an elite often speaking for special interests and expressing

special values.
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If these are indeed accurate assertions. then the focus of attention

of those designing public institutions should be on control, on respon

sibility. on accountability, on how action agendas are determined, on

how the public interest is defined and by whom. and not on simple pro

cesses of participation and involvement.

Basic Conflicts and Tensions

In its broadest terms, therefore. the issues which this Committee

is considering in these hearings (as I understand them) are how the

research agendas and the research programs of scientists, clearly an

elite group in our society. might most effectively be guided in tho

public interest and how processes of public invalvement and citi zen

participation might be used constructively to provide such guidance~

Or stated in reverse, how should the public (citizens) relate to the

scientific endeavor and what can and should be the public contribution

to that endeavor.

Ovar-s impl i.Ei.ed, the issue appears to be simply ~trol versus

freedom. Scientists have long been concerned about freedom of enquiry

(academic freedom to those of US in the Universities), and in this con

text public involvement in sett~ng goals for research or in reviewing

research procedures is looked on with hostility and suspicion. As

science has become more and more specialized, any kind of review or other

control raise issues of irrelevance, arbitrariness, and repression. Who

determines the agenda for research and research priorities is not idle

speculation. It can be of vital importance to society. to scientific
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progress, and to individual researcher-s-vas the debate in the scientific

journals over the National Science Foundation's R.A.N.N. program (Research

Applied to National Needs) suggests.

In many respects, it is clear, the concepts, the values, and the

practice of science and scientific research are logic~lly and funda

mentally in conflict with the concepts, the values, and the practice of

citizen participation. The challenge, thus, is to establish guidelines

and to develop institutions which will reduce the natural tensions

between the two processes--research on the one hand and participation

on the other--and which will encourage constructive and creative inter

relationships and interaction among scientists and citizens.

It has been asserted that NOT to have citizen p~ticipation in

formulating and controlling scientific research policy deprives humanity

of the right to sit in judgment on its own fate. In a more concrete

situation a high government official some years ago in discussing cloud

seeding experiments stated that the property owner on whose land arti

ficially induced 'rain may fall has a "right" to participate in the

decision on whether such research should go forward. The U.S. Con

stitution and our principles of law provide simply that if the property

owner is unreasonably damaged by government action to the extent that a

taking of property results (vtnver-se condemnation"). he has a claim for

just compensation.

But the concern is generally not with rain but with the likes of

radio-active fall-out; not with water but with materials or organisms

which might harm innocent persons or future generations.
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In designing in~titutlQlls for dealing with such situations two points

need e.upnasds . First. is the overwhelming quantity of both government

and private sector decisions which may knowingly' or unknowingly affect

the lives of hundreds. thousands or even millions of people. In many

situations, therefore. it is important to contemplate mass meetings or

referenda to review the myriad of decisions that may affect and influence

our lives. More feasible and effective means for identifying and imple

menting the public interest must be developed. The protest groups, the

watch dog organizations, the Ralph Naders are important but hardly suf

ficient to deal with the deITk~nds of the situation.

Second. to be effective, therefore, proposals for citizenpartici

pat ion vis a vis the scientific enterprise must be mo~e discriminating,

dealing in specific terns with procedural and policy issues, distinguish

ing between what participation is NOT and what it cannot be on one hand

and what participation is and how it can be used constructively on the

other hand. Questions as to what citizen inputs should be. when they

should be made, and how they should be structured require answers.

Similarly. attention needs to be directed to when scientists should

seek citizen review, what information sllould be provided, what the

scope of review should be, and the status of and weight given to citizen

attitudes and expressions. The objective would be to permit and encourage

two-way flows of views and information.

But valid and desirable a~ such procedures would be, they tend to

side-step the issue of control to which perhaps there is no single or

simple answer beyond stating that the problems must be dealt with
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constantly in each area of research and perhaps with respect to each

research project. The issue thus becomes one of mutual responsibility-

the scientist to the pUblic and the public to the scientist.

Obviously. no one would seriously propose a referendum on whether

a patient had small pox and should ~e isolated. The apparent successful

elimination of this plague of humanity was not based on citizen parti

cipation neither with respect to research on the disease and its con

trol. nor with respect to the desirability of world-wlne programs for

mass vaccination.

When I was in fourth grade. Milwaukee experienced a small

pox epidemic and one of my classmates died of the disease. The

only choice offered was whether to be vaccinated by the Public

Heal th Department or by one I s family physic ian. There was an ex

tensive information campaign in the press, and I suppose we had to

have our parents complete some kind of consent form. Whether

certain religions objected to vaccination I cannot recall, but

I do know that the law in most states is quite clear that in

epidemic situations the police power may override parental des Ires

and bel defs .

The point simply is that the role of the public and of the process

of citizen participation must be spelled out in more discriminating terms

than are evident in much of the rhetoric on the subject. It is next to

meaningless to say that "humanf.tv must sit in judgment on its own fate;"

nor does the simple fact that the welfare of people is at stake establish
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the basis for or the terms of participation. Even the generic stat-

utory phrase "maximum feasible participation" included the word

"feasible"--and feasibility is at the heart of the issue.

Freedom of Enquiry

From the point of view of individual freedom, including the freedom

of intellectual and research enquiry, I would suggest that the ringing

words of John Stuart Mill from ~is essay On Liberty provide a counter

weight to the rhetoric on participation far more consistent with our

traditions. Mill wrote (in Chapter II):

"Lf all mankind minus one were of one opmaon , and only one
person were of the contrary opinion, mankind would be no
more justified in silencing that one person, than he, if he
had the power. would be justified in silencing menkInd;"

But particularly important to his tolerance of free speech was NOT the

concern of some present-day psychologists that repression of that one

person's speech would damage his ego because to achieve his full de-

velopment he must be allowed to speak, but rather Mill stressed that

society loses when speech is curtailed. Thus he wrote:

"But the peculiar evil of silencing the expression of an
opinion is that it is robbing the human race: posterity as
well as the existing gene rat dcn.."

He presses his position no matter whether the opinion expressed is

"r-Ight" or "wrong.". suggesting that in most cases opinions are prob-

ably partly right and partly wrong and that it is through the clash

of opinions. "the free trade of ideas" (quoting Justice Holmes), .that

society moves nearer the truth.
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Modern science and scientific research has in general been based on

views like those expressed by Mill. And if one subscribes to these values,

as well as to the democratic process as we know it. one must in urging

fuller citizen participation deal explicitly with the following questions:

1. The tyranny of the majority;

2. The fact of the "silent majority, II

3. The problems of interest groups and what has been called bureau

cratic pathology, and

4. The specific nature, content and timing of public inputs and

involvement in scientific' research decisions.

To this point the argument has reflect the biases of scientists

and researchers. stressing the importance of safeguarding academic

freedom and the freedom of enquiry. The issues can and should also

be stated from the viewpoint of the citizen, the admin'is t.r-a t.or- .•

and the pOlitician.

An Alternative Point of View

The citizens (or at least articulate menfuers of the citizenry) are

concerned that what scientists and the technological establishment do

may have spillover or externality effects which will damage individuals,

groups, communities, or even all of humanity. Citizens' also often

recognize that Common Law nuisance doctrines, and Constitutional

principles may be inadequate to protect them, and that the newer

statutes such as the National Environmental Policy Act, the air and

water pollution control laws. and OSHA, are still not sufficiently
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tested to assure protection of citizen interests. It must be recognized,

too, that citizens probably have reason to fear that high specialization

and single~minded pursuit of narrowly defined research missions may

result in neglect of other social values, e.g., concerns for the envir-

onment and even for life itself. From their perspectives. citizens may

perceive risks and benefits differently.

In part. citizen views may rest on lack of information and under-

standing; in part on oversimplification of issues and consequences. But

perhaps the most difficulty arises from divergent moral and other values

which when applied to research may (as viewed by the scientist) distort

procedure. alter p~iorities, and frustrate objectives. The classic

statement by Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes (in his dissent in Abrams v.

United States) comes to mind in this context:

" .. If you have no doubt of your premises or your power and
want a certain result withal! your heart you naturally express
your wishes in law and sweep away all oppos Itfon;"

In these terms, the issue may become one of who has the power and in

the struggle. the public interest may be forgotten.

The administrator and the politician, on the other hand. while

often sharing the citizen point of view, also have other concerns. They

want to know and respond to the degrees of public acceptance of and

support for specific scientific programs and program goals. The

politician in particular is highly sensitive to the need for public

support (or at least for avoiding intense public opposition) since he

must face the voters in order to be re-elected. And concern for public

acceptance and support may obscure issues of merit or need.
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Administrators and politicians are also concerned with priorities

and fund allocations, particularly since they are perpetually confronted

with more demands for public financing than can possibly be met. Spend

ing decisions in a nation as large as the United States inevitably involve

concerns for where (geographically) spending will occur, as well as for

other so-called "secondary benefi.t s ;" There was joy in Colorado when

the decision to locate a solar research facility outside Denver was

recently announced. And since we tend to over-emphasize local benefits

and minimize local costs, concerns for the adverse effects of nuclear

processing and other military chemical activities at the Rocky Flats

facility emerged long after the facility itself had been welcomed as

a desired addition to Colorado's economy_

Administrators and politicians also often share a concern for

special interests and special pleaders, although perhaps for different

reasons. Ever since James Madison wrote the Tenth Federalist Paper,

it has been a commonplace of ~crican politics to recognize the many

groups which make up our society. And while at one time, political

scientists hoped that group interaction represented a kind of checks

and balances system (what Galbraith called countervailing power), we

are today less sanguine about the group basis of politics, recognizing

the difficult problems associated with the silent majority and its

manipulation. Too often only squeaking wheels get the grease while the

work-horses get the shaft--the public interest being obscured in the

clamor for public funds!
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What Participation is Not

Citizen participation in science policy and practice cannot be

thought of as a mass meeting Qr a public referendum. Mass meetings and

protests~ such as those which have occurred from time-to-time in objec

tions to atomic energy facilities provide important signals to policy

makers. but it would be unfortunate if either participants 01' the targets

of such activities confused such events as reflecting the "voice of the

people. II Hopefully we do not react like the French politician who

observing a mob go by his window exclaimed "Those are my people; I am

their leader; I must follow them!"

Mass meetings, protests, and demonstrations, while negative, are

an essential part of larger social processes. "A function of free

speech under our system of govemment ," wrote Justice Douglas for the

majority in Terminiello v. City of Chicago (337 U.S. 1, 1949). is to

invite dispute. It may indeed best serve its high purpose when it in

duces a condition of unrest, creates dissatisfaction with conditions as

they are, Or even stirs people to anger. Speech is often provocative

and challenging. It may strike at prejudices and preconceptions and

have profound unsettling effects as it presses for acceptance of an

idea. That is why freedom of speech, though not absolute, ... is

nevertheless protected against censorship or punishment. unless shown

likely to produce a clear and present danger " At the sumo time,

it is a serious mrstake to regard mass meetings, prote st s , and demon

strations as democracy in fu l I bloom. Such activities can neve)' be a
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substitute for careful analysis and responsible professional decision

making.

Stimulating support and cooptation of interest groups are well

established techniques for influencing public decisions. It is too

easy to mobilize phony crowds and to manipulate masses of people to

accept such activities uncritically. Thus while recognizing the im

portance of mass meetings, protests and demonstrations, it is necessary

to devise institutionalized means by which views and interests of

various "publics" may more systematically be brought to the attention

of scientists. Modes of communication and procedures for control must

be developed. In its root sense tldue process" is as important in the

relationships of citizen to scientists (and vice a versa) as in any

other field of human endoavor.

Control Techntques

In the following paragraphs some of the principal control techniques

will be reviewed. Each of them deserves more detailed analysis. but

perhaps this brief review will provide a kind of agenda for further

study.

Peer Review. Among the most common controls of scientific endeavor

is peer review. It is common to National Science Foundation grant

award procedures and is used by other public and private research

supporting organizations. Peer review may be anonymous. or it may

involve formal committees often of prestigous scientists. The National

Academy of Sciences or its committees may perform this review role. and
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on occasion less formal groups of scientists take on review respon$i

bilities. It would be misleading to suggest, however, that peer review

has no flaws. First, peer review tends to be conservat~ve and it may

dampen innovation. The hostile rejection by the earth sciences com

munity of the continental drift theories of Dr. Maurice Ewing is dis

turbing evidence of professional resistance to new ideas. Only his

persistence and thcmore-or-less fortuitous support of the Office of

Naval Research led to what we now know as plate tectonics and mc jo r

revisions in theories of geologic processes. ~,peer review has

been known to be influenced by bargains, trade-offs, and doctrinal

biases. Third, peer review may be limited by incompetence of various

kinds, e.g., the reviewers may not have the requisite,knowledge and

experience, a problem of particular significance where research is inter

disciplinary.

SunShine and Openeas . Sunshine laws and Fr-eedom of information

acts aTe becoming cOIDnlonplace. Unquestionably if the intent of such

enactments is realized with. respect to research. higher levels of

responsibility to the public will result. The concept of replication,

so important to the scientific method, rests upon shar-ed information.

But sunshine and openess also create problems. One of these involves the

lag between theoretical formulations and experimental proof. Another

reflects the psychological set of many researchers as well as their

bitter experiences. Research into a problem, particularily in early

stages, is highly personal> even in team research. Experience. rear o'r

93-4810- 17 ~ 42
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imagined. with stolen ideas has increased the desire for secrecy. And

sunshine and openes$ involve complex issues of timing; premature release

of ideas. theories. or 'experimental data could be embarrassing. Finally,

sunshine and openess rests on certain assumptions with respect to the

capacity of the public to understand and interpret. The frequent

failure of the news media to communicate research theories or findings

effective!y because of oversimplification is but one example of the

problems of pUblic understanding.

Press Releases. Publ it Meetings, Hearings. In SuIDe cases these

are important to scientific responsibility which can be defined as in

cluding the responsibility to keep the public informed, to educate the

pubLtc . But these techniques have been abused by providing a basis for

personal advancement, ego satisfaction, or by being timed in retat i.on

to budget or appropriation hearings.

Litigation. Twenty years ago this topic would not have been listed.

But recent experieijce with re5pect to environmental litigation, based

in part or relaxed judicially formuj ated rules with respect to standing

to sue, suggest.s- tbat litigation can be tmpor-tant in establishing pro

fessional responsibility and protecting public interests. Professor

Joseph Sax of the University of Michigan Law School, with perhaps

typical lawyer's bias, urges litigation as a major technique for keeping

public servants responsible.

B~.~~~~~J[. Since government funds a major part of American

research , professional integrity and scientific responsiblity might
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be furthered by government agencies. But recent experience in many

fields has shaken confidence in government capacity and competence to

fulfill its role in this regard. In discussing this problem as related

to environmental protection Garrett Hardin raises the age-old Quis

custodet problem of how to keep bureaucracy responsible. Hostility among

research and program agencies to the Office of Management and Budget

seems to suggest a special bureaucratic problem deserving careful analysis.

The Ombudsman. Although seVeral states have been experimenting

with an ombudsmen to give focus to citizen concerns, these positions have

only indirectly dealt with research and the relationship of the scien

tific endeavor to public participation. And in any case, results seem

to have been mixed. Perhaps this too is a subject need.iug careful

appraisal, since as an idea the ombudsman approach has much to commend

it.

Conclusion

Problems of control of science and of relating science to the pub.l i c

are today considerably different from those of 200 years ago when the

doctrines of academic freedom and freedom of enqufry were first being

formulated. Today control to n large extent involves the allocation of

public funds. It involves questions of priority; it involves relating

work of many individual scientists effectively so that the end product

has social value and significance. In addition, because of the sub

stantial developments in science itself, control involves new kinds of

questions of responsibility to the public in general and. to policy
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makers including government legislators and executives. Most difficult

is the question of how research programs an~ research results should be

related to the public. both specialists and ordinary citizens especially

since results of research can harm as well as benefit the public. To

~tate the problem differently. the question is one of how should the

public participate or how should the public be involved in determing the

research agenda. in reviewing research procedures. in decid ing all re-

search applications. Since the public through its government is financing.

much of today' s research the scientist can hardly claim that he is in

dependent of any responsibility to the public. And it is not enough to

say that the results of his research are in the public interest and

will benefit the public. It is not always deal' that, this wi Ll. be

the result. The risks can be great and those exposed should be Inform

ed. These are the crucial areas of research policy; these arc the as

yet unresolved questions of scientist-citizen relationships.
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CITIZEN PARTICIPATION: PRACTICE
IN SEARCH OF A THEORY"

NORMAN WENGERP'

"If thereis a political revolution going on throughout the world, it
is what might be called theparticipation explosion."

Although the participation phenomenon may be worldwide, its
meaning, role, function) and importance vary from cultureto culture
and political system to political system. It also seems evident that the
drive or reasons for seeking more participation vary, depending on
the perspectives from which the subject is approached, the institu
tional, political, economic context) and the personal interests and
points of view or those opposing as well as or those supporting
participation. Similarly, the phrases "public participation" and
"citizen involvement" have many meanings and connotations)
depending on the situation to which applied and the ideology,
motivations, and practical orientations of the users.

The terms arc used in the context of fundamental political deci
sions with respect to government structure and the content of public
programs, referring to. the importance of "consent of the governed"
as a prerequisite of the social compact. But the terms are also applied
to routine processes of political activity, such as political parties and
elections, administrative program planning, and day-to-day manage
ment of public agencies, Demands for more public participation may
be motivated by a desire to alter the, power structure and thus
weaken "the establishment,' or they may .. simply seek better infor
mation inputs and more responsive public service.

Given this variation in usage and the many meanings and connota
tions of the terms citizen involvement and participation, it is prob
ably not surprising that neither normative nor empirical theories
applicable to the topic have been formulated. Little research' on the
subject has been undertaken, and even as speculative philosophy the
ideology of participation has not been systematically organized or
neatly structured. Yet in the last decade the literature on citizen
involve~~1.'!..tI~_Rll.\J.li_c.1'~~ti0pat!,?~_I!~.~ b'1:,?:"_llL.~~.~..rIc.tr_!J:."t_i!.".~

"This article is based in part on a study prepared for the Economic Comunasron tor Asia
and the FarEast of the United Nations.

**Membor, wisconsin Bar; Professor of Political Science, Colorado Slate University, Fort
Collins, Colorado.

1. G. Almond & S. Verba, The ()vk Culture: Political Attitudes and Democracy in Five
Nations 2. asquoted in Participatory Democracy 1 (T. Cook & P. Morgan eds. 197 J).
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been possible to prepare several useful bibliographies on the subject.'
But much of the literature, especially that related to particular
governmental programs,' has tended to be prescriptive and hor
tatory, abounding with rhetoric and polemics and resting on unanal- ,
yzed premises and assumptions. Much of the literature, 100, bas dealt
with the subject of participation as though it had never before been
the subject of intellectual attention and as though it bore little rela
tionship to earlier streams of political thought and analysis, as well as
to empirical social research.

Among the reasons why the recent emphasis on public participa
tion in the United States has received minimal analytic or theoretical
attention is that criticism of participation grates on thc cars of many
Arn~ricnns. T9 suggest that the process, role, and function of public
participation play require specification and may even be subject to
Iimitations is regarded as a denial that all men nrc created equal and
construed as a challenge to thc very foundations of American
qcinot:racy. Like secret caucuses, racism, or socialism, 'expression of
doubts as to the general appropriateness and applicability of Par
ticipatory systems an, labeled unAmericanceven by intellectuals and
academics." Political lenders, bureaucrats, and others who must face
the public and need its support are especially reluctant 10 criticize
public participation or to examine its premises or applications for
fear of being accused of undermining cherished traditions.'
:It is the objective of this essay to review some, of the conceptual

"l. .mree of these bibliographies are: J. May, Citizen Participation: A Review of the
Literature (Council of Planning Librarians, Exchange Ribliogfaphy 1971); U.S. Dep'I of
Hp~~_ing and Droop Affairs, Citizen and Business Participation in Urban Affairs: A UiliHog
tp-pfiy, J(1970)~ Marshall, Who Participates in What?, 4 Urban Affairs Q. 206n.2 (1968).
:,':;~':',Many titles related III particular programs might he listed (SC(~ hibltographies cited in
note :2); the following arc illustrative, as are those In other notes: R. Apter, Environmental
~nn.Qg, 'andCitiun Participation in Colorado Water Resource Development (971); A.
•ush~pi~~$'odo~Economic and Community Factors in Planning Urban .Freeways (1969);T.

..Borton & K. warner, Techniques for Improving Ccmmuntcadons and Public Participation in
Water Resources Planning (1971)~ lnsrimtc. for Water Resources, Ll.S. An~y OHpS of
Jiniinects, The Susquehanna Cemmunicatkm-Panlcipation Study (IWR Rep. 70-6, 1970);
Institute for Water Resources, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Public Participatlon in Water
RefiulfriCtl:l Planning (lWR Rep. 70·7, 1970); J. Kintel, Organization of Community Groups
ijl~'1i'IIPport of the Planning Process and Code Enforcement Administration (1970); K.
Warner, Public Participation in Water Resources Planning (Nat'I WawrCoinm'n,
~CRSBS·7f~013. 1971); J. Zimme.rnlan, The. Federated City: Community Controlin Large
qtj€:s (972); Landstrgm,Citizen Participation in Public Land Decisions, 9 S1. fuuis u Law
i,:: :f7'4 (1965); Wengert, Public Participation in Water Pltmning: A. Critique, ,1 water Re-
!P,ij~~S Bulletin 26-32 (1971). ' •
.' ".4>Thc. author hlmsetf was criticized at a professional .contcrcnce by a di~tinguishcd

~9().Jj(1~1 for suggestlng the kinds of analysis proposed in this article. ::: ..
.~··5'- '..1\ ·-:sensitivity to this kind of criticism is indicated by K. Prewitt & A. Storie in The
~lJljpg Elites (1973), i!l which they suggest an elite theory of government w!lJch is clearly <

f1f1.-qP$e~ to participatory conceptions.
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problems, both implicit and explicit, in the current emphasis on
public participation, to suggest some of the previous thought on the
subject., and to indicate points at which both normative and
empirical social theory may have something to contribute toward
putting citizen involvement and public participation into a philo
sophic perspective. Perhaps this effort may suggest lines for subse
quent philosophic inquiry and empirical research.

PERCEPTIONS OF PARTICIPATION

As indicated, those urging citizen participation (as well as those
resisting it) perceive it in different ways, depending on such factors
as position and status, whether they are in power or out of power,
their responsibilities, their constituencies, their overt and covert
goals, and many others. In part, perceptions arc tied to motiva
tions-an impenetrable morass for policy analysis, for while types of
motivations can be described, it is often impossible to know which
motivation or combination of motivations determined particular
behavior. This has been the dilemma faced by the legal realists' in
seeking to explain judicial behavior, and it continues to plague'
attempts at explaining any social behavior, whether of individuals or
groups. III most situations, the best explanations must' rely on the
weakest component of scientific method-e-inferences and circum
stantial evidence. And to an unavoidable degree, this deficiency
limits the following general exploration of perceptions of participa
tion.

Participation as Policy
To some, increasing citizen participation is simply a matter of

sound and desirable policy to be implemented in as many ways as
possible. Like most policy choices, this is a normative 'conclusion-a
goal to be sought. Thus a high official in the Department of Com
merce can state, commenting on artlficial rainmaking, that the
person on whose land manmade rain falls has a right to be consulted.
And the idea of a "right" to be involved in decisions affecting one is
frequently voiced in the literature. What the nature of that involve
ment should be, how it relates to decrsionmaking responsibilityvand
whether, the normal representative system and the constitutional
protection of individual rights arc insufficient (topics to be con
sidered below) are seldom discussed.

6. Jerome Frank, seeking to apply Freudian psychological concepts to die judicial
process (J. Frank, Law and the Modem Mind (1936)), developed intriguing theories of
behavior, but 'they were largely unteatable short of psychoanalysis.
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Participation as Strategy
Some advocates of participation approach the subject as a matter

of strategy-a maneuver to accomplish other unstated or stated
objectives. How participation and the arguments for it are used
depends on, among other things, whether one is working from within.
or from outside the system. For those outside the system "Power to
the People" signals major changes in power relationships, if not revo
lution. For those within the system, such.as government agencies and
interest groups, participation may serve as a major technique for
.gaining legislative and political support and legitimation. It is not
uncommon to try to interpret the support of large numbers of citi
zens as equal to the public interest. The use of survey research may
serve similar strategic purposes. The agency head who can report that
53. percent of individuals surveyed in scientifically conducted inter
views agreed with his position is generally regarded as more credible
than his colleague who has conducted no survey. Where the
public interest may lie and what should be don" about the 47
percent who held other views are questions often overlooked, The
situation is not unlike that of the French leader who viewed a mob
passing under his window and exclaimed "Those are my people-d am
their leader-I must follow them." American politicians and bureau
crats similarly prefer to act from positions in which they feel they
have public support. Thus planning for public participation to gain
such support is a natural strategy.

Participation as Communication
Some argue for more participation in order to improve informa

tion inputs into administrative decisions. Since government is de
signed to serve people, the views and preferences of people are neces
sary inputs to responsive decisions. Often, it is argued. the technician
Or bureaucratic specialist will make "bad" decisions when he decides,
for people instead of witn them. In this view, questions of bow to
deal with dissent or with minority groups are usually minimized, and
the importance of making choices and of determining how costs as
well as benefits should be allocated is overlooked.

Participation as Conflict Resolution
In some situations participation is urged as a way to reduce ten

sions and resolve conflicts. Underlying this emphasis are assumptions
that sharing points of view increases understanding and tolerance and
that the very process of involvement 'weakens a tendency toward
dogmatic assertions and reduces personal biases and mistrust. Insofar
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as conflicts rest upon misinformation, participation and involvement
in town meeting situations provides opportunities. for exchange of
information and may induce modifications of values and opinions
and increase confidence and trust. While intimacy may breed con
tempt, group discussions and exchanges of Ideas are said to minimize
hostility and may permit constructive collaboration. Certainly
experiences in the field of labor-management relations would seem to
support this proposition. At the same time, the. proposition that
participation leads to consensus would in most situations be of
dubious validity. There is reason to believe that in a nonhomo
geneous community increased participation will highlight differences
and increase conflict. Probably the proper question is whether a
condition for consensus already exists-Jn which case participation
may further its realization. But where a condition of diversity exists,
participation can contribute little to conflict resolution and may
even increase conflict.by creating confrontations and inducing polar
ization. Where a diversity of interests is clearly established, participa..
tion can contribute to conflict resolution only in highly structured
situations with institutionalized procedures and a willingness to.
accept unacceptable decisions (as in litigation).

Participation as Therapy
In recent years the emphasis on participation as social therapy has

been frequently articulated in connection with the so-called War on'
. Poverty.' On the premise that particularly the urban poor are alien

ated from society, opportunities for them to be involved in decisions
with respect to programs which affected them were provided to cure
this "social disease." Variants of this approach have appeared on
coltegecampuses, leading to varieties of student involvement in
academic decisions. Proposals' for increased participation have also
been directed tu overcoming the adverse effects of racial prejudice
and other forms of discrimination.

STIMULI FOR INCREASING PAR11CIPATlON

One of the major stimuli to current interest in participation is
rapid' change in the patterns of life which pose a threat to traditional
existence and require a host of adjll<l!met;!~2'.1_~"y!.ofs!:,!"i!:'l1 pr£.~

7. The "War on Poverty" has generated a tremendous literature. Numerous publications
'deal with the concept in the statute urging that "maximum feasible partidpation"- be
secured from the poor. Bow this concept got Into the law without much de-liberation is
detailed in D. Moynihan, MaximumPcasfblc Misunderstanding (970), See also Ad.vistny
Comm'n on Intergovernmental Relations, Intergovernmental Relations in the Poverty Pro
gram (1966).
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lerns. A prime factor in this change situation has been the. increase in
technology and the scientific basis for decisions, so that the individ
ual has less and less been able to do as he chooses but has instead had
to follow the advice of scientists and technicians remote from him
psychologically, if not geographically.

To illustrate, 100 years ago the location of streets and roads was
largely a matter for local community decision in the framework of
local political processes, reflecting the interaction of community
interests and local interpersonal relationships. Decision processes and
the inputs to them were generally known and understood by the
people in tlie community, even when they did not participate in or
were .not happy about them. Today, in contrast, the location of
roads is generally' the result of economic and technical studies and
engineering surveys far removed frcm the ken of ordinary people, .
with the decision process only dimly perceived and understood by
even the most highly educated. As a result, citizens feel excluded
from the process as decisions are made [or rather than with them.
And where the location of roads and highways is used to accomplish
hidden objectives and realize ulterior motives, confidence in the
process is truly shaken.' .

Scientific and technological developments with respect to com
munications and transportation have contributed to obscuring
community boundaries, making it possible to substitute centralized
decisions for what once were local decisions. The expansion of
government in the past 7S years has probably intensified the feeling
of alienation with respect to what government is doing and how it
affects particular people. While some technological and scientific
developments may contribute to strengthening community ties, on
balance it seems reasonable to generalize that today's citizen, no
matter where he lives; has lost control of many aspects of his life. In
addition, whatever the specific facts, many people feel that they have
lost such control, even though the actions of government agencies,
scientists, and bureaucrats are justified as being for.the public good.
Whatever program objectives may be, it is often uncomfortable and
disconcerting to have others make decisions which the individual
only barely understands and which he may prefer to make for him
self.

The concept of worker alienation was an important element. in
class-struggle doctrines formulated by Karl Marx to characterize the
psychological state of workers who, he argued, were being exploited
by capitalist managers. It was clear to him that workers were not
emotionally involved in the productive process and gained imide
quately and disproportionately from their inputs. Communist theory
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has obviously not been against industrial production; its dominant
concern has been with control of that production.

The Communist Manifesto sought to rally workers by the slogan
"Workers of the world unite; you have nothing to lose but your
chains." For Marx and his followers these chains were not only lack
of economic benefits from labor inputs, but also psychological alien
ation resulting from not having a role in the productive process. It
was consistent with these views for Lenin to emphasize in 1917
worker participation in the organization of factories, using the
slogan, "All power to the Soviets," the Soviet being the local council
of workers. But Communist practice has not dealt. any more effec
tively with the problems of alienation stemming from size and
depersonalization of the productive process and patterns of modern .
life in a scientific and technological era than has the capitalist world.
That the present clamor for participation has roots in this situation
seems evident.

HlSTORlCAL INTERPRETATIONS

It would be a mistake to suggest that citizen alienation alone is the
cause of the present interest in participation. Although the condi
tions which induce modern alienation probably did not exist in the
New England townvthe classic image of true American, democracy
--other social forces undoubtedly affected individual behavior so as
to prevent full and' free expression or opinions and unfettered partic
ipation in community life. We know, for example, that theocratic
dominance was an important constraint in New England governing
processes. But in any case, the town meeting ideal admired by Jeffer
son and other democrats was incorporated into the American local
political structure by converting the survey townships into govern
mental and school district units, even though the six mile square
pieces of geography did not always coincide with sociologically
defined communities. Thus town and school district meetings did
provide opportunities for extensive citizen participation in local
government. At the same time, reflecting both population numbers
and spatial distance, a complex representative system at state and
federal levels, reinforced by political and electoral systems, provided
for the form of popular control, if not always the substance.
Implicitly, the present emphasis on community involvement and
citizen participation raises. doubts as to the validity and adequacy of
the American representative system, which has substantially taken
the place of an earlier system which provided for citizen inputs at the
township base of the governmental pyramid. At issue is the question
of where participation fits in a nation of 220 million people.
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For Jean Jacques Rousseau' the answer was simple: democracy
could only exist on a face-to-face basis, such as he found in the Swiss
Cantons and as existed in New England towns. Representative
government to him was not democracy. And this view is implicit in
the position of those arguing for increased community control-vof
schools, of police, of planning. But such advocates, like Rousseau,
usually neglect the issues of intercommunity coordination and of
resolving policy contlicts in the larger cornmunities-ccities, counties,
states, regions, and the nation.

Professor Herbert Kaufman, reviewing American political and
administrative history! has suggested that the current concern for
greater participation illustrates a theory he advanced some years ago
that the nation oscillates from one to another of three dominating
concepts with respect to public service: I) a search for represents
tiveness; 2) attempts to secure politically neutral competence; and 3)
desire for executive leadership. In Kaufman's analysis, the current
period is not unlike the Jacksonian era (1828-36) when the search
was for greater representativeness. Not unlike today, the idea of
career service was challenged, and a dominant view was that every
mall could handle the tasks of government administration. Frequent
rotation in office was considered desirable, with the result thata
wide list of officials was required to stand for election, Some 80
years later a similar search for representativeness and popular partic
ipation led to the initiative and referendum, the recall, local home
rule, and women's suffrage. Kaufman's structuring of history does
not take into account social forces which may have caused or con
tributed to the oscillation from one set of attitudes and demands to
another. This is not the place to analyze the validity of his analysis
nor to expand on it to suggest some elements of social causation. But
one might note that the times in which the demand has been for
greater representativeness in the governing process would appear to
have been periods of substantial social change with accompanying
turmoil. Times in which the demand has been for executive leader
ship has been characterized by acute social problems, e.g., war,
depression. And times where the clamor has been for neutral compe
tence have been periods of consolidation.

PARTICIPATION AND SOCIAL THEORY
Recent decades have seen the flowering of empirical social theory.

"~-'----'-~--"---'---~---_.----_._---------._._-

8. Rousseau, The Social Contract, in Political Writings I02~I06 (1-', watkina cd. & trans].
(953). .

9. Kaufman, Administrative Decentralization and Political Power, Public Aduunistratton
Review (l969).
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At the same time, normative theory as well as pragmatic experience
continue to influence how Americans regard government and the
governmental process. In the following paragraphs reference is made
to a wide spectrum of theory, with suggestions that ideas on citizen
involvement and public participation might benefit from specific
attempts to relate them to these theories. Implicit is the belief that,
rhetoric aside, public participation as a theory of governance has not
been effectively dealt with and that its formulation and critical
analysis is badly needed.' 0

American government rests on pragmatic experience, rather than
on grand formulations of political theory. Our great documents
enunciating political principles, such as the Declaration of Indepen
dence and the Federalist Papers, are polemical rationalizations of
political action. Americans, in politics as in other aspects of their.
culture, are not philosophers or great theoreticians. Pragmatic
responses to particular problems have dominated political action
-and the major characteristicof pragmatic philosophy is that it is no
philosophy. Thus it is not surprising that such political theory as we
have been able to articulate has been retrospective, inferred from
action) behavior, and political statements and writings rich in norma
tive content.

It has frequently been pointed out that the FoundingFathers held
to no fully articulated philosophy of government. We are left to infer
their values and perceptions from the polemical Federalist Papers,
written to persuade New Yorkers to vote for the proposed Constitu
tion. Although the Federalist Papers are conceded to be great works
of advocacy and reflective of the pragmatic mood which still dom
inates American political thought, they hardly provide a coherent
and integrated statement of political doctrine .. Being dominantly
instrumental in character, they express concern over rule by the
masses and the influence of interest groups (factions-dncludlng
political parties). At the same time, they VOice support for a checks
and balances system which reflects fear of a too powerful govern
ment.

From the beginning of the U.S. government -,'oneeptions of the
-10. Perhapsjjle-Iac0oi' attem~tsto-deirwiti~pa'ri"kjpation-rSi;verstated~T1H:crliicisniis
really directed at the more ardent advocates of participatory systems, many of them Federal
bureaucrats. who have not faced lip to the conceptual. problems with which this article
deals. The following works, largely by, political scienttsrs, Indicate some efforts in the
analysis of participation: G. Amond & S. Verba, supra note 1; R. Dahl, A Preface -to
Democratic Theory (1.956); T. Dye.& B. Zeigler, The lrony of'Democracy 12<l ed. ]972); T.
Lowi, The End of Liberalism (969); A: McFarland, Power and Leadership in Pluralist'
Systems (1969); D. Thompson, TheDcmocrauc Citizen (1970); S.Verba & N. Nie, Partie
ipation in America (1972); H. Zeigler & T. Dye, Elite-Mass Behavior and Interaction, 13"
Am. Behavioral Scientist (1969).
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political process have oscillated from a view regarding the govern
ment as "they" to the alternate viewof regarding the government as
"we.' The Declaration of Independence. at least insofar U8 govern
ment of the Colonies was concerned, moved in the direction of "we"
-suggesting the linkage between free and independent men and self
governance. The Bill of Rights in the first ten constrtutiona! amend
ments was premised on a "they" concept of govcrnmcnt-ionc that.
had to be controlled by laws, one that could not he completely
trusted to guard individual liberties.

This ambivalence continues to be an-important aspect of American
political behavior, just as the absence of " fully developed theory of
American government continues to be unavailable. The best that has
he-en done has been done to analyze processes of politics. administra
tion, and government us a basis for formulating from such observe.
tion political theories that attempt to characterize actual political
behavior. .

At the same time, asthe scientific method has come to dominate
the study of politics (and of society), a different kind of theory
seeking to order and explain processes and phenomena has begun to
develop. In some areas such theory has also bL~en subjected ro empir
ical tests. But it is clear that we are far from any general theory of
politics. And even at the middle range level a great variety of unin
tegrated political theory is available for scholarly application.

This brief characterization of American political theory has been
introduced to provide a backdrop for a review of the status and
development of political theories relevant to citizen involvement and
public participation in governmental processes,

HIEQRIES OF REPRESENTATION

Problems of the relationships of government to the governed ,are
not new to political philosophy. Two aspects of these relationship,
were well-developed over the preceding two centuries; one concerns
systems of representation, the other questions of control. Both were
recognized in the Declaration of Independence; both were importam
issues at the Constitutional Convention. One of the most thorough
examinations of the subject was John Stuart Mill's essay Representa
tive Government. 1

1 Early in the present century, Guild Socialists in
England and Syndicalists in France, searching for an alternative to
geographic representation, concluded that functional representatlon
would more adequately reflect popular interests. A fe\v. attempts at
functional assemblies were made in Italy and France hut were clearly

1J. J. Mill. Representative Oovemment (1949).
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not tremendously successful. Others sought to experiment with pro
portional representation, seeking to correlate representation to
voting strength. This remains a characteristic of the German Parlia
ment. In any case, those who urge greater public participation, and
certainly those who seek to formulate a political theory on participa
tive democracy, must confront the question of how participation is
to be related to representation. Whatever system may be proposed,
representation is a stark necessity which must reflect populationsize
and geographic area. And while one may join Rousseau in concluding
that a representative system is not democracy, one must nevertheless
confront the question of designing a system. in which there is a
degree of responsiveness and citizen control. The alternative is to opt
for dictatorship.

THEORJES or I'OWER

Through uie ages political philosophers have been [uscinated by
issues of soclal and political power-vthe influence by some. over the
behavior of others. Concepts of public participation could benefit
from efforts to relate them 10 theories of political and social power.
Three aspects of. power theory would seem of particular relevance:
the jirst l« Ihe revolutionary concept of the seizure o!'power; the
second 'are the concepts of community [lower, as developed in a
variety of social research in recent decades; and the third are elite
theories, ranging from rather modest research in leadership to
Hobbesian criticisms of democracY to c: Wright Mills' analysis of the
Power Elite.' ,

Seizure ofPower
Seizure of power, at least since the French Revolution of 1789, is

the other side of the coin On which is engraved ,"Pow~r to the
People." It serves to remind those concerned about formulating a
political theory of participation that citizen involvement, especially
when not structured, can become a revolutionary force seeking the
redistribution of power. it raises the question of whether, and to
what extent, an existing system ("The Establishment") call accom
modate change.

Community Power
Community studies became well-established, if not popular, during

the J920's and J930'" e.g., Middletown by Robert S. and Helen M.
- ..---.------.. _,-_._-_.__.-c._.-_.__.._.~,_._.._...,....- ,.:_.,_ ...._~.. • . .. _.....

12. C. Mill&, Th~ Power Elite 09S6}.
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Lynd, But the emphasis in these early studies was less on political
power than on a portrayal of a cross-section of local culture.' 3

Following publication of Floyd Hunter's Community Power Struc
ture' 4 after World War II, attention was directed to decisionmaking
processes within a community and to the role of those. who' were
designated "The Influentials.' From the point of view of citizen
participation, the importance of Hunter's study is perhaps that those
who ruled "Regional City" were not politically accountable. The
power structure described by Hunter was hierarchical with the social,
'economic, and political life of the community being dominated by a
relatively small and homogeneous group of inftuentials.

In the early 1960's a number of political science studies. of com
munity power challenged the Hunter thesis and suggested that power
in American communities was shared by a variety of elites with
varying in terests and that their power was effective only in certain
areas of community policy. This pluralistic view of community
processes was formulated in Robert Dahl's Who Governs. I' From
the debate between class-oriented sociologists and pluralist political
scientists arose efforts to synthesize results of many studies and to
develop a comprehensive theory of community power. Rut these
efforts have not been entirely successful, and some significant gaps in
the theories of community power remain. One of these, particularly
relevant to this essay, is the failure generally to deal explicitly with
the question of citizen participation as it relates to community
power structure. This remains a challenge to anyone seeking to
formulate a theory of participation.

The Governing Elite
As indicated in the discussion of community power, elite control

may be inferred from certain formulations of how community deci
sions are made. But in addition, the anna Is of political thought
contain a wide range of material dealing man' directly and explicitly
with the role of governing elites. Thus, (111 issue of the American
Behavioral Scientist devoted to the topic of "Elite-Mass Behavior and
Interaction" began with the editors' axiomatic declaration;

In all societies, and under all fonns of govemment, the few govern
the: many. This is true in democracies as well as in dictatorshtps....
Because the symbols and concepts of American politics are drawn
from democratic political thought , we seldom confront the elc---------"_..__._,-----..-_._..__......-,.--'--~----_._"-----,--_._--~~- --'- ..._..---..._-

13. F01' a review of the community power studies SCt~ W. Hawley & J. Svara, Tho Study
of Commauitv Power: A Bibliographic Review ()972).

14. F. Hunter, Community Power Suucrure (1953).
15. R. Dahl, Who Governs? Democracy and Power in an American eily (1961).
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mental fact that a few citizens are always called upon to govern the
remainder. I 6

This statement must be dealt with in a viable theory of participa
tion. In more moderate terms, the problem is one of authority and
responsibility, of leadership and capacity, in the context of which
the nature and scope of participation are to he spelled out.

The issue of the importance of a controlled and responsible elite is
more sharply drawn by Professors Thomas R. Dye and L. Harmon
Zeiglerin their The Irony of Democracy. In a trenchant and challeng
ing Postscript to the Second Edition, Professor Dye asserts:' 'f

Mass governance is neither feasible nor desirable. Widespread popular
participation in national political decisions is not only impossible to
achieve in a modern industrial society, it is incompatible with the
liberal values of individual dignity> personal liberty, and social
justice. Efforts to encourage mass participation in American PQH1.ic~

are completely misdirected, To believe that 'making American
government more accessible to mass influence will make it any mere
humane is to go directly against the historical and social SdCJH:e

evidence. It ll; the irony of democracy that masses, not elites, PO!)/;:
the greatest threat to the survival of democratic values. More than
anything else, America needs an enlightened elite capable ,of,<leting
decisively to preserve individual freedom, human dignity, and the
values of life, liberty, ami propel ty. OUf effort}; must be directed
toward ensuring that the, established order is humane. decent,
tole-rant:and benign.

Elitism is a necessary characteristic of all societies. The elitism we
-have ascribed to American society is n01 a unique corruption of

democratic ideas attributable to capitalism, war, the "military-indus
trial complex," or any other events or people in this nation. There is
no "solution" to elitism, for it is not the, problem in a democracy,
There have been many mass: movements, both "left" and "right" in
their political ideology, which have promised to bring power to the
people. Indeed. the world has witnessed many "successful" mass,
movements which have overthrown social and political systems,
often at great cost to human life. promising to empower the masses:
But invariably they have created new elite systems which <lie at least
as "evil," and certainly no more democratic, than the oldersystems
which they replaced. Revolutions come and go-vbut the masses
remain powerless. 111e question, then, is not how to combat elitism
or empower the masses Or achieve revolution, but rather how to
build an orderly, humane, and just society,

16. H. Zeigler & T. Dye, supra note in.
17. T, Dye& H. Zeigler. mpro note W

93~4Bl 0 ~ 77 ~ 43
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Participation theory must confront the challenges formulated by
Professor Dye.

GROUP THEORIES OF POLITICS

, Any theory of politics is a theory of power, its management and
use. In separately discussing the three subsets of power theory in the
preceding paragraphs it was intended simply to suggest the explicit
ness with which the concepts of power were ,dealt with, Group
theories also concern power, but, as dealt with by many political
scientists, power is the result, rather than the purpose of group
behavior; it is the object, rather than the subject.

American political science is pluralist in orientation, and this fits
in nicely with group theories of politics and political behavior,
Essentially, group theory states that for a variety of reasons, includ
ing the desire to be effective, political man in America organizes
himself into groups. Political activity therefore involves conflict,
bargaining, and negotiations among groups. It is through alliances
and alignments of groups that political' action occurs, Groups, .in
turn, are kept from overreaching themselves by overlapping member
ships and because new groups can always be organized, Thus, a sys
tem of countervailing power serves to check excesses.' 8 •

Critics of group theory have pointed to the fact that there is a
slient majority not represented by the myriads of groups interacting
in the political process-and potential groups do not necessarily
emerge to balance the situation. Others have pointed to the establish
ment bias of group theory, suggesting its failure to accommodate
ehange. Still others have challenged the motivational logic of group
behavior.' 9 Yet the effect of these criticisms has not been to
depreciate the descriptive validity of group analysis, but to suggest
that group theory is not the "general theory of political behavior"
which some had hoped it' would be, In any case, theories of citizen
involvement and public participation cannot ignore group theory and
the research on which it rests beeause the latter explains a great deal
about how the American political system functions.

RESlDVAL PROBLEMS

J O. 11l~ classic explication of group theory 'remains D. Truman, The Governmental
Process(1958).

19. A frequently overlooked criticism Of group theory, using the concepts of economic
utility analysis is M. Olson, The Logie of Collective Action (1965).

This section identifies a number of conceptual problems which
impinge upon citizen involvement and public participation," The'

." ....... -
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brevity of treatment does not reflect their lack of importance, but
rather space limitations and the competence of the author.

Behavioral Analysis
Discussions of participation tend to reveal an egalitarian one man

one vote bias. As normative policy this is consistent with dominant
American values. As psychological reality it falls considerably short.
Theories of public participation have not yet begun to utilize the
results of social, psychological, and behavioral research. Theories of
public participation need to take such findings into account. Only in
this way, for example, can what is known about the "silent
majority" be dealt with adequately. To concepts of alienation need
be added concepts of span of attention, so that the limitations of
hortatory admonitions to "get involved" are qualified by hard
reality.

The Boundary Problem
Recommending participation on the lowest level or on a face-to

face hasis does not automatically identify the geographic unit which'
provides the focus for attention. In fact, one of the most difficult
and complex decisions is determining appropriate boundaries. Simple
geography, i.e., where People live or work, is not enough. Problem
boundaries must be related to reflect interest 'boundaries,-and
depending on the problem these GOuld be the entire nation. Who, for
instance, has an interest. in a National Forest? Clearly, those living
dose to it, but not they alone, Those in tile watershed of the forest,
those using timber and timberproducts, those seeking 'recreation in
the forest and many more have an interest. Who has an interest in the
public domain, in atomic energy research and production, in coal and
oil production, in the development of a river? Paraphrasing the
Supreme Court. in a 19th century case, "We are, after all, one
nation." The locale is important, but it is not the sole dimension.
The gerrymander must. be recognized as a factor in drawing social
and economic boundaries as well as political boundaries. Boundaries
determine problems and participation. If one's goal is to raise average
income levels in Appalachia, one can achieve this goal by redefining
Appalachia to include Philadelphia and 51. Lonis.

1"ll11Ctional A pproaches
Structural-functional analysis continues to be a valid and useful

social science technique. A traditional and still important approach
to American government has been separation of functions into legis-
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lative, executive, and judicia I, functional distinctions coinciding with
allocation of authority to the three branches of government estab
lished. in the U.S. and state constitutions. To these three functions
Almond and Powell have added three more: "interest orientation,
interest aggregation, and communication." 0 This sixfold classifica
tion of functions becomes the basis for analyzing the conversion
processes of the political system which transform the inputs of
demands and supports into program and policy outputs representing
extraction from the system, distribution and redistribution within
the system, negotiation and the like. Such a systems model is far from
simple, but it may be useful in deciding the nature and role of
participation and in distinguishing types of participation needed and
desirable at different process stages. It seems clear, for example, that
participation in the formation of new government structures, new
programs, and new policies will vary from participation in the execu
tion of generally established programs and policies. Although the
distinction between "policy" and "administration" has been discred
ited in the literature of public administration, since administrators
make policy through exercise of delegated authority and by accre
tion through day-to-day administration, in a polar sense the func
tional distinction would seem to be useful. One can identify different
types of participation in relation to different functions-r rangmg from
mass meetings, political assemblies, strikes and demonstrations (and

. even revolutionary mobs) to community meetings and formal hear
ings, where seeking information is a primary objective.

RELATIONSHIPS TO THEEXISTING SYSTEM

It has already been pointed out that public participation, depend
ing on where and how it occurs, implies change and often is a deliber
ate threat to existing decisional (power) arrangements. No theory or
procedure for participation can be adequate if it does not deal
explicitly with how participatory processes relate to the formal struc
tures of government, including the regular representative system,
political parties, etc. Essential to this problem is the question of
majority rule and minority rights. In faet, except in the election of
officials (and not always then), it is usually impossible to find
majority support for most governmental decisions. Not only is the
silent majority a realitv-sbarriers of understanding and interest in this
age of specialization are equally limiting. In the absence of general
referendum procedures which would be of doubtful utility and with
political parties that are ~ot issue-oriented or program)J1atic

2..!!'_e
20. G. Almond,& G. Powell, Comparative Politics,(1966).
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concept of majority support for any program or policy is difficult to
prove. Even in a town meeting situation majority views of the com
munity and certainly "majority interests are difficult to identify. On a
few limited issues polling may give a static picture of attitudes, but it
cannot capture the dynamics of change, particularly in highly volatile
situations.

CONCLUSION

A classic statement of elite theory is the "iron" rule of oligarchy"
formulated by the French sociologist Robert Michels. As theory, his"
conclusions would clearly be opposed to most concepts of participa
tion-even" though, as this article has suggested, there is not yet a
coherent body of ideas which might be labeled participation theory.
But if Michel's conclusions approximate reality, the role of participa
tion is narrowly constrained and must be approached an-a much
more limited basis. Perhaps the issues are, <IS they have been from
1789 on, issues of controlling government, assuring sound and wise'
decisions, providing for due process, protecting minority views;
establishing responsibility and responsiveness, seeking equity, and
striving for" the public interest. It is a sobering thought that, in the
context of one man-one vote-the simple statement of majoritarian
decisionmaking-most of those shouting loudest for participation
have generally been minorities. The poor; the' Blacks, the environ
mentalists-vall are clearly and obviously minority groups, Only a
sense of equity and public responsibility (contrary to the economic
model resting largely on greed and self-seeking), together with a good
portion of concern and even fear, make a- war on poverty possible,
Social reform, environmental protection or other new thrusts in
public policy have not been and cannot be majoritarian, participation
rhetoric to the contrary not withstanding." There is no substitute for
a policy which seeks the public interest.

For some time after World War Il it was fashionable among social
scientists to assert that the public "interest was a rnyth-v like religion,
an opiate of the masses. What was confused in this view were the
difficulties in defining the public interest and the ease of equating
personal aggrandizement as the simple definition "of that interest,
with the much more important fact that it was the search for the
public' interest, the'requirernent to rationalize decisions "as being in,
the public interest, that was the significant aspect of the concept.
The preacher says "Seek ye first the kingdom of God ;" the
responsible democrat says "Seek ye first the public interest." Neither
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is easy; with respect to both it is the seeking that makes the
difference, even when it is recognized that we often fall short. .

Citizen involvement and public participation must also meet the
test of public interest. This is why this article has stressed the need
for a theory of participation which can be related both to normative
and empirical conceptions of our democratic system and integrated
with American pragmatic experience.
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It is a pl easure to have, thi s opportunity to share some thoughts on pub'l ic

participation in scientific and technical decision making. Responsible participation

in an area to which they come with little background and much apprehension poses

special problems. There can be little doubt but that the public is asking, even

demanding, to be in the game. As has been true in other areas, we find ourselves

paying a price for concentration upon advancement in onecultrual entity (science),

in this instance sparked by WWII and Sputnik. while neglecting others. Thus, it is

that we now. rather belatedly, recognize our increasing requirement for concomitant

advancement in education. social. ethical and moral values. There is much catching

up to be done to bring it to pass even at some future date. Therefore. it is vital

to set planning of an orderly sequence of achievable levels at the present time.

Today, we are considering the publics which must now be recognized, informed

and acknowledged as legitimate partners in the scientific enterprise. The plural,

publics, is appropriate because everything which I have read to date distinguishes

many separate "publics" as governmental agencies attempt to venture tntc-thts new

world utilizing the public in the decision-making process. This distinction avoids

assumption that our title refers solely to the great American public with resultant

over-simplification of the problems as well as solutions. Thus, we must analyze

the elements, the levels and the other participants in scientific and technical

decision making. before"we,attemptto model appropriate and meaningful pubj tc partici-

pation. As indicated above, we also must ascertain just where our culture is in

its educational, social and other relevant developments. Only the most optimistic
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or the least informed woulq suggest that weare ready for public participation at

all levels of decision making. A primary concern must be our all-to-evident failure

in the past to provide the information base which the pUblic requires for such

participation at any but the lowest levels or in development of the most general

concepts. We shall discuss the resources for estebj tshtns that base later.

Jhere are those who contend that this thrust for public participation represents

a distrust of science or a latent anti-intellectualism. There has been an increased

sensitivity to the potential of science which some factions would eventually exploit

if we do not provide a better educational base for understanding of science and how

it operates. Fears about the potential and products of science have been evident

'throughout much of the history of man. Their expression usu~lly took the form of

deterrence or prohibition although it often resulted in loss of position and, oc-

casionally, a life. Much of this history reflected the relative ignorance of the

"publtc ," a fear of the unknown and/or resentment of the tntel f ectuej discrepancy.

We need our social sciences to tell us just how far we have progressed from those

days. I suspect that they would find continued attraction revulsion/ambivalence

pertaining to the unknown and supernatural today. They would find demographic and

ethnic foci of distrust of science. In essence, they would find that we have not

come as far as is necessary to enter this discussion without all due caution. In

other words, we must wend our way slowly and deliberately into the world we desire

to achieve - to foster and ensure increasingly responsible roles for the public in

scientific and technical decision making. With that as our ultimate goal, we must

determine promptly the levels at which certain parts of the public now can partici

pate predicated either upon present knowledge or that which can be provided within

the time frame allowed. Thus, we always shall be returning to that major requirement

for democracy, itself - an informed public.
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It is regretted that we must indulge in this: definition of. "pub' tcs" at this

late date. There have been many statements by officials about public participation

in decisions in their agencies with the public left to decide just who was to be

involved in the new venture and to what purpose. Undoubtedly, these statements

have raised hopes. They certainly already have -resulted in costly and unproductive

forums, town meetings and other media where all of the forces of confrontation.

the adversary process and a little knowledge being a.denqerous thing have inter

mingled to serve no purpose but the opportunity to be heard or, more accurately

described by modern i'~:: "to sound off." If provision of the "see'ltnq" of par

ticipation is the actual objective of our current undertakings on public partici~

patten, it is far better to state this frankly and clear the air. Thepublic(s) do not

deserve t9 be deluded or lulled into a false sense of involvement in an issue of such

consequence. There are the skeptics and those who will watch every step along the

way to be the first to declare "they never meant it." Thus. it is especially sat

isfying to.appear before this Committee which is indeed very serious about the

matter of pUblic participation in science and technical decision making.

Among the many reasons Why we find ourselves discussing the topic before us

todayis,our growing awareness of the Ultimate. complex nature of things. We have

learned that there are few individual variables. Actions taken to solve one problem

often bring others to the fore. in other systems. in other decades and. even. in

other generations. We have come by this intelligence the hard way. and its perva

siveness will mark this generation's decision making in many ways. Public partici

pation is but one way to assure that'nothing is overlooked. whether it be a

determining factor or potent1al impact. We need all of the help we can get to assure

that full consideration is afforded all variables.
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However, let us recognize that there is a cost to this process. Let us also

recognize that there is noway. including such public par-ttctpat ton , to assure

us of.!lQ. ill effects • .!lQ. risk or .!!.Q..'danger. The recent accelerated pace at which

we baye discovered long-term effects underscores the futility of seeking a decision

making process that covers all of the bets. Nor;s there any process which absolves

decision makers from the responsibility for decision making. We are talking about

increasing Probabilities: the probability that the greatest number of people will

benefit. the probability that science or technology will advance faster, the proba

bility that there will be a cost benefit. et cetera. Certainly a major determinant

of thequaTity of public participation in decision making will be the public's

acceptance of this fact of probabilities. Their participation in decision making

is hampered just as much by expectations of a "fail-safe" 'life as it is by retention

of the old ways which are "tried and true." We are here today because the old ways

are being tried more and more and are proving to be fallible.

There are additional constraints Which must be recognized and understood by

our pUblics. These include Ultimate responsibility and; even, liability for deci

sions made. There must be no question about the advisory nature of their role and

the fact that someone else has the position of secretary. program manager or depart

ment head with attendant authority. Unless this working relationship is established

clearly. the public's roTe can degenerate from cooperative problem solution to con

tentious. protection of self interest. J believe that it is important to recognize

our potential here for setting up a new derivative.of an all-American past time

kibitzing. Part of the fun in sports events for. the non-participant. the non

professional. is telling the qiJarterback when to run on fourth down. the hitter in

baseball when to swing away, the basketball pl~er when to shoot. We also enjoy
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informing umpires, referees and others, nominally in charge of the game, when we

differ from their decisions· a difference arising from our biases as much as our

vantage point.

I would rather not see decision-making in science reduced to this type of

sport based upon some contention that we brought our ticket to the arena and that,

alone, qualifies or justifies our participation as kibitzers, getting onto the

field to delay the same or destroying the goal posts. Someone else'1s always left

with the responsibility for replacing the goal posts and assuring that next week's

game is played while the "fen" returns to his work-a-day world in search of some

other diversion. Thus. 1 continually return to our responsibility for an informed

public and the need for that informed public to be responsible as the present

decision maker opens his process to pUblic participation.

The process begins by the department or agency designating specific decision

making levels for public participation. It is noted that the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare Task Force report has suggested that "The HEW staff should

systematically conduct meetings and seminars with a wide variety of citizens prior to

to the Secretary's final decision on illmajor~matters." (Underscoring mine.)

Further, "there are approximately 90 major and diverse programs in the Department

(HEW) which call for some form of citizen participation." Once the decision has

been made as to where participation from outside the agency can be helpful, one is

faced with the identification and 'selection of the appropr tate "publ tc." In the

past, we have used the expressions "interested" or "concerned".parties. It is un

fortunate that this more realistic phrasing was not retained because subsequent

definition of "publ tcs," how one contacts and selects them. and expected roles 'would

have been easier to achieve. The mechan;smsHEW anticipates and employs reflect some
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of these roles :adv1'sory' boards and' ccunct1s , public forums, meetings. surveys and

program studies. paraprofessl anal s and vel unteers .

The public also becomes involved at levels outside of agencies and departments.

This hearing and the willingness to receive testimony from four quite different

orientations represents one. Attempts at reorganization in Congress reflect a growing

awareness of the limitations of time and expertise available to any one member of

Congress.· However.-not many days can be devoted to anyone issue as the multitude

of requests to testify are honored and/or experts are called 1n to assure coverage

of all sides. Weighing the validity of arguments by opposirigand equally qualified

experts is difficult' enough in a scientific meeting of peers. It becomes a matter

of concern, then. as to how members of Congress can assure the most productive use

of their staff and their own time for getting the facts. I believe that one very

effective method was demonstrated in the earlier AAAS-Brookings·Congressional Seminars

where indepth exchange was possible with individuals selected for their expertise

and objectivity. The AIBS has tried to maintain some of this provtsron of testimony

by producing "A GUide for Providing Scientific Testimony" and encouraging its 53

member societies to assume e.respcnatb'll ity for informing congressional decisicin

makers of ' relevant progress arid problems in their disciplines. We now have a net

work of 50 state representatives who translate the needs· for such testimony on

feder-a'l , state and local issues into action. This has been our acknowledgment of

the immensity of the problem now'facing legislative decision makers in an increasingly

complex world. It is our approach to providing Congress with the best infonnation

our science has to offer. without bias and without position taking. We share the

testimony and the ultimate actions among ciur representatives so that the cumulative

experience assures improvement in the process.
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There are other needs for public participation in agencies which influence

priorities in science and related funding. The National Academy of Sciences and

the National Science Foundation have roles to play and charters which require

procedures to assure inputs from widely diverse sectors of interest. They must

not be perceived or treated as "capt-ive" organizations by either the scientists

or the public. This is not so much a matter of maintaining public support as

it is public understanding andapprec;ation of their roles. The issue is how

they translate their vital role in behalf of science into the vital role of

science in behalf of the public. For solution of that issue, they require re

sponsible dialogue with ,representatives of that public. As odd as it might

seem, on occasion, their own members and their own grantees do not play this

second role so well.

It is apparent that our term "pubttc'' passes through many transitions in

this sequence. The deliberate selection of experts and peers for advisory boards,

review panels and program planning .rept-esent the Use of individuals from outside

the department or agency and hardly matches any usual definition of "the public."

In many cases, these are individuals who, hopefully,will be perceived as surrogates

by the qreates t number of "interested" parties. One is reminded here of the widely

divergent employments of "peer review panels" recently under consideration.

In addition to the requirements -for ranaqet-tal , scientific, technical, predictive

or other skills, there will bea need for further education or orientation of the

participants to be fully effective ,for any given particular_agency or department or
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task. Even with small, peer groups, we have learned that the scope of

programs/policies and their impacts often leave some information or view

point unrepresented. The staff work required to update participants or

compensate for oversights can be extensive. In this matter, relatively

little use is being made of many data and information systems which have been

developed over several decades for such purposes under government funding.

Among these resources are the Biosciences Information Service. MEDlARS,

TOXLINE, Smithsonian Information Exchange and the Chemical Abstracts

Service.

let us return for a moment to discuss how we get our "publ tc" assembled

for participation. What is the nature of the announcement of the meeting,

review; forum or seminar and where has it appeared? This is most critical

because we do have a target "public." What are its usual information media and

means of communication? How does the effort to honor the commitment to public

participation appear when the department involved employs the Department of

Commerce Bulletin, the Federal Register, or the Congressional Record for

communicating its needs? Does the government intend to sell subscriptions to

its publications and change the reading habits of its publics or will it

evidence its sincerity in utilizing other resources? The same question will

be raised about the l ead time provided 'in advance notices.
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Let us assume that this process has gone smoothly, and we are about to have

"public participation.' It should be clear from the beginning that seldom if ever

are we expecting the great American public to be participants in such decision

making. There are other means for their involvement than those afforded through

the process considered here'. Experience has shown that any hearin"g declared to

be "public" will attract individual s with many needs to be heard and seen qutte

unrelated to the provision of ,information or contribution to decision;making. There

also will develop a cadre of "hearing attenders" whose consistent attendance will

shame others of more competence and somewhat greater desirability. Equally certain

is the tapering off of these attendees as the newness disappears and the very fact

of a public hearing has been established. The latter point, :notwithstanding, no

hearing should become perfunct~ry.

The preparation for outside participation in decision making does not come

easily even in the prescribed peer review context. The process is even more diffi~

cult as we move farther and farther toward holding a truly public forum. When

assembling a group of scientists to review proposals ina restricted disciplinary

area, one assumes that all participants are current on research in relate~areas.

Too frequently, this is rot the situation. We must concern ourselves, then,- with

the universal fty of information base represented by a truly pub'l tc forum. If we are

primarily providing an opportunity "tc be heard" or "to feel as if they are partici

pating," that is one thing. If we are merely interested in how the proposed program/

policy affects or appears to them, that is another. In-these instances, we are

93-481 0 ~ 77 ~ 44
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accepting their level of information and the many influences of others who already

have tried to fonn their opinions through mass media, canvases, polls, and personal

contact. Many of this "public" have come with minds made ui, and.there is little

that can be accomplished by handout, introductory remarks. the appearance of ex

perts, structured debate or discussion that will influence either the comments

that will follow or their feeling of satisfaction with the results of the meeting.

Finally, there ts the increasingly employed "going to the public" by departments

and agencies through mass media prior to arriving for a town meeting or forum. There

are many questions about the use of this technique arising. They pertain

to the size of the issue, the competition for the public's time, the optimum use

of the official's time, the effect of any excessive repetition, and the specter of

media mechanisms submerging the original objectives and becoming objectives in them

selves.

We must recognize that today we often find ourselves where the decision maker

is not in the rather enviable position of seeking the best research data or the best

informed management. Too often, the issue has already gone public and positions

have been taken by pros and cons who then proceed to recruit support. How does one

achieve public participation in decision making in,this situation? Here. our "public"

is rather well defined and establishing an environment in which objectivity prevails

is most difficult. Getting these interested parties together for a review of.the

variables and the consequences of optional responses requires the greatest of manage

ment skills. It can be done, however, although the greater the prior public display

and the stronger the position taking, the less likely is any perceived "retreat"

from a position to be accomplished. The Natural Resources Council of America in

recent years has become such a forum where people with conscientious concerns over

conflicting interests have learned to hear the other side and reach "areas of agree

ment" prior to appearing before comnf ttees or other decision-making bodies in Congress.
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It might be well for decision makers to afford such opportunities for discussion

between groups of different persuasions before "going pub'l tc." This is a matu.ring

process which tests the objectivity of both sides and exposes primary motives. As

the informed American public we envision evolves. this process should become more

widespread because their interests will be represented by the participants. The~

real public. thus is participating because its surrogates are more accountable as

the fanner review their actions.

This consideration of the real public as participants and the manner in which

we accept its present understanding of the issues or policies under consideration

reemphasize our. responsibility for an "informed public. II As a scientist who has

devoted many years to acquainting engineers with their need for human requirements.

technologists with their need for basic r~search, academicians for the need for

research in the military and. finally, scientists with the need to communicate with

th~t public which suppor-ts them, I fully appreciate the pitfalls arid problems on

the path to'that day when the American Public truly can playa responsible role in

decision making. I have taken some pains to, define our many publics in thts presente

tion to alert some administrators not to exp~ct too much from public participation

and, likewise. to temper the public participants' expectations of in'fluencing things

beyond 'their comprehension. While.much of the impetus for public participation

today is aimed at preventing their abuse by the government, their education is

equally important to prevent their misuse by adversary arid special interest groups.

Le"t us now consider the .cperettcn of this p,articipation, at any level. To

reiterate supplemental, germane information is vital regardless of the composition

of our "publtc'' and the task before it. This is where the first inroads are made

on staff time. Anticipation,. ccl Iect tcn anddtssemtnat.tcn of appropriate information
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requires skills not always available. They do develop over time through familiarity

with agency programs and poltctes as well as past experience with the pubt tc . One-

shot efforts and those involving a major public require additional preparation and

skill s , there f s no magic by which secretaries or other personnel in a department

suddenly achieve competence in determining the proper sequence for speakers managing

a large audience. fielding or referr.ing questions and, generally, assuring all

participants of a satisfying and productive discussion or decis;on-makinge~ent.

This will require additional personnel or, possibly, contracting out for such skills

where personnel ceilings deny the former. Depending upon the nature and extent of

our present commitment of public participation. there can be long-range benefits

from development of internal personnel competence. Cumulative experience can con

tribute to a sensitivity of real value to an agency. Introduction of rating sheets.

opinion polls or other mass responses will bring requirements for printing. computer

programming and analyses. Again. our earlier determination of just what' type and

level of participation is desired in the agency will establish the frequency and need

for such procedures and the parallel requirement 'for an inhouse competence vs. a

contrac~ing arrangement. Depending upon the level of participation. there are many more

bits of information and guidance found in a good procedure than were originally

anticipated in the design and,competent staff will be the deciding.factor.

The recording. summarizing and cull,ing of and from a hearing. meeting. review

or other process are basic to implementation. feedback to public and,establ,ishment

of the history of the action for office records. As we move farther into this public

participation. those involved should recognize that they are in an experi~ental

exercise of some significance. Proper recognizing of events. people. and actions will

be laying' the groundwork" for continued improvement in this system and assure a more

significant and productive relationship between those in science and the public. It
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is not too early to establish this concept and inform departments and agencies that

such records and later analysis will be expected; Such a procedure also provides

some incentive to truly try something new and not just retitle prevfous modes of

operation to-estab l tsh that "we have really been doing that all elonq." As I stated

in the teginning, this ts a major undertaking.' Its complexity must be appreciated

before we go much further lest the American public has one more experience vis a vis

science and technology which is negative. We can ill afford such an experience in
the years ahead.

One inevitable consequence of greater pUblic participation in our decision

making might well be an increasing demand for goal-oriented research. No matter how

optimistic we might be about achieving an "informed" public in the future. the under

standing of basic research's role in the scheme of things will be out of their reach'

for some time. The public will want results and its desire for accountability will

impact upon all levels of decision making. The experiences of program managers who·

have had to fight constantly for support of their basic programs with informed

supervisors, agency directors and. even, special committees of. Congress underscore

this potnt. This comment might e1tcf t shudders from the basic research community but

it does not necessarily follow that their freedom of scientific "inquiry is in any

greater jeopardy.

Program managers and upper echelons of management must become more capable of

interpreting research results for public understanding and satisfaction. Accumulating

experience with second and third order effecta.es w'ell as those in second and third

generations. should assure us that program managers will become more sophisticated re

the many variables in their areas of concern. They must dig deeper into basic pro

cesses and. typically, the information on basic processes will be of value across a
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broader spectrum of research than originally perceived. Throughout this process.

it ;s the responsibility of program managers to see the relevance of basic research

to their program objectives. The freedom of the investigator to pursue his tntt tet tves

does not have to be influenced by those objectives. Like any artist who uses

his medium for self-expression. however, finding the market for his product will pose

pt-cb'l ems.

From a fai~ly long participation in research and its management, I believe that

this element is overemphasized. There are few investigators to whom knowledge of

potential values of their work ;s not a stimulus. There are few who do not keep fairly

well posted on programs. of agencies as well as progress in their fields. These are

vital determinants'~of so-called "initiatives" for most research. Indeed, I would

suggest deliberate program exposure to those individuals funded by an agency. Periodic

meetings and discussions for those who are supported under a program to explore the

progress and potentials would be far more productive than coepet.rttve.f solet ton and

reporting solely ~o their own discipline. This is especially true where the program

is interdisciplinary. If the program manager has been successful in assembling the

best researchers available for work on the relevant aspects of the problem, he has the

nucleus for a "team"approach to problem solution. It could be furthered by personal

interactions and communications.

Finally, let me return to the most pressing issue of all - the intellectual

capability of the American public to become involved as we envision; This means a

delicate balance between domination of advances in science and technology by fear and

emotion on the one hand and a return to scientific arrogance on the other. The

deciding factor will be the extent to which we raise the level of the public's under

standing and appreciation of science. rheAaer-ican public is not so well informed
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in scientific and technical matters as our educational standards should imply.

Were we to start at the beginning in dealing with our topic of todaY,we would

begin with the education of the greater public regardless of how we might extract

certain groups for specific roles 1n decision making later.

long before reaching this pctnt, the reader has become aware of a ccnvtct tcn

that the publ ic will seldom be irivolved in the decision making under consideration

in many ways 'other than the traditional. However, we have spokerit6 theincieased

need for a better basis for that public's understanding of science and its processes

and means for its achievement. We do believe that the dectatcn-naktns process must

be opened in many ways with the appropriate repr~~t~tion'of the public involved.

The requirement for- further cr-tenteetoneven of those well qualifi ed in science and/

of management in order to perceive their dec~sion-making task in the perspective

of the agency or program has been noted. Many of the gUidelines for peer review

team selection, avoidin'g inhouse control, conflict of interest and preferential

treatment per tndtvtdual s , laboratory, or research facility pertain to all levels

of decision making. We have acknowledged the plethora of variables which must be

dealt with in the context of improving the probabilities indicated earlier, inclUding

a benefit to the greatest number of the public. However, any decision will be of

greater concern and/or interest to certain segments of the public and we must

recognize that "the publ tc interest" will pertain to them quite specifically. The

recent saccharin/dieter situation was a case in point.

The declared intention of many scientific societies over the past decade to improve

the public understanding of science has been implemented very slowly; There has been

some opening of annual meetings for the public to hear major addresses in plena\y
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sessions. There have been some efforts of attracting local ra~;o'and/orTVcoverage

along with that from the press. There have not been major concessions to the

requirements of these media, however. Publications of-the societies have brought

the outside world into their pages with limited acknowledgment of legislative actions

impacting upon "their wor-ld." The same pubf tcattcns ; however. have made few if any

concessions to the public in the nature of materials covered or the manner in which

it ;s presented. Scientists continue to write for scientists and unhappy is the

latof the editor who would change the code in deference to public understanding of

science. This leaves u5with the impact of the societies·upon public media and the

. educational system. Few societies have individuals charged with preparing materials

or interpreting the scientific products of the dtsctpl ine 'for mass med-ia. There

have been limited efforts supporting such writing by some foundations. The govern

mental agencies could and should have been much more supportive of this approach but

they, too, have tended to support the rigorous, the traditional world of the journals.

The same defense of that rigor, the disciplinary separatism of science begins

and prevails in the ecadentcwot-ld.. Our present bastion in the battle to prepare

the American Public for decision making in science and technology is in the courses

of General Science. This is where the sciences must interrelate with each other and

relate to the problems of society. Coincidently, this a'lsc represents the years of

growing awareness on the part of students (our future pUblic) of those problems and

their complexity. Individual teachers and individual courses in secondary school

and college might continue the understanding of science which begins here. but there

are many forces working against them. Indtvtdua'l problems such as that associated

with recombinant DNA might perturb the traditional course.aeouence for awhile. The

problem lies in the inertia of the system and the many reasons for its strength and

ability to return to its earlier form even when pulled upon for some limited time.
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This is not to imply that change cannot be accomplished. Many scientific

societies have cooperated with the National Science Foundation and other agencies

to broaden the educational base of future generations, our primary requirement

for public participation. We often overlook the tremendous growth in information

and the continued pressures to lower the grade levels at which subject matter is

presented. Thus. the volume of information believed to be relevant to living in

today~ world comes into conflict with the special knowl~dge tiel i'e~ed t'~' be re~q~ir~"

to qualify for specific degrees and occupational preparation. Although we might be

witnessing some return to the graduation of an "educated" individual vs a trained

specialist, any Ultimate goal of truly "Informed" pubttc participating in decision

making remains distant. In the meantime. our "publics" will continue to be various

aggregates of peers. the interested and the concerned who will assume guidance roles

to assure progress of a science, success of an agency mission and, even, protection

of the pUblic interest. Our hope lies in the concomitant advance of education,

ethics and social values which will bring more objectivity and less self-interest

into the arena wherever itis found.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
SOME EUROPEAN EXPERHtENTS

Dorothy Nelkin

I am pleased to participate in hearings 6n the question of

public involvernentin science and technology. The terision between

the ideal of participation and its pragmatic implementation is

a persistent proble~ for democratic governments, but in complex

technological societies this tension poses special dilemmas that

I feel must be faced directly and not merely by minor procedural

adaptations in response to public concern abou~ technology. My

own research has focused on controversies over science and

technology, on public demands for participation, and on ways that

governments seek to extend participation to areas of policy often

considered in the realm of technical e~pertise.

It sometimes lends insight to e~amine such issues in a

comparative context. What I would like to do is to describe

some recent efforts to broaden participation in policy making in .

several European countries--in Sweden. the Netherlands and Austria--

for they suggest some tentative generalizations about partici

pation in technology policy that migh~ be· useful in the American

context. *

These three governments have initiated deliberate experiments

in participati~n in response both to environm~ntal protest and

* A monograph with complete documentation of these experiments
in their political context is forthcoming. See Dorothy Nelkin,
"Protest and Particil:iation in the Technoloaical State,' SAGE
Publications, Fal~ 1977.
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pressures to reevaluate research priorities. It was the ·anti

nuclear movement that actual~y triggered the response, £or the

nuclear power program in each· of these countries became a symbol

for concerns about bureaucratic centralization, the increasing

authority of expertise and the declining role of the citizen.

OCcurring at a time when the parliamentary majority of t~e

90verningp~r~~~Sfacedpoliticalchallenge, the nuclear ~ssue

became a key factor in the struggle for parliamentarY control.

Thus, participatory mechanisms were initiated both to promote

public acceptability of government programs and more generally

to meet criticisms about governmental aU~hority.

~

In the summer of 1974 the Swedish government decided to

finance a major experiment in public education and consultation

in the area of energy. The mechanism for such an experiment

existed in the "study circles," a system of small study groups

managed by political parties and the major popular organizations

(trade unions, temperance groups and religious groups~--------

The government provides

factual information ofi?~ubjects requested bY?~arious organi-

zations, and also funds ·them to develop their own material

reflecting local concernS.

Until 1974, study circles were a vehicle for

adult education. The decision to sponsor a large scale study

circle program on energy reflected recognition that this area,

previously considered within the ministries 'as a technical
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matte; should be discussed fro~ the diyerse,ideo16gica~vrewpoints

of political and social interest,grOUPSr S~venorganizations

pa:ticipated; each ran several thousand ,study ~irqles with 10 to

15 members who met together for at least 10 hours. About BO,OOO

people participated in all. The Ministries of Education and

Industry gave the organizations funds to hire experts, to train

leaders, and to develop material that would reflect the. interests'

of concern ,to their participants. The cost of the program was

about $650,000.

Government officials expected that public, involvement would

create ~ore favorable attitudes towards nuclear power, but

reports from the study groups suggested that prior commitments

persisted with, some increase in uncertainty and confusion.

Moreover, surveys suggested that overall public opinion remained

ambivalent. An inquiry into the direct effect of the study

circles on attitudes towards government energy policy suggested.

only slight differences infue opinions of those who participated

and those who did not. In fact, one evaluation suggested that

increased knowledge contributed to uncertainty and indecision:

the number of persons who could decide neither for nor against

nuclear power increased form 63% to 73%.

The subsequent government policy_ essentially continued

the existing program but also initiated an, active conservation

plan. Then in an upheaval partly attributed to anti-nuclear

attitudes, the 1976 election replace~ the Social rremocratic

Government with a coalition government headed by the Center

Party leader. Despite campaign vows to kill the nuclear program,

he too eventually approved its continuation.
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The Netherlands
,

As in Sweden, the 'Dutch povernment responded to environ-

mental protest by efforts to increase public involvement in

technological planning. lriSepternber 1972, the Minister of

Physical Planning had presented a 11hitePape~'to parlrament

stating that decisions affecting the environment involve

conflicts between econornic,and ecological interests, and

between individuals and the collectivity that are bnot so much

technical, but of a poli~ical nature." The White Paper recom

mended greater involvement by all affected interests in developing

any plan that might alter the environment. TheMinistry

thereupon set up a system in which all government plans are to

be preceded by the publication of "policy intentions." These

deal with political and philosophical questions: the Objectives

of economic and industrial growth, the rationa~e for proposed

projects, and their likely impacts. The statements are widely

distributed for public crlticismin a.process that takes about

a year.

First, the Ministry circulates a provisional plan to schools,

libraries, town halls, and iocal newspapers. Information

evenings (approximately 40 evenings for each proposal), photo

exhibits, expert lectures and television programs are organized

to explain the ministerial' pze Eexerurec.and to present alternative

plans. Local governments organize discussion groups to interest

"the man in the street." People are invited to send written

comments directly to the Minister. All responses· go to a

representative council that includes workers, 'employers, and

members of voluntary organizations. This Council conducts public
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hearings, analyzes the public comments, and makes recommenda~ions.

The Council report is re-circulated to guard against the risk

of ~anipulating the public response in the course of summarizing

it~ The material then goes to the appropriate Minister who

must respond to criticism, either defending or adjusting the

proposed plan. Ultimately, it is the Minister who must reso~ve

conflicts between local and national needs by publicly just~fying

his intentions. The Ministerial recommendations and all

.public documents go to parliament where citizens once again

have a right to lobby.

These procedures, used originally for regional planning,

were extended to include the plans for major technological projects

in the transportation, communication, and energy sectors.

Austria

In Austria, after an active protest over the siting of

a nuclear plant, the Chancellor directed the Ministry of Industry.

to set up procedures for a public debate on nuclear energy.

The Ministry sought to organize a debate that would fairly

reflect opposing points of view and adequately distinguish

the technical from the political arg~ents. Those scientists

who had most strongly expressed their opposition to nuclear

power were asked to prepare a list of all questions they felt

must be considered before a decision could be made on a nuclear

program. The list was divided into ten themes. Teams of

experts, equally divided between supporters and opponents of

the nuclear program prepared information on the controyersial

93-481 0 ~ 77 ~ 45
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aspects of each theme and these are topics of discussion in

public, televised debates now taking place throughout Austria 4

The Ministry also tried to prepare the public to follow the

technical discussion by publishing a free brochure defining

technical terms at a level that corresponds to the minimum

requirements of public school education.

The Austrian experiment stresses education and the creation

of an informed public opinion. Afinal report on opinions

expressed during the discussion will be written by participating

.experts and submitted,to parliament by 197~. The report is

supposed to clarify which problems in the scientific debate are

resolved and which remain open and controversial. Parliament

will ultimately make the decision.

The public debates began in October 1976. As in Sweden,

the first discussions suggested that increased information

tended to increase conflict. In one of the early debates the

audience (mostly anti-nuclear) objected to its orientation, and

called for introducing new questions for discussion. The media

reported the sharpness of the conflict. Austrian officials,

however, remain enthusiastic, intending their campaign to

reconcile contradictions between expertise and democracy by

demonstrating that experts can publicl~ state the limits of their

competence. This they feel will provide a better basis for

political decisions in technical areas.

Participation in Science Policy

Participatory reforms are also underway in other sectors.

These include the organizing of local councils with authority

over planning and industrial development, democratization of
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industrial firms and efforts to broaden representation ~n

decisions ~bout scientific research. In 1975. a commission in

the Swedish Ministry of Education, concerned ,~ith lack of

public representation in the councils that established research

priorities, proposed that these councils be re-organized. The

proposed structure has two administrative levels that differ

entipte between research of "social relevance n and of "scieptific

relevance." A Research Councils' Coordinating Board will be

responsible for initiating, coordinating, and supporting research

in the category _labelled "socially relevant." On this Board,

representatives of public interests will have a "dominating

influence." Seven of its twelve members'will be appointed by

government (mostly from the parliament). The other five will

be appointed by the research councils. The Research Councils

will be responsible for research of "scientific relevance."

Seven of the ten members will be elected representatives from

higher educational establishments representing the research

community; the other three will be appointed by the government to.

represent research-dependent sectoral organizations. The

commission also recommended that these councils, while dominated

by researchers, should draw upon outside evaluation groups (from

the pOlitical parties, labor unions, and industrial organizatior.s).

In the Netherlands the Minister for Research and Development also

proposed greater public involvement as a way to clarify the

needs of society and to develop research priorities. The

government, according to the Minister, cannot 'claim to fully

interpret social needs; there must be scope for direct public

intervention through-the inclusion of consumers or users in the
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consultative process in which Research and Development decisions

are made. Thus, he proposed a tripartite system in which

research workers, government representatives, and future con

sumers of research (i.e., producer orgahizations, professional

organizations, consume~ groups, and citizen environmental groups)

would participate in an open planning process within sectoral

research councils. These councils would advise the Ministry on

research policY and outline multi-year plans which would then be

disseminated for puplic reaction.

Concerned that the Cpuncils represent the interests of

environmental groups as well as industrial consumers, the Minister

also proposed ways to subsidize these groups in order to

encourage informed and critical scrutiny of government policy.

Two proposals have been considered; to develop a scientific

bureau within the government to do research requested by such

groups, or to provide the major groups with their own research

capacity. Finally, the Ministry has set up projects to teach

scientists to communicate their research findings to the public,

to train science journalists, and to work with public television.

Analysis

Several conditions converged in'Sweden, the Netherlands, and

Austria to provoke efforts to expand public involvement in

technical decisions. First, it was felt that technological

development would require greater public confidence, which must

be restored through increased involvement in technical policy

decisions. But also, the go~ernments were especially sensitive to

criticism by citizen groups because of the delicate balance of
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power in parliaments at a time when proliferation of administrative

bureaucracies se~med to widen the gap between the citizenry and

its political representatives. Thus, public involvement was

perceived as a practical means to implement technological

policies and also to reinforce political stability by meeting

criticism about centralization of authority and the declining

influence of the citizen.

The experiments in each country differ, however, in the

extent to which they actually allow for greater public influence

on government polities. The structure schemes in the Netherlands

for example, have greater possibilities for influence at an

earlier stage~indecisionmaking than do the Swedish study oircles

which are mostly educati.onal. rn-aweden, there was assumed to

be an underlying consensus about national goals, and the hostility

?ver nuclear power.was assumed to·be an an9maly. Thus, the

government expected that more favorable public attitudes would

emerge given public understanding 0'£ the government position. In

contrast, the most striking charaateristic o~ the Dutch experiment

is its effort to incorporate dissenting public opinion at the

stage of policy making when_objectives are first articulated as

"policy ·intentions ." Criticism and the expression of .ddverse

opinions was encouraged; conflict is. expected and accepted

as a·political reality •. Austrian officials 'see public involvement

as a way to create the conditions to implement government policies,

but-also as a means to clarifY,conflicting po~nts of view. Note

that it was the opponents of nuclear power who were asked to

~ormulate the questions: raised in the public debate.
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It is too early to evaluate these participatory e~~eriments.

but the comparison 'suggests several 'points. First.

regardless of their technical nature, policies concerning science

and technology are increasingly a source of conflict.

raising basic questions of. value ..- 'More technical

information is not itself sufficient to change public attitudes

or reduce conflict. The usual procedures of policy making

about technology, in which fully~formed-plansare thrustnpon.

the public as if they are nan-controversial technical decisions

are inappropriate. A participatory prOcess that realistically

confronts t~e difficult choices involved,in technology policy

would not avoid conflict, but might hringbetter focus to the

issues of concern to the public, and thereby reduce hostility

and polarization.

Second,expertise is a crucial political resource. If an

open decision-making process is to be effective, and if

participation is to be more than a Symbolic exercise, there

must be means to improve public access to. technical information

and expertise.

F~nally, the response to participatory demands must vary

according to the values one wishes to maximize. A major concern

is that greater public involvement may further encumber efficient

implementation of public policies. Participation is indeed

cumbersome. The Austrian campaign will take three years. In

the Netherlands, it takes about,a year to approve a policy

intention. The importance of an enli~htened pUblic and' the

greater ar~iculati6n of diverse values that may emerge in a

participatory process m~st be weighed against t~e urgency
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of implementing specific policies.

The participatory experiments described above proceed with

cautious enthusiasm mixed with fear about their implications

for technical decision making and for existing representative

institutions. But despite reservations, the participatory

ideology has been "contagious." Demands for increased public

involvement have spread from one sector to another; even the

question of basic research is no longer immune as the recent

events concerning recombinant DNA suggest. Reforms tend to

reinforce each other creating expectations about the role of the

citizenry. In the long run, the impleme~tation of policies for

scienc~~dtechnolog~andthe very legitimacy of the responsible

authorities may depend on the politics of participation.
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Mr. THORNTON. Then we will request you to summarize your remarks
so that we can get to an interaction of questions on the issues which are
raised.

Dr. Stone, we are very pleased to have you with ns and we would
like to ask you to begin. .

STATEMENT OF DR. JEREMY STONE, FEDERATION OF AMERICAN
SCIENTISTS

Dr. STONE. Briefly, five lessons of this recombinant DNA experience.
First, there are enough researchers to alert the public to new dangers.
The biomedical scientists fulfilled their obligations in raising this is
sue mnch as the atomic scientists that founded my organization in
1946fulfilled their responsibilities.

Second, in cases like these it is not enough to ask scientists to cry
alarm about the dangers. Instead it is very difficult to figure out ex
actly what the dangers are and so courage has to be matched by wisdom.
Public opinion shifts in emphasizing one danger is another as it has
shifted on this question of nuclear reactors.

Third, this history shows that there is great difficulty in controlling
scientific developments. Even if it had been felt that recombinant
DNA was so dangerous it had to be stopped, it could not have been
stopped because it goes forward in other countries.

Fourth, recombinant is unusual in that it is a case in which the scien
tific research itself could be claimed to be dangerous. In most cases it
is the technological developments that are the problem, the problem
of society absorbing the scientific advances.

I think that it would be misleading to think that we are going to have
a stream of dangerous research projects, but I think it likely that we
will have, over the next hundred years, a long series of new develop
ments spl'inging from biomedical research which are going to be difli
cult to integrate into the life of our society.

Finally the scientific community-which is edgy at the moment
'about how it is going to be treated by the body politic-should be re
assured by this reception. The public reaction to recombinant DNA
has been restrained. For example, so far, I think, the actions taken by
State and local groups have not indicated that it is desperately im
portant to have Federal preemption, a matter on which our group is
not decided.

I should interject that this statement has not been circulated to our
Executive Committee or our Council. There is a consensus on most of
one major points it contains in our group.

The main question I wanted to address is what actions the Govern
ment might take to encourage scientists to alert society to impeding
dangers. This is a theme that has run through our Federation's ac
tivities over the last 30 years-trying to get more scientists to get into
the aeti on.

The basic problem is that scientists in the large think that scientific
responsibility means avoiding "irresponsible conduct". This suggests
to them that they have to be very cautious and precise in their public
statements which really inhibits their activities in the pubic domain
where traditional scientific caution would often lead to statements
being made only after their usefulness has vanished.
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For us, scientific responsibility means "social responsibility". While
we think there is a minority of scientists that is prepared to take this
view, and they can indeed provide early warning, we think it would
be wise to bolster this group. So we propose four 'possibilities that the
committee might consider : (1) Asking the scientists more often what
is going on, (2) listening better, (3) making it financially feasible for
scientists to speak up and (4) commending them when they do the
right thing.

One proposal has to do with the National Academy of Sciences. I dis
covered to my surprise, in preparing a footnote in the testimony about
the National Academy of Sciences' procedures that President Carter
had recently sent them a letter expressing the same concern that I
wanted to express, that NAS studies take too long to be conducted. I
think one of the reasons they take too long is that the academy has al
ways worked on the basis of voluntary scientific help. This is an an
achronism-the notion that scientists should not get any benefit from
the advice they are giving the Government.

I think it would be a simple matter for this committee to urge the
academy to ask the Government agencies that fund its contracts to
put in additional sums for some kind of reimbursement of the time
that the scientists provide.

I think you would then find it must easier to round up the scientists
necessary to do the studies. But, in return for this, I would hope you
would ask the academy to agree to accept the requirements of the Fed
eral Advisory Committee Act, which thus far it has not accepted, it
has argued that it is only a quasiofficial body and has persuaded the.
court that the act is not applicable. .

Your questions suggest that you are concerned that scientists should
speak up. But there are always some scientists prepared to speak up.
The problem is that the inertia of government is such that it is a £nll
time job for more than one person to get the Government's ear.

I know the chairman understands this quite well. We felt when
we saw the science for citizens program that this was an opportunity
to forge an alliance between socially responsible scientists and public
interest groups who had a predisposition to kinds of the conclusions
that the scientists might be raising (that the arms race should be
controlled or the enviromnent protected, etc.), We felt that these pub
lic interest groups provided a platform which would amplify the view
of the scientists in question.

We feel that these public interest groups are going to raise these
questions in any case. They are going to sue, and are going to be
involved in legislative action, with or without scientific help. The ques
tion at issue is: Are they going to behave in a more or less scientifi
cally responsible fashion!

We understand very well that it can be controversial among the
committee members, and in the Government at large, to assist a pro
gram that is engaged in helping groups intervene, in some sense, in
Government processes. But we would like to make the following
arguments about this: In the first place, these organizations are very
responsive to the public.

They are in constant communication with the public and do not
get funds, memberships, and contributions unless they are taking up
an issue which is deeply felt by the public. With 7,000 scientists we,
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for example, are very" much limited by the n1lll1ber of scientists that
will join us.

If we don't take on issues and express views consonant with general
concern, we get nowhere in maintaining their support. These public
interest groups are related to their constituencies much as Congress
men are.

Second, I think you cannot support citizen education in science
without supporting the citizen movement because the citizens work
through the citizens movement, "

Otherwise"lrildike saying we want to support the laboring man
but we don't want to be associated with the labor unions. But the
labor unions, whatever problems they may have, are nevertheless the
spokesmen for the laboring man.

Further, it seems that the new tax laws that Congress has passed
have confirmed the view that Congress believes that tax deductible
moneys can be used for controversial matters.

.: Mr. THORNTON. If I may interrupt at this point, because I think
it might be appropriate to have additional amplification on the record
at this point in the discussion as it does relate to a particular subject
matter, I have two questions which I would like to ask you to address
which are supplementary to the material which you have presented
and which you have summarized and are in the process of
summarizing. '

First, if we assume that Federal support of advocacy groups is a
proper function, as in the area of law enforcement where the idea of
providing legal aid is an appropriate Federal function, then the ques
tion is whether this support is within the mission of the National
Science Foundation for supporting this activity or whether it should
be accomplished through some more citizen-oriented organization.

The second question relates to your statement about expressing a
concern for the proper education of scientists. It does seem to me that
that is by far the larger and more important question. As you know,
in the program for providing educational opportunities for under
graduate schools, the NSF requested an authorization of $14Vz million.

Our committee and the House authorized $17V2 million for educa
tion of people in science. The other body reduced that to $100,000 for
education of scientists. I wondered if, indeed, the education of scien
tists is not perhaps more important than providing funding for
organized groups. -.

Do you have a comment!
Dr. STONE. Yes, sir. With regard to the first question, about sup

porting advocacy groups, at the moment, through the tax laws, the
public pays 50 percent of all the lobby and litigation expenditures
of private groul's. Thus, if a Government corporation comes to speak
to you about legislative activity, to try to influence your vote on this or
that, which is their right to do, or if they sue the Government, since
they are in a 50-percent tax bracket, 50 cents out of every dollar they
spend on their efforts is defrayed by the GOvernment. .

Mr. THORNTON. Assuming they make a profit.
Dr. STONE. Assuming they make a profit. In the case of the advo

cacy groups, the"Congress has already decided that if we give a group
a tax deductible certificate to perform some good work, for example,
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to help the poor that that group should also be permitted to influence
legislation and certainly to sue.

So the question of permitting advocacy with public moneys has, I
think, already been resolved.

Mr. THORNTON. I think the point is well made that the nonprofit
groups are permitted to do this and to utilize tax benefits.

Dr. STONE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Most of the groups that are
at issue here are, in fact, tax deductible groups. Weare the only scien
tific group in the country that is organized in a different manner, as a
civic organization, that is nonprofit but not tax deductible.

This is something on which reasonable men can differ but another
argument for science for citizens occurs to me. In my opinion a major
problem in the scientific community is that there is not enough concern
infusing the different scientific organizations about the public implica
tions of scientific research.

This is of course the committee's concern today so I know I am speak
ing about something to which you are sympathetic. But it seems to me
healthy for the scientific community, and for the NSF, to understand
that it must study and assist in the promulgation of the implications
of the scientific work in which it is engaged.

As for your question about scientific education, I am not familiar
with that program. If it is education for scientists, I know there is a lot
of education for scientists. If it is education for citizens--

Mr. THORNTON. It is undergraduate programs for developing scien
tific knowledge among undergraduate students.

Dr. STONE. I am for such programs, but I consider them redundant
and ephemeral compared to the things we are talking about.

Turning to your committee report, you said:
Nonetheless, both the committee and the NSF are concerned about the possible

use of NSF funds to encourage the promulgation by special interest groups of their
already determined positions. Both recognize the difficulty of establtshlng criteria
for grants and awards which will distinguish such activities .rrom those that will
desirably enhance the public understanding of policy issues involving science and
technology or contribute to the effective resolution of such issues.

That is well stated. But it seems to me that supporting advocacy
g-roups does desirably enhance the public understanding of policy
ISsues and does contribute to the effective resolution of these issues.

As a Congressman, you understand, Mr. Chairman, that you find the
truth and right in the conflict between views. Without a balance

Mr. THORNTON. Not always.
Dr. STONE. Not always. But without a balanced conflict, you would

not get the balance of advice and political pressure, even, that the issues
deserve. So if, on the one hand, we let private groups who are not super
vised by the NSF, and not supervised by this committee, engage in any
kind of presentations they want, at public expense-s-to 50 percent-s
and then if, on the other hand, we suppress the public spending to the
level where it is teaching undergraduates rather than supporting the
champions of the public citizens movement, it seems to me there can
only be an imbalance which is undesirable for the country.

I want to emphasize that we know the science for citizens program
could do many other good things that are much less controversial. But
I want to say we do not reel that any form of it is a ripoff by public
interest groups.
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I hasten to say that we recognize these groups don't always know
what the public interest is and do not claim to. By "public interest" is
meant only that they do not have vested financial interest, but that
seems to us to be quite a substantial point.

I have one proposal which I would like to put some emphasis on,
Mr. Chairman. Perhaps the way to get more study on the implications
of science is to require the grant making agencies to devote 1 percent of
the funds that they are allocating to scientific studies to the social
implications of the grants that they are engaged in putting forward.

If agencies are going to spend large funds to advance scientific re
search, it seems that related small funds would be desirable to establish
what the implications of the research success would he.

Finally it seem to me that the committee could well consider ways of
commending the scientists that it feels are doing the right thing and
condemning those that it feels are doing the wrong thmg, and thus
prodding the scientific community.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much for your very fine written

testimony and for your very good summary of it, Dr. Stone. I am
looking forward to further exchange of questions and answers with
you during the process of the panel this morning.

Dr. STONE. Thank you, sir.
Mr. THORNTON. Our next witness is Mr. McGowan. Mr. McGowan,

we would like to ask if you would also want to introduce your prepared
statement into the record in full and then to summarize that statement?

Mr. MCGOWAN. Thank you very much. I would like to do that. 1
would also like to introduce into the record a transcript of a seminar
on recombinant DNA research which the Scientists Institute in co
operation with the Environmental Study Conference held on Decem
ber 14.

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. McGowan, I appreciate that. It might be appro
priate if-I have just been handed a note that we ought to have a
recess for about 5 minutes. So I am going to interrupt at this point
before you get into your statement to have such a recess. .

Thank you.
[Voting recess.]
Mr. THORNTON. The hearing will come to order. We are very pleased

that the weather has abated sufficiently to allow Ms. Nelkin's airplane
to make it all the way in to Washington. We are pleased to have you
join our panel as we continue to receive Mr. McGowan's testimony.

STATEMENT OF ALAN McGOWAN, SCIENTISTS INSTITUTE FOR
PUBLIC INFORMATION

Mr. MCGOWAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. The thrust
of what I have to say is that information is the key to this as well as I
think all of the future issues in which the scientific community and
the public policy bodies are going to be involved.

President Carter has called for an independent information sys
tem to resolve the difficulty and the thorny issues surrounding the
.development of the national energy program. Surely such a system
is also needed for the equally important area of biomedical research.
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This issue of recombinant DNA has thrust a scientific controversy
into the public domain as never before and although the participants in
that controversy have not always found it easy to live with, I think
the net result is that the public is far better informed about the poten
tial and the dangers of biomedical research than they ever have been
before.

Some poorle don't think that is a good thing. I, however, think it is
an extraordinarilybeneficial thing, The point 'alsoshould be made that
the public is already involved in the determination of research priori
ties since much biomedical research is funded through public moneys
and budgets are decided by Congress and it is my understanding that
at least some Members of Congress hear from their constituents about
how moneys should be spent.

Mr. 'THORNTON. Or should not be spent.
Mr. MCGOWAN. Or should not be spent. A key issue here is the value

of conflict and an informed debate. It is so important in the scientific
community that comprehensive rules strictly adhered to have been
developed to handle this disagreement and controversy.

A conflict is resolved by the addition of new information, most fre
quently information that would not have been obtained had the con
flict not arisen and the differences been explored. So it is I think with
controversies that occur iu relationship between science and public
polic,}' and open debate is, I think, the closest thing to resolution of
conflict that we need.

On the other handacrimonious debate which disrupts the delicate
fabric, name calling, making a political issue out of a disagreement,
is not the way to clarify the issue and lead to informed public policy.

If the scientific community is to retain the confidence which it so
far has been rather successful in retaining, I thinktJhat public aware
ness of scientific controversies and public awareness of science has
to increase.

Therefore, as a proposal perhaps to focus discussion around, I would
urge the creation of a national commission on biomedical research
which would encourage discussion, which would develop an independ
ent information service, which would convene public hearings around
the country to encourage lay and professional citizens to question and
comment, the development of educational materials which consider the
implications of biomedical research and the initiation of international
discussions fur efforts to deal with these scientific problems cannot be
limited by national boundaries. .

This commission should be composed of responsible members of not
only the scientific community but of the business, labor, and public
sectors as well. Only by taking such bold steps, I think, will public
confidence in the scientific enterprise continue.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Mr. McGowan, for a very

splendid summary of a thoroughly prepared and documented paper.
Our next witness is Mr. Norman Wengert, professor of political sci
ence, Colorado State University, and member of the Wisconsin bar.

I want to welcome you, sir. It is a real pleasure to have a scientist
lawyer appearing before our subcommittee.
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STATEMENT OF DR. NORMAN WENGERT, DEPARTMENT OF POLITI·
CAL SCIENCE, COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY

Dr. WENGERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasnre for me to
be here. All my professional life has been devoted to issues of policy
development and policy control. My presence here is based on recent
experience and research which I have had in the area of citizen par
ticipation, particularly related to environmental policy.

My function, I suspect, has been to raise questions and to analyze
what often are very superficial statements about the role of the public.
Perhaps I am somewhat negative with respect to participation, but
if my presentation suggests the importance of careful analysis, as
against siml?ly resorting to rhetoric that people ought to participate,
perhaps it WIll be useful. '

In my prepared statement I ask permission to introduce into the
record as an appendix an article I wrote about a year ago for the
Mexico) entitled "Citizen Participation: Practice in Search of a
Theory."

Mr. THORNTON. Without objection. that document will be included
in the record along with your statement.
, Dr. WENGERT. It is clear that participation is used in many ways
and for many different purposes. To some, it is a matter of good policy
because it represents democracy. For others, it is a strategy, a way
of organizing public support, often increasing political power, per
mitting control of or by the bureaucracy depending on which side
one stands. '

For some participation is looked upon as a means of communica
tion through which people, specialists, public servants will understand
each other better. In the literature participation is also discussed as
a means of conflict resolution.

Conflicting points of view will disappear as a result of shared inter
action, it is suggested. And for some participation is therapy.

You probably recall the first major thrust for participation was
in the Poverty Act of 1964 when the phrase "maximum feasible par
ticipation" was introduced into law.

Senator Moynihan has' written that as one of the three 'authors of
that phrase he could assert that they had nothing very specific in mind.
It sounded like a good phrase when introduced into a draft of the
law.

But participation became "n important political tool in the hands
of minorities and the poor in the administration of the poverty pro
gram. But despite authorization in the act, it became very clear that
full citizen participation is difficult, if not impossible to achieve.

Inone sense, where science is concerned, the issue is one of control
versus freedom. This is a very delicate line. On the one hand, you hear
advocates of participation making statements to the effect that the
public should participate because scientific research policy involves'
the public and the public should not be deprived of the right to sit in
judgment of its own fate.

Statements of that sort, it seems to me, tend to avoid the very com
plex issues of citizen education which have already been discussed arid '
referred to this morning by other witnesses. ,

I would like to stress in thatconnectionon the basis of having spent
two-thirds of my life as a university professor I must conclude that
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we on the campuses have really not resolved the question of scientific
education for the nonscientifically trained person. "

At Colorado State University, we require one course in science for
most students not majoring in a science. This is an introductory
course. As a scientific colleague of mine once said, we never get a
chance to tell the students about the misinformation we gave them in
the introductory course.

In a scientific age, I think we need to find some way of exposing
students more rigorously to the policy dimensions of science, as against
the processes and techniques of science in a particular field, such as
physics, or chemistry.

I have a bias here because of a course I teach in environmental pol
icy in which one of the thrusts is to make undergraduates skeptical of
the information which they mave have received in their scientific
courses. The students are from many different disciplines. It is amaz
ing to me how at first some are very hostile to suggestions that they be
critical of what they have been told in chemistry, in biology and in
other courses. Perhaps we all have an inner need to regard knowledge
as truth rather than as part of a continuing process of growth.

To develop an analytical attitude in students is a very real challenge
to all of us who are teachers.

Mr. THORNTON. I thank you for that observation because Lthink
that whenever knowledge is equated with faith or dogma, you run into
difficulties. It seems to me it is always necessary to have a tolerance of
viewpoints. Scientific fact itself is not determining with precision that
a particular event happens but rather than that the events cluster
within an area which you can describe as a range of high probability.

Some things are much more probable than others.
Dr. WENGERT. Let me elaborate with an experience I bad a few years

ago. I used as a hook of readings a set of essays taken from the "Bul
letin of Atomic Scientists." One of these included a statement that
mankind is best suited to the nomadic way of life. I proceeded to take
that as a theme for analysis, and pointed out the life expectancy of
most nomads and some of the things we would have to give up if we
went back to a nomadic way of life.

The students bristled because of my attack on this article, written by'
distinguished scientists. Fortunately, the next article was by a Russian
scientist who, consistent with Marxist dogma, said that the problems
of the environment were not problems of production or of science, but
of who controlled science. In the Soviet system he asserted, "the peo
ple" and not capitalists controlled scientific endeavor and hence there
was no abuse of the environment.

I was able to show through the juxtaposition of these two articles
th!"t even the most detached scientist approaches his job with certain
biases, certain value commitments. Thus I would urge that citizens
need to develop a degree of skepticism. To encourage such attitudes is
a real challenge.

As specialization increases, the problem becomes that much more
complex. A former dean of mine, a physicist, commented that if 100
physicists were assembled in a room, only groups of 70 could talk to
each other because of high specialization.
. So citizen education at some point becomes a kind.of cliche "unless

we really deal with particular policy issues inthat education. Money
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made available for the purpose without some indication of the kind of
education we expect to get from it will not alone do the job.

Mr. THORNTON. Science education ultimately is of value only as it
educates individuals.

Dr. WENGERT. Right. Related to this whole question of citizen par
ticipation is a quotation from John Stuart Mill in his "Essay On
Liberty." Mill wrote:

If all mankind minus one were of one opinion and only one person were of the
contrary opinion, mankind would be no more juettned in silencing that one per
son than he, if he had the power, would be justified in silencing mankind.

In explaining his position Mill pointed out not that it is important
for individuals to "let it all hang out," but rather that it is society that
suffers if we do not permit freedom of expression.

Our scientific effort is based on the kind of values that John Stuart
Mill expressed over 100years ago.

If we start with that premise, we do have to recognize the "tyranny
of the majority" evident in behavior of pressure groups, even public
interest pressure groups. Sometimes the individual has difficulty in
being heard, even when he is a scientist, and here I refer to the experi
ence of Dr. Morris Ewing in the development of plate tektonics. When
he first proposed the idea of continental drift he was deliberately not
invited to read papers on his ideas at scientific meetings. The scien

. tific establishment, too, can be repressive. So for this reason, too, I
think it is important to stress the right of the individual dissenter.

Ultimately, because Ewing had good relationships with the Office
of Naval Research, he was able to develop the data which persuaded
his scientific colleagues.
. Today, of course, plate tectonics and continental drift is accepted
and taught. But it was really the struggle of a very few distinguished
people who made that possible.

In dealing with public participation we have to recoguize some of
its very serious Iimitations, Citizen participation in science policy and
practice cannot be thought of as a mass meeting or a public referen
dum. Mass meetings and protests such as those that have occurred
from time to time in objection to atomic energy facilities provided
important siguals to policymakers.

There is one of those going on right now in Vermont or New Hamp
shire. It would be unfortunate if the participants or the targets viewed
such events as necessarily reflecting the voice of the people.

Hopefully we do not react like the French politician who observing
a mob go by his window exclaimed "Those are my people, I am their
leader. I must follow them." We do have to recognize the need for
professional responsibility. in our complex world today.

Finally, I discuss in my paper several techniques related to
participation in scientific policy development. First of all peer review,
which has already been referred to, is essential. But again there are
tremendous pressures within the peer-review system which may work
against scientific progress.

There is a tendency to play it safe. Peer groups are conservative.
They are dominated by those of us who have arrived rather than by
innovators, the developers of new ideas. .

Next, "sunshine" -and openness "Sunshine laws," which are coming
to characterize many State activities, and of course the Federal Free-
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dom of Information Act is in that discretion, represent an important
part of how we deal with science and scientists.

The concept of replication, so important to the scientific method,
really rests upon shared information. But again we have to recognize
the problems of whether and when to expose an idea to "sunshme."

Timing is important. Premature release of ideas, theories or experi
mental data can be embarrassing and even dysfunctional, and could
result ina particular idea being idea being prematurely rejected.

Sunshine and openness rest on assumptions with respect to the 
capacity of both the public and the professionals to understand and
interpret. The frequent failure of the news media to communicate
research theories or findings effectively, often because of oversimpli
fication, can be the cause of public misunderstanding.

Research findings with respect to a possible cancer breakthrough
may be headlined as being an accomplished fact.

This kind of problem is very difficult, especially for the smaller
newspapers. Papers like the Denver Post or the Washington P08t or
the New York Times can afford to have specialists dealing with scien
tific subjects. But smaller papers may not have the competence to make
proper judgments.

This is a very real problem, leading into the next topic: press re
leases, public meetings and hearings. Here, too, there are problems
that we can't avoid, since press releases, meetings, and hearings can
also be manipulated.

Many years ago, the topic of litigation would not have been consid
ered in this kind of hearing. The possibility for litigation, which
has been referred to several times this morning, intrigues me as a
lawyer because it reflects the fact that the courts have enlarged the
doctrine of "standing to sue" so public interest groups can get into
court.

When I was in law school the primary basis for getting into court
was an economic interest. That is no longer the case, and it is encourag
ing that lawyers, who are probably among the most conservative
groups in our society, have opened up that route for a kind of partici
pation.

But litigation is expensive. An outstanding environmental lawyer
has said that an environmental suit can cost $50,000 to $100,000.

;rhe Colorado Open Space Council, an environmental public interest
group, has had to resort to garage sales to try to raise money. This
means they hardly can afford to fight very many battles in the courts.

I think the committee's concern for how these groups get financing
is an important concern. I would suggest that the problem of dealing
with it will not be any different than the problem Congress has already
dealt with in financing political parties.

What do you do about the minority parties! What do you do about
the people who want to run for the fun of running! How do you han
dle them! This is not, as you well know, a simple problem.

Finally I want to refer briefly to the omsbudsman concept, a con
cept which has been,experimented with by several States. I think the
record needs some analysis as to why experiences of States have been
unimpressive-Oregon abolished its omsbudsman perhaps for eco
nomic reasons.

I had the privilege last summerof participating in a6 months study
of powerplantsiting sponsored by. the Westm Interstate Nuclear

9~-481 0 _77 - 46
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Board. The study dealt with nuclear and conventional powerplant sit
ing. In that study I learned that the State of Washington has a pro
cedure whereby when a permit is applied for for a new powerplant an
attorney is appointed as a public defender from the bar at large.

He provides advice--he gets paid for this-and guidance to the
groups who want to oppose the powerplant proposal. I think this gives
a great deal of order to the proceedings. I would say it does not nec
essarily have to be an attorney to fill such a role; it would depend on
what the nature of the problem is. The case for opposing views is or
ganized on a much more equal basis than is the case, for instance, in
Colorado where there are now two very bitter fights going on with re
spect to powerplant sitings, and the opposition is quite disorganized.

Public interest groups are not coordinated. They don't have the
means. So I would suggest you may want to look at this Washington
experience. I think it is good that the man is appointed from the bar
generally, that he is not a public employee.

He is a kind of a public defender if you will. I think such an ap
proach could be related to, say, licensing or guideline procedures in
volved with major research proposals in the recombinant DNA field
as well as in other fields.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. THOUNTON. Thank you very much,Dr. Wengert, for a very fine

statement-. I appreciate the prepared statement and also the additional
material which you have supplied.

Onr next witness is Dr. Trumbull, executive director of the Amer
ican Institute of Biological Science.

Dr. Trumbull, you bear a very distinguished name. We are very
pleased to have you in attendance at our hearings.

Dr. TRUMBULL. Thank yon. Might I avail myself of your offer to
have the statement placed in the record j

Mr. THORNTON. Your statement in its entirety will be made !It part. of
the record.

STATEMENT OF DR. RICHARD TRUMBULL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES.

Dr. TRUMBULL. After hearing the presentations that have been pre
ceding me, I have some tendency to say amen. However, let me try to
pick np some things mentioned in my statement 'and maybe elaborate
on things not touched upon by the previous testimony.

It is only fair as has been said before that we recoguize that we are
not starting from scratch. The public has been involved in decision
making. There are many ways in which it has beoome involved. But
we cannot become complacent about what we have been doing.

It has not been fair to thepublic, My major concern as expressed
through my paper has been brmging the public into the system much
more thoroughly than we have with an emphasis primarily upon edu
cating them and making them an integral part of the decisionmaking
process.

It is difficult in dealing with a problemas complex as this when you
have an overall objective of public participation and you recognize
how many ""ays the pu~lic does get i)lto the system,

;~ ~ ;: I '
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There are townhall meetings. There are lecturers going around try
ing into being, "public" then being defined any number of ways. I tried
committees. As we find the different Government agencies trying to
respond to the pressure of the moment, we find 'all of these things com
ing into being "public" then being defined any nmuber of ways. I tried
to put this together in a schematic presentation which you have before
you.

I needed that type of guidance myself as to who were the actors,
what decisionmakers we are talking about, what types of public par
ticipation are available, what are the media the public might use and so
on. I think it is very important to recoznize that what we are under
taking here is not something from whict we can depart, believing that
we are going to supply an 'answer.

We can merely set something in motion, something that should be
appraised over the coming months, a point which Jerry made very
well. In a way, this is a major sociological experiment. I would hope
somebody would see the opportunities to understand the pressures now
upon social science to go after this total concept of public participation.

What has been happening here and how it is going to evolve there is
a need for questions about this. It is a very important thing.

To what end has research been supported 1 That is a new facet to re
search in this country. To mention some of the ways that wefind our
selves in somedifliculty: Two recent actions by parts of the Govern
ment should concern this committee. One is 'a statement that the Gov
ernment has 25,000' Government workers who now have $9 million
worth of projection and movie-making equipment and a budget of
$500 million for making movies.

Weare going to clean this up because the Government does not need
this amount of public relations. Somewhere buried in that public rela
tions are some extremely fine efforts to educate the public.

True, some of this footage is for selling an agency but many of the
agencies have played a fairly responsible role in developing good mate
rial for high schools and colleges and for other types of exposure. The
space agency has been a phenomenal thing in bringing the average
citizen to the point where he can understand any of that,

That is quite an achievement.
Second. There is a requirement for review to better evaluate and

weed out useless Federal advisory committees. This poses some prob
lems because you do have people, responsible scientists and others,
playing- roles on committees, many times ,at some sacrifice in their per
sonal lives, To suddenly have the committee Iabeled "useless" does not
help further public participation. I feel quite happy about other
things.

There is evidence of the awareness of the problem you have here.
There is evidence of Government agencies doing a positive thing.
ERDA now has a simulator that simulates an energyjenvironment
relationship that is available at 72 different cities. If you have not seen
it, I would recommend it. It is something in which the citizen can
participate in making decisions about how you change certain types of
energies.

As he sits there <and watches, it rapidly dispels some of his miseon
ceptions about energy; And it establishes in his mind the complexity of
this problem with which others are trying to deal.
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Also I believe that one gains confidence from the fact that we find
much more arbitration and reconciling of differences at the present
time. There was a conflict between timber cutting and the protection
of the southern warbler in South Carolina.

It was finally decided to let a panel deal with this and a group of
dispassionate scientists, biologists, ornithologists, and foresters became
involved and there W>lS a reconciliation.

Each side understood the other's concern and needs. I was going to
quote, too, a statement by a scientist teacher who had attended a pro
gram under the National Science Foundation Summer Institute. Hav
ing been exposed to decisionmakers in the Government he had gone
away with an entirely new feeling about how the sciences he was teach
ing in the school system had to be explained in a better way for the
students' understanding.

'Ve must seriously consider what means we have to keep this teacher
and others like him informed and enthusiastic about that role in behalf
of science. There are not many of those. Dr. Wengert said he was put
ting these theories to a test. We need much more of that.

'Ve need a picture of the total role of science and how it plays a role
in our daily life. This is again a stress upon public education where
funds could be better spent in the objective of educating the Ameri
can public to understand science, to be sure that the science courses on
the campuses are aimed toward that citizen much, much more than
they are today.

For every scientist and research mancoming off that campus, there
are 98 citizens who some day have to understand what this is all about.
I think we owe them a debt that is being very slowly paid.

I would indicate, too, that this is not simple because the American
public has got to be convinced, has to understand the role of probabili
ties, of tradeoffs. These are not simple concepts to understand at all.
There are those who would mislead them into the belief that these
major problems are going to be solved by simplistic answers. The only
way you are going to beat that approach and the appeal of these people
is by educating the American public to a better level than it is today.

'Ve have developed a number of fine information retrieval systems
under government expense which we have not begun to use at all in the
ways we could to establish a better information base for advisory com
mittees, for review and other groups about which we would talk this
morning.

The same is true with the American public. 'Ve could do much more
by way of retrieving some of this information for their benefit. I be
lieve that there is need for an understanding of the social aspects of
this undertaking.

This is reinforcing. Those who would abuse, misuse the public for
their own self-interest have developed their skills for molding public
opinion to a carefully orchestrated scenario.

The achievement of an informed public to decrease this full vulner
ability can only be done through a much improved process of knowl
edge involvement. This committee can help in bringing about this
process. DNA might be a major reason for asking the question but
DNA is only the beginning.

It is going to go on and on. There remains some conviction that a
public fully informed will accept compromises and forgo some of its
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objectives. IVe must work toward that end as the limited resources de
crease while the individual appetites for the many benefits increase.

Finally sooner or later there must be a public interest that is over
and above the interest of individuals and served by the full recognition
of technology through participation of that informed public in our
decisionmaking processes. .

Thank you, sir.
Mr..THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Trumbull. We appreciate

that excellent statement.
Our next witness will tell us about public participation and some

European experiments. IV" are very pleased to have with us Ms. Doro
thy Nelkin, who is in the program on science, technology, and society
at Cornell University.

STATEMENT OF DOROTHY NELKIN, PROGRAM ON SCIENCE, TECH
NOLOGY AND SOCIETY, CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Ms. NELKIN. I am ,pleased to take part on this discussion. I strongly
feel that part of the tension over recombitant DNA research reflects a
much more general concern about authority and expertise in this
country and also about how to employ science and technology on an
ever-increasing scale without departing from democratic ideals. .

I agree with Mr. Trumbull that we need social innovation in this
area. In particular, we must seekways to channel demands for account,
ability into participatory mechanisms. Thus, I thought it might lend
some insight to look at these issues in a comparative context.

I would like to share some research material on recent efforts to
broaden public involvement in science and technology policy in several
European countries: Sweden, the Netherlands, and Austria. These
three governments initiated experiments in several areas but especially
in response to the nuclear protest as nuclear );lower became a symbol for
public concerns about bureaucratic centralization and the declining
role of the citizen. I will briefly describe these experiments and suggest
some implications that might be useful in the U.S. context. A more de
tailed analysis is available in a book to be published by Sage Publica
tions this fall.

In the summer of 1974, the Swedish Government sponsored some ex
periments in public education concerning energy policy. The mecha
nism exists in Sweden in the "study circles," a system of study groups
normally used for adult education. Several thousand groups with.
about 15 members each were convened to discuss Government energy
policies. About 80,000 people participated in groups each meeting for
at least 10 hours.

The Government gave the sponsoring organizations funds to hire
their own experts and to develop material that would reflect the social
and political interests of their members. The Swedish officials expected
the public involvement would create more favorable attitudes toward
nuclear power but surveys suggested that prior commitments persisted
with even some increase in uncertainty and confusion. Yet there was
some abatement of the more hostile antinuclear activity.

The Dutch Government responded in a somewhat different way to
the antinuclear protest, In SePtember 1972 the Minister of Physical
Planning set up a system in which all plans for physical planning are
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to be preceded by the publication of so-called policy intentions. These
deal with broad issues such as the objectives of economic growth, the
rationale for specific projects, various alternatives, likely impacts.
These statements are distributed very widely for public criticism.

The public response goes directly to a representative couucil that
includes workers and members of voluntary organizations. They con
duct hearings, analyze the put-lie comments, and make recommenda
tions which then go back to thi. public to make sure that they were not
manipulated in the course of summarization. The response then goes
to the Minister who has to respond to the criticism or else adjust his
plans. Eventually Parliament makes the decisions.

In Austria, the Government's response to the nuclear debate re
sembles the science court procedure proposed in the United States, but
with interesting variations. After an active nuclear protest, the Min
ister of Industry organized a procedure for public debate among scien-

·-tists, intended to create an informed public opinion. Seeking to reflect
opposing points of view, the Minister asked the scientists who had most
strongly expressed their opposition to nuclear power to prepare a list
of the questions that they felt must, 'be considered prior to developing
a nuclear program. Then he appointed teams of experts equally divided
between supporters and opponents of nuclear power to prepare infor
mation on the most controversial issues. These are discussed in tele
vised debates. To prepare the public to follow the discussion, the
Ministry circulated a brochure defining technical terms. There is an
opportunity for public response. The final report is intended to clarify
which issues in the scientific debate are resolvedand which remain
controversial.

As in Sweden, increased information tended to increase conflict.
However, Austrian officials feel that these debates will reconcile con
flict by demonstrating publicly that experts can state the limits of their
competence.

These experiments take place in the context of participatory efforts
in other sectors, particularly in science policy. For example, a Swedish
Commission concerned with lack of representation in the councils that
establish research priorities proposed a new structure. This has two
administrative levels that differentiate 'between research of "social
relevance" and of "scientific relevance." ·The former' is run by a coor
dinating board dominated by public representatives; it initiates and
supports research in the category labeled social relevance. The council
responsible for research of "scientific relevance" will be dominated by
research community representatives. However, they must also draw
upon outside evaluation groups.

In the Netherlands, the Minister of Research has argued that in
establishing research priorities, the Government cannot fully interpret
social needs and he has tried to create a tripartite system in which
research workers, Government representatives, and consumer groups
participate in an open planning process within sectoral research coun
cils. These councils outline plans that are disseminated for public
reaction as in the case of the policy intentions described above.

Several conditions in these countries converged to provoke efforts to
expand public involvement. It was strongly felt that future techno
logical development would require greater public confidence which
had to be resto~d through gre":te~p]l~licparticip~Hon.
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Furthermore the three governments were especially sensitive to
criticism because of the delicate balance of power in their parliaments.
Thus public involvemeut was perceived both as a meaus to implement
technology policies and to reinforce political stability. The experi
ments differed in the' extent to which they actually allowed for public
influence and a voice for the opposition to existing policies. The
Netherlands plan clearly has more opportunities for influence at an
earlier stage than the Swedish system.

It is too early to evaluate these experiments, but the comparisons
suggest several points. First, regardless of their technical nature,
policies concerning science and technology are intrinsically contro
versial and more technical information In itself is not suJlicient to
change public attitudes or reduce conflict. A participatory process that
realistically confronts difficult choices will not avoid conflict but will
bring better focus to the issues of concern to the public and perhaps
reduce hostility and polarization. ....._

Second, expertise is a crucial political resource. If an open decision- .
making process is to. be effective, and participation more than a sym
bolic exercise, there must be means to improve public access to techni
cal expertise.

Finally, the response to participatory demands must vary according
to the values one wishes to maximize. A major concern is that greater
public involvement may further encumber efficient decisionmaking.
The importance of an enlightened public and the articulation of di
verse values that may emerge from a participatory process must be
weighed against the urgency. of implementing specific programs. The
participatory experiments proceeded with cautious enthusiasm mixed
with fear about their implications for decisionmaking and for existing
representative institutions. But the participatory impulse has been
contagious, spreading from one sector to another. As we know today,
even the question of basic research is no longer immune as recent events
in the recombinant DNA dispute suggest.

Thank you.
Mr. THORNTON. I want to thank you,Ms. Nelkin, for a very excellent

summary of your statement. As you related the experiences of other
countries, the closest parallel that I could think of in this country was
the great decisions courses and seminars and policy groups which are
organized in some areas of the country.

I am not sure if those are organized in each of your areas. But these
are attempts to involve citizen participation in discussion of our for
eign policy issues. I don't know exactly how that works or if it is a
parallel to the Swedish system.

Dr. WENGERT. I was going to suggest two other examples which you
might find of interest. The term "policy education" has developed since
the end of World War II in association with the Cooperative Exten
sion Service.

Performance in various states has varied, but two examples (not
science policy) , were remarkable in their success. The Iowa Extension
Service, rili>'ht after World War II, decided to carry out policy educa
tion for citizens of Iowa on two issues.

One was school consolidation, which in the Midwest was a very hot
issue; the other was on international relations. This, too, was a hot
issue because the Mid west had been a center of isolationism. The Iowa
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E::<tension Service developed a citizen education program which con
tributed to attitudes of the public on these issues being significantly
changed.
, School consolidation became a reality in Iowa long before it did in
Wisconsin or in Michigan, Minnesota. The other experience to which
I would call your attention is the Corps of Engineers planning for the
Susquehanna River. It was decided to formulate not a single plan, but

-three plans which would then be presented to the people in the Susque
hanna Basin.

But it was apparent that the people did not know enough about the
alternatives and thus could not make intelligent choices.

So the Corps contracted with the University of Michigan to organize
a series of workshops with the objectives of making the public aware
of what the choices were. Funds for workshops in all the counties of
the Susquehanna were not sufficient, so five counties in Pennsylvania
were chosen, and later on New York State made money available to
replicate the experience in several New York counties. The Federal
and State agencies involved in the development of these three alternate
plans participated in the workshops which met in local communities.

One plan was to accomplish the most contribution to the gross na
tional product. A second plan was to accomplish the most for the
regional economic development, and the third was to accomplish most
in terms of environmental protection.

These were the three basic alternatives. I think we could have told
the Corps ahead of time which alternative the people would tend to
favor. But that is not the significant point. In a democracy, it is im
portant that the people feel that they participate in decisions. These
workshops, then, provided fora kind of public opinion crystallization
based upon the people having information about alternatives.

Mr. THORNTON. May I put a question to you at this point!
Dr. WENGERT. Of course.
Mr. THORNTON. Is there a danger that what we are seeking to express

here is that in a concern about decisions of science being made by a
scientific elite, that we need to involve the people in that decision but
before we do, we must make sure that they become members of that
scientific elite!

Dr. WENGERT. This is a problem. In the Susquehanna case labor was
not represented although invited. Obviously, though, labor had a stake
'in Susquehanna development. .

How is one to deal with such a situation! My answer is that you
can't use participation as a substitute for professional responsibility.
My suggestion was that the Corps had to attempt to articulate what the
interests of labor might be since labor was not willing or able to speak
for itself. .

There is the silent majority-which is partly a question of span of
attention. None of us can attend all of the meetings that affect us.
There is just no way. When our children are in school, we go to the
PTA meetings. As soon as they 'are finished with school, we no longer
attend. And yet public education is as vital to me at the age of 60
as it was when I had three kids in school. What psychologists call span
of attention is a part of the problem.

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. McGowan!
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Mr. MCGOWAN. I would like to make a comment on both what Ms.
Nelkin said and on what Dr. Wengert said because there is a danger
first of all in thinking that there is one public and that when you say
involve the public you are talking about a single thing. In fact, there
are many pulblics and the fact that there are many publics and most of
them are not and cannot be part of the scientific elite to which you
referred, Mr. Chairman, I agree.

There is something a tendency in the scientific community to say
well, this group X cannot understand how to make decisions unless
they are brought to 'a given level of education. When you ask them
what that level of education is, it more often turns out to be such as to
include them in the scientific elite.

Mr. THORNTON. So that they agree.
Mr. MCGOWAN. That is right.There is also a tendency to think that

education only works if it resolves conflicts and people end up the
educational process by agreeing. We have to remember always that
these are political and moral decisions that we are asking people to
make and there is always, I hope, going to be a wide diversity in the
decisions peopleare going to come to in this country.

If we ever try to get unanimity on 'any issue that has a political or
moral basis, we 'are in serious trouble. There is a tendency in the
scientific community to shy 'away from the prl'SS because we think they
always oversimplify.

They will write headlines. Well, that is what newspapers do. You
cannot write a headline on a scientific story that any two scientists
will 'agree as accurate. If you insist on that, that means not dealing
with the press.

That is a serious mistake because it is the press that provides the
people with most of their information. I think that the tendency
within the scientific community Isto regard a scientist who deals with
the press as guilty ego gratification and of trying to promote his or
her own cause I think has to be combatted. I think it should be required
of scientists to at least to a certain extent deal sulbstantively with the
press and learn the rules of the press. . .

We expect the press to learn the rules of science. But we don't as
scientists understand the rules of the press which means for example,
that with rare exceptions, they will never check with a story with you.
They are writing a news story, not a research article. I think just as
there should be courses for the press on how science works, I think
there ought to be courses for scientists on how the press works.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much for that very fine statement.
Dr. Trumbull!

Dr. TRUMBtlLL. I would like to return to a comment made by Ms.
Nelkin and Dr. Wengert. There was a foundering when there was go
ing to be technical terminology. The question is how do you come back
to information! What is your medium to help the public understand
the situation better!

Dr. Wengert gave part of an answer when he indicated the use of
extension services for implementing these problems.

There you are taking 'advantage ofa relationship already established
between some educators and the public. The little example I used of the
ERDA energy environmental simulator, actually that 'is what they
have done. .
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They put this simulator in the hands of extension service people. We
seem to have lost for some reason the capability of the individual scien
tist, to get up and tell the public something.

I 'am not convinced that we have found the best answer to this. But
you don't find an automotive engineer selling an automobile. You find
somebody else 'a singer or actor. We might start looking for those
translators of science, between scientists and the public.

Mr. THORNTON. You find someone with whom the public can
, identify.

Dr. TRUMBULL. They have an image from some other point which
has been established as with the extension service people.

Ms. NELKIN. I am not sure that the problem is one of translating
science to the public. There is something tOOt is missing which I thank
Mr. Thornton tried to get with his original question. I think we need
to think about reformulating some of the questions we ask about
technology into politioal terms because there aee real political choices
that cannot be dictated by technical experts.

Mr. THORNTON. I want to 'thank you for rthat observation. That is
indeed what I wastrying to reach toward.

Ms. NELKIN. One of the things I think we must try to do in this
respect is to establish mechanisms that will enhance a sense of trust,
or Ibt least avoid the mistrust and 'hostility rthat I often sense dnning
my research OJl controversies in this country. ,

We need public trust in institutions so that even though there can
never, be unanimity in .these issues, people will accept decisions, even
if they disagree with them, because they will knowthat in other CIlSeS

they will have an opportunity to rut least express their own concerns.
Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Wengert!
Dr. WENGERT. On the issue of conflict and disagreement, I want

to tell a Iittle experience I had. I was invited to address the 7th annual
conference in New Mexico on land use plauning and control. As you
know, this isa hot issue in many States. I was the last speaker of a
2-day conference. It was obvious that, the ranchers were not about to
accept planning 01' land use control. There was great hostiliJty, much
conflict. But they were a little uncomfortable with this, I think many
Americans tend to be uncomfortable with conflict. But we have to
recognize that conflict is necessary and important. So I told the con
ference not to be upset by che fact tihrut there was a greaz deal of con
flict because I could think of only two situations in which there would
be no conflict. '

One is if yO? w~re dead.orsecond if you were living in a totalitarian
regrme. Confliot IS really whae makes our system operate. While we
hopefully don't get nasty, but even dn some :s>tUlLtiOns that may not be
inappropriate. In my statement I quote Justice Douglas to the effect
that speech can sometimes be firritating 'and nasty and yet it may still
be very valuable-even irritating free speech has a valuable function.

So I agree fully with what you have said in this regard.
Mr. THORNTON. An early American patriot said democracy is like

a raft, it never sinks but you always have ;your feet wet. I think there
is-&-lot of truth to that, a system which 1£ flexible, which rides with
changes and accommodates different views, yet which forms a pretty
solid basis.

sri' _.. j'J.. -
~'nn:
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Unlike a totalitarian regime or a dogmatic viewpoint, it has some
flexibility and does not break apart when its structure is challenged
severely.

Dr. Stone! .
Dr. STONE. It seems to me that ",II three branches of Government,

and the fourth estate, all work on whrut is really an advocacy system.
The most respected' branch of Government, the judicial branch, has
two advocates which the judge decides between.

The executive branch is dominated by public choice between two
political parties, In Congress, the debates on the floor go forward
between champions of the different points of view.'
, Also, us was mentioned earlier, the press will not report things
unless there is some kind of conflict. Even that system works on advo
cacy. As a result the public will not pay attention to ",nything unless
it involves a conflict thalt it feels is of sufficient proportions to meric
attention.

Thus, it seems to me the committee wonld have to decide that the
important thing is to strengbhen an advocacy system already deeply
embedded in our whole way of doing business in the Government.

Therefore the phrase "",dvocacy groups" should not be used "'S '"
pejorative term but these groups should be looked upon us a struc
tural element to be strengthened in whrut is inevitably going to be
an advocacy process anyway.

Mr. THORNTON. That is certainly acceptable as a moons of focusing
..ttention on issues provided that we do not err in thinking that the
outcome.of such a procedure is going to disclose scientific truth.

Dr. STONE. I think thrut is quite TIght. We would be wrong to say
thwt all we should have is advocacy.

On nuclear powerand recombinant DNA, F AS found itself the only
group putting out information th..t tried to be unbiased to both sides.
Because our 7,000 scientists were not agreed on this issue, we were
forced to keep our statements especially balancedand to try to explain
the different points of view on both sides.

These statements were received with unexpected enthusiasm 'because
so many people had already chosen sides on the issues and because
we write on a 3D-day basis and so we prepared our statements with",
short leadtime andthey appeared while the issue was ripe. '

More authoritative groups like the Ford study, and others, took a
year and", half to address some of these. questions. By the time they
were done the issue was largely decided. President Carter received
their report on the eve of his announcement of what it was he wanted
to do.

My conclusion is that the more "authoritative" groups who want to
put forward more dispassionate statements, and want to do something
better than advocacy, have got to get with it and move more readily.

Too often, they will find the conclusions come out after the political
process has concluded on the issue. Therefore besides strengthening ad
vocacy, Mr. Chairman, you should be prodding these groups that want
to take a nonadvocacy role into putting forward their conclusions while
there is still controversy: ..

Mr, THORNTON. We have a very interesting combination here of this
view which you have articulated and that of Dr. Wengert who relied
upon Mill's definitions of science and made the point that when two
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people disagree, it is not necessarily that one is right and the other is
wrong.

It may be that both are partly right and partly wrong. I don't
want to oversimplify, but I regard advocacy as being useful iu terms
of focusing interest and attention on problems, but if we ever allow the
results of the advocacy proceeding to determine questions of scientific
fact, then we have moved the determination of scientific
fact from the laboratories and the experimenters into the hands of the
courts.

I don't think that is where it can properly be explored. I think it is
useful as a tool for developing interest but I don't think you can de
termine a scientific fact on the basis of an adversary procedure.

Dr. STONE. None of the issues on which our federation has worked
in the last 6 years-and we work on about 10 a year-turn on narrow
scientific facts. After all, where the scientific facts are well known,
there is no political controversy about them.

All the issues in controversy therefore fit on top of a stipulation of
human facts. Where the scientific facts are not fully known, they will,
it is true, not become known through advocacy. But neither will they
suddenly become known in the laboratory. The real controversy, we
find, involve the kind of issues about which Congressmen make judg
ments, and have to make judgments.

Scientists provoke these controversies by their discoveries but do not
have the answers for them. The search for scientific truth and the
search for political solutions are quite separate.

Mr. TnoRNToN. Mr. McGowan!
Mr. MCGOWAN. I agree with almost everything that Jeremy said,

but I do think there are other organizations which have tried to put
forward information in a dispassionate manner. [Laughter.]

Mr. MCGOWA". Jeremy is well known as a promoter of his organi
zation and I give him full credit for that. I do think, however, that
conflict and controversy are important and I totally agree with you,
Mr. Chairman, that you cannot decide questions of fact in an advocacy
procedure.

I take it that you and I would agree, therefore, on our disagreement
with the science court idea that has been proposed!

Mr. TnoR"ToN. I think the science court has potential for a useful
function limited to exploring issues, developing them, getting issues
and ideas presented but not in making final determinations.

Mr. MCGOWAN. I would agree with you absolutely because if I can
refer to the seminar on recombinant DNA which we held on Decem
ber 14, one of the reasons it was interesting to get that group of peo
ple together is that they really wanted a chance to ask each other ques
tions in a way that would be useful to people other than themselves.

Dr. Maxine Singer, one of the participants pointed out thart Dr.
Sinshimer makes a unique argument about evolutionary problems.
Then she went on to discuss some of those evolutionary problems from
her perspective.

The point was that unless the question had been asked, there would
not have been an answer. Unless the controversl had existed in gen
eral, there would not have been the set of experiments, the guidelines
which are now being developed by the National Institutes of Health.
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Controversy and conflict within the scientific community does give
rise to additional questions for which experiments can he done, or at
least some calculations can he made. Thus, conflict is very important
for the pursuit of what we would like to call the troth. I would also
like 0 make a point that we tend. to think that the education of scien
tists stops after graduate school and that it in any case should be lim-
ited to the technical field in which they are experienced. .

I think that is a faulty notion and one of the henefits to me of the
science for citizens program is the education of scientists, bringing
them into contact with real public policy issues with all of the acri
mony that sometimes surrounds that. That is a very important part of
the education of the scientists.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Mr. McGowan. Dr. 'I'rumbull i
Dr. TRUMBULL. I would like to follow-up on separating the scientific

content from other decisionmaking. We are going through a process, I
believe, today and I gp.ess most of my hours are devoted to doing the
educating that Alan is talking about.

Jeremy talks to about 7,000 scientists who have this concern about
how theirscience is used in the public. How we get them to this point
is one of our concerns.

We have gone through this rather extensively with programs, with
our journal, our magazine. We have tried to present both sides of
issues and to educate them about this growing world as most of us well
know. AAAS went into this public understanding of science 5 or 6
years ago.

They have problems because people write in and say if that is what
you are going to do, I don't want to be a member any more. If you are
going to put out a journal that contains scientific data I can use in
my research, fine. If you are going to go down this sociopolitical road,
here is your membership.

This is so in the .scientific world today. There are many things in
the training of a scientist which are couuter to the involvement in
public decisionmaking or recognizing the potential impact of their
research upon the economy or the citizenry.

Mr. THORNTON. I would like to turn this discussion now toward the
specific which pulls us all together here at this time, namely how this
impacts on the question of DNA recombinant research. We are told
that the results of DNA research, what can and can't he learned, what
can and can't be achieved, what may be done and may· not he done
are questions for which there is as yet no answer. There is a great
deal of speculation about what may result from different research
procedures.

And yet we in Congress are heing called upon right now to make
some decisions with r~gard to what research will be allowed, or more
basically, shall we make a deeision allowing and disallowing certain
types of research.

And further, we may be asked to make decisions on what type of
commercial application of that. research will be allowed and what
will not be allowed 1

We are in recess for 1 minute.
[Brief recess.]
Mr. THORNTON. Back on the record.
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What advice would you give to those people who must make deci
sions now as to whether we should await additional scientific facts!

. What degree of caution is appropriate for us to exercise in this
circumstance!

Ms. Nelkin!
Ms. NELKIN. I think the issue has to be defined in terms of what

kind of controls should be exercised and not what kind of definitive
judgments can be made at this point about safety or about future
benefits. For we really are not in a position to judge hypothetical risks
or benefits with any kind of certainty, and if we were, I think the ques
tions of authority and regulation would be obvious.

One of the interesting things that struck me in the recombinant
DNA dispute is the comparison between the science court model and
the citizens court model that evolved with the Cambridge Review
Board. I think this poses a very interesting contrast in quite different
modes of approaching the question of decisionmaking authority.

Mr. THORNTON. I agree. There is a contrast there. I wish you would
describe that to us.

Ms. NELKIN. The science court-I think most everybody is familiar
with this proposal-uses adversary procedures in which scientists air
their disagreements. It then seeks to separate facts from values, look
ing to "scientific judgment" about what is the state of fact at a given
time. This is to be the major input into policymaking.

The citizens court procedure in Cambridge involved evaluation by
citizens. They took the time to educate themselves about the issue and
to make informed judgments as citizens, not experts. This also would
enter the decisionmaking process. .

There are a number of different conflict resolution models that could
be experimented with, but these often involve external controls. Often
scientists operate on a set of assumptions based on the situation after
World War II. This gave extraordinary autonomy and powers of self
rezulation to the scientific community. This is clearly being challenged
today, and we need to rethink the question of self-regulation and
autonomy within the scientific community. I would hesitate at this
point to draw any conclusions, but I think this is an issue at stake in
the recombinant DNA area, and it hears on the role of Congress.

Mr. THORNTON. Do the other members of the panel wish to address
the question of what shall the Congress do about recombinant DNA!

Mr. McGowan.!
Mr. MCGoWAN. Well, I think that the first realization is that it is

extraordinarily complex and that it is going to take a fair amount
of discussion and controversy in order to Ultimately come out with
something that protects the public.

I am not talking about the dangerous organisms that some people
feel could be created. But, I am talking about some of the long-term
impacts of this kind of research. Here, I would like to point out that
there has been a tendency to think that recombinant DNA research
is important because of the short-term benefits it is going' to yield;
that is, nitrogen-fixing bacteria, cheap production of insulin, and so
forth.

The more one investigates this-and I refer you to an article in the
most recent issue of Science magazine, May 6, which talks about the
possibility of developing nitrogen-fixing bacteria-s-it is a lot longer
off than we think. < ii'''' ,. ,<" , ",'



So, the real issue is what is the long-term benefit and what is the
addition to basic knowledge that comes about as a result of recombi
nant techniques. That is the question, not the short-term benefits. I do
not think they are there. I think as we increasingly look at it, we are
going to find that they are not there.

Therefore, rushing into discussions as to how this research is going to
be regulated, if at all, I thi.nk ~ould yield ,,;nsatisfactory results whi?h
could be harmful to the SCIentific community as well as to the public.
Hastily deciding ouly to regulate certain kinds of research is a mistake,

Hastily deciding to overregulate all kinds of research is a serious
mistake. I think a lot more discussion and a lot more public education
has to go on before we can adequately make a decision.

I do think that in the interim, the strictest caution has to be exerted
in the conduct of the research.

Dr. STONE. Mr. Chairman I
Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Stone.
Dr. STONE. I disagree with a number of points there. In the first

place, while I think it is true that the basic results of recombinant DNA
experience are contributions to basic knowledge, which may ouly at
some future time provide benefits, I do not think that people have tried
to sell it in any other way.

I think there has been talk about possible near-term benefits, but I
think for the most part, scientists have been fairly candid about the
fact that the promise was very great, but not a short-run promise.

But over and above that, I would disagree with any certainty that
there are not some short-range benefits because it is in the nature of
science that one does not know how one is going to make use of the tools
that come up. I would not be as dogmatic as Alan may seem to be about
the short-run benefits.

We do not really know. I would not agree that we have time to wait
before passing some legislation. Rather I would argue that certain
legislation goals are forced upon us. For example, I do not think it is
right to regulate scientists in academic laboratories and leave indus
trial firms uncontrolled by law simply because they do not take the
grants from the agency that is handing down the regulations to the
individual scientists. This is something that has to be repaired at the
outset.

It seems that if there is any problem in recombinant DNA, it has to
be addressed rather soon so we do not have high school students and
teachers doing experiments that may be risky, without having some
web of regulations and restraints thac govern this process. .

I do not think you have to worry about overly hasty regulations be
cause the legislative process is, after all, a sequential one. Laws that
do not work out can be changed, Indeed, I think the scientists have been
concerned that the field would ehanze so rapidly that the regulations
and the laws could not keep up with it.

Therefore it mav be wise not to be overly detailed. But if there are
problems, I think they are problems that have to be handled promptly.

Mr. THORNTON. That is also an argument for not putting in place
mistaken provisions of law, the met that it does take time to correct
them.

Dr. STONE. Of course, itis true that we should not do mistaken or
"hasty" things. But we have to handle them as best as.we can.
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-'For example, the preemption issue is one that cannot be avoided.
But it seems to me in thelong run, I thinldhe real dangers are going
to be ones that we may have given little thought to, andperhaps cannot
influence at all. .

They will not, perhaps, be problems of accidents, but of deliberate
misuse. In the nuclear reactor case, it is very interesting that the debate
has moved on from concern about accidents in reactors to worrying
about terrorism and proliferation. This is analogous to saying, in re
combinant DNA, that perhaps the problems are deliberate misuse by
malevolent scientist or by military establishments.

But these problems could not be resolved, I would say, short of stop
ping DNA research, which nobody has proposed and which I am not
proposing here. As often occurs in these cases, there are comedies of
misapplication of concern.

One must, therefore, deal with present problems which confront the
Congress, and then be alert to the possibility that as fashions change,
completely new problems will come up.

Dr. WENGERT. It is important to recognize that in the research proc
ess, certain activity must go on ata level of secrecy, partly because
the researcher is not quite sure of where he is going, and also, because
some scientists have experienced the theft of ideas.

For that reason, there may be more secrecy than needed. The point
at which an issue is brought to a review board or presented for some
open discussion becomes an important policy issue.

A second point relates more to the time question than to timing. As
a result of both atomic energy research and space research American
science has become crisis oriented.

Perhaps we need to try-I 'am not sure we can-to go back to a more
leisurely approach to some of these research problems so that the
adequate discussion can occur, so that interaction can take place.

I get a feeling as I read hearings involving a variety of research
that all are p~esented as crises. It is encouraged by-with apologies to
you, Mr. Chairman-c-the Congress, and by the Office of Management
and Budget. .

The Federal agencies tend to make grants for only 2 years. But in
some fields research funding should be assured for 5, even 10 years, so
that the intellectual processes and interactions can go on.

The 2-year limitations of NSF are a mistake, even when the expec
tation is that a grant will be subject to renewal. The pressure, there
fore, is to be dramatic, to take shortcuts.

I think this needs to be looked at. It seems to me that this time pres
sure on the researcher should be relieved.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Dr. Wengert. Dr-. Trumbulll
Dr. TRUMBULL. I think in this instance, the scientists have been

very responsible. They were the ones who raised the question. They
tried to the best of their knowledge to place physical and biological
restraints upon research.

Mr. THORNTON. May I ask a question there 1 Do you think that the
response which has flowed from that activity-and I agree it was very
responsible activity on the part of the scientists-will be encouraging
to other scientists to raise SImilar issues later on, or has it gone beyond
what they expected1 .
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Dr. TRUMBULL. No; I do not think so. This is a very important point
you raise. If you decide that you are not going to take advantage of
their willingness to play this role and say "No, we do not trust you,"
you could do quite a disfavor to further development of science, not
only in terms of what people will be undertaking, but their willingness
to face these problems openly.

I think you have an issue there that people have not recognized. This
is not the time to tell the scientists you do not trust them, but to take
advantage of those 'who are trying to right the situation.

Mr. THORNTON. I would like to underscore what you just said. That is
very appropriate.

Dr. STONE. Mr. Chairman, were you not asking the opposite ques
tion-whether scientists were going to conclude that having raised the
issue, they no longer trusted society to deal with the issue!

Dr. TRUMBULL. Every now and then, I think we are advancing very
rapidly in science and we are.having a lot of our problems arising pri
marily because of our greater sensitivity to things. We are going to
get very concerned now about mothers' milk.

We can do this ad nauseam if we do not remember that this has been
going on for some time. Mother Nature has been doing this DNA re
search and making products on her own over time. You have had dras
tic changes in species and so on without catastrophic eventualities.

Mr. THORNTON. An.interesting theory was presented to us by a scien
tist from Rutgers, Dr. Pieczenik, to the effect that the same scientific
systemology which applies to heredity on a gross scale during selection
of genetic.information in crossbreeding of plants and so forth might
also apply within the DNA molecule and that certain combinations
would be rejected that might not be possible to recombine or to effec
tively make certain things happen because of rules that are not yet
understood.

Dr. TRUMBULL. I think that is a point well taken. I do not want us
to get overly scared. You are going to find many things because our
techniques for measurement are getting better and better. You cannot
keep getting the American people upset over each one of the findings.

Ms. NELKIN. Let me try to respond to part of your earlier question
to Dr. Trumbull. The scientists' effort to. act responsibly by calling
the Asilomay conference was based on the assumption that this would
help to establish guidelines monitored and sponsored by the scientific
community.

This is related to the question of legislation and public participation
of concern at this hearing. If scientists had predicted that Congress,
or the Cambridge City .Council, or the Citizens Board in Michigan
would get involved in recombinant DNA research as a public issue and
that the question of safety would have gone beyond the scientific com
munity and the problem of educating the scientific community about
ways to deal with pathogenic materials, I guess they might have
thought twice before they wrote their letter to Science magazine. Isn't
that what you were trying to get at, Mr. Chairman!

Mr. MCGOWAN. As a matter of fact, Dr. Berg is on record as saying
he is not sure whether he would do it again, given the controversy that
has erupted over it. It is definitely a point that if scientists do it it
has to be regarded as a legitimate activity within the scientific com,
munity.

93.-481 0 - 77 _ 47
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There was a great divi~ion within the scientific community as to
whether it should be done. The people who disagreed that it should
be done said you are going to get involved in a public brouhah. Now,

, they are saying, you see, we told you.
It is not easy. It is not a motherhood issue. I think that it has to be

made a legitimate activity within the scientific community and those
people who do it have to be protected in some way. '

Mr. THORNTON. It was stated by Dr; Stone that this history con
firms that there are enough public-spirited biomedical researchers in
the community to assure the society that new and potentially hazard
ous lines ofbiological research will be brought to public attention.

It is certaiuly true that in this instance there were sufficient. Do you
have any comment with regard to the exchange that has just occurred
as to whether there might be any tendency on the part of scientists
to not focus attention upon their problem areas as a result!

Dr. STONE. I:<greewith the statements just made on this. I see
clearly, in consulting with my colleagues many of whom were in
volved with that original letter, that SOme thought the danger greater
when they started than they think it is now.

I still assert that there are enough scientists to bring such issues-to
public attention. I think there will aways continue to be. But I also
would stand by a statement that I made in my testimony that some
way has to be established to amplify the voices of those who do speak
uJ;>. Yon may not always have a large core of scientists who are deter
mined to force an issue to the public attention.

Mr. THORNTON. How about protecting an employee or technologist
or scientist, employee who blows the whistle on a project that he
feels is dangerous!

Dr. STONE. I think this is not the main problem. We are not talking
about the level of the lab technician who says "they are not following
P-3 procedures 'here so I am going to complain to the university
safety committee."

We are referring to the scientist who says I have just made a very
important breakthrough and this could have far reaching effects and
implications. He may ask himself the question, not am I going to be
censured by my peers for raising it; am I going to be thrown out of my
job for raising it! The question that is facing the scientists in my
organization is do I want to spend 2 or 3 years away from my research
at my most productive time arguing my position.
If I become the champion of the whistle blowing operation, will I

then be committed to be on every TV showand to end research in my
laboratory for a very long period! "

Mr. MCGOWAN. I would like to point out that the history of this is
very interesting. I refer you to an article in Atlantic on "the science
thatfrightens scientists." It points out that the first awareness of these
~ssues was by.a scientist who accidentally learned what was happening
m another scientist's laboratory as a resultof a graduate student com
in~ from one scientist's la;bor!,tory to another and telling him what was
gomg on. That second SCientist made a phone call to the first scientist
and said you can't do that, that being putting SB40 virus into E. coli
and the response from the scientist who was abont to do it says you
are crazy.
It took 6 months of discussion-that was in 1971---fo1' the first

. scientist to'rn3.li7,AlhR.t. t.hiR. Wj:I,R. in fit,r,t. SI, i=!JmO'Arnml. nJ"l'\(>j:Io.rlnNl
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This thing did not start in 1973. It started in 1971 and it was a
phone call from a scientist not doing recombinant DNA techlliques
who called the attention of the scientist who.was doing it to the fact
that this was a serious issue.

I don't think that we can rest assured as Jeremy stated rather
blithely and without awareness of some of the potential difficulties,
that there are going to be enough responsible scientists. .

I think that will be true if there is some mechanism for the public
or at least the larger scientific community to be aware ofwhat is going
on in each lab. Tllat must include industrial laboratories.

Dr. STONE. It is in the nature of the scientific endeavor that there is
a great deal of communication between scientists about their results.
A scientist gets the credit for his result only by making it public.

There is therefore a great temptation to spread this knowledge
around. Second, increasingly we.do find science going forward on a
broad front in many different countries at the same time. It is rare
that one researcher is as much as 6 months to 2 years ahead of the
rest. People know pretty much about what is going on.

Further the higher the scientists rise, the more they know about
what is going on m their field and, also the more socially responsible
they seem to become. For example, we have 1 percent of the .scientific
community, Weare about as big as Common Cause is for citizens in
general. But we have half the Nobel Prize winners in the country ,
sponsoring our organization. .

So at the top, where they may not be personally engaged in the
relevant research they are still aware ofwho is making the important

. advances, and they can be expected to blow the whistle on these impor
tant dangers, should .they come ul?'

True, an experiment today might destroy us all tomorrow, there
would be real problems. But we have not seen things get quite that
tense. Within reasonable time limits, I believe, we can depend upon
scientists reportin~, in one vehicle or another, that questionable impor
tant things are gomg on.

I also think that, to the extent. one tries to get the public to help
fulfill this function, they would not in any case, understand suffi
ciently well what is going on in the laboratory to provide an early
warnmg. So I am not sure that Alan's suggestion for improving the
situation is actually appropriate.

Mr. THORNTON. Looking down the road from a policy standpoint,
let's suppose the Congress 'Pllts in place an agency which cap. either
be a new one or an arm of",,, existing agency whose job it is to regu
late to some degree DNA research atleast as far asindustry is con
cerned and the commercialization of products.

Then would it be your thought, any member of the panel, that the
next issue of science research, which does cause some people to thiuk
that this might be a dangerous area of research should also be assigued
to that agency and provide that it will be regulated by similar rules!

Is there a danger in developing an institution to regulate DNA
recombinant research that the next time an issue comes along which
raises so.me of the same questions which are raised here, that it just
automatICally' will be put. into the .mechanism that is devised for this
DNA issue! , . ,

Dr. STONE. When you say put into--- . ... ,
Mr. THORNTON. I mean regulated. The next time a public policy

debate emerges On a question of scientific research, the availability
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ofa Federal institlltion to regulate and determine what DNA r~~
binant research can be conducted and 'Where and what commerciali
zation of it can be obtained may suggest that an emerging scientific
issue should also be put into this same agency which has expertise then
on settling this kind of problem, .. '. .

Dr. STONE. I think the history of regulation III this c01!ntry IS not
a hopeful one. By and large, the regulators, when .se~ up m a f0l1!'al
fashion have been taken over by the regulated. 'I'his IS the conclusion
that all students of the regulatory process make, for example, in
courses on one subject. ,,'.' ' " ,',

Second, the, fast lll0ving rate of biomedical research is such that it
is a very difficult thingtoregulate and would confound the regulators
even, more than is the casewith the railroads and the airplanes and
the coal. I am not sure whether it would be better; depending on your
point of view, to have the new issues diffused by flowing into this

, institution or not. '
.But Ithink itis a very open question. lam not sure whether by

SIPI's own goals it would be desirable. " " "
Dr., WEN(}ERT..I 'wonder if the term regulation isappropriatei

Would it not be better to think in terms simply of review and public
analysis, and not, emphasize the regulatory functions immediately.
Scientists wouldnot be comfortable with regulation; I think a review
function may be what is needed.' "

I don't have quite the optimism aboutcommunication just expressed
by Jeremy. As I think of the Watsonand Crick experience, there are
parts of it that are quite amusing in terms of the lackof communica-
tion between and among scientists. , ." ' '

There was high secrecy about what they weredoing,andcompeti
tion as to who was going to get there first. This can be, beneficial espe
cially if you are not dealingwith risks. That is where I think review
would be appropriate-s-to identify possible risks; •

After the, risks are identified, then maybe regulatory activity be
comes important, but the first step is to make sure whether or not
there may be risks. '

,'Ms. NELliI". 'In dealing with regulatory institutionaTfhink it is
useful to separate two issues which are being merged in the discus
sion right now. One is the question of immediate safety. The other,
in a way of greater public concern, is the question of future potential

, applications of the research. The problems regulating for immediate
safety, are much easier to resolve. We.have some experience in con
gressional legislation that dates back to. the 1946 Atomic Energy Act
with its 'provisions, concerning safety' procedures for research onfis-
sionable materials. '

However, the issue of genetic manipulation and other futllre poten
tial applications, like the questions raised by the IQ controversy and
the XYY controversy, are more difficult. I am much less sure about
:how to develop institutions to regulate future potential impacts.

Mr. Mo(:loWAN. I would like to point out that first of all that SIPI
is not proposing a regulatory agency as was I think implied by Dr.
Stone. What I suggested is a commission to allow for the discussion
ofsom!, of these issues and to provide for public education and input.

I think the Issue of regulation of recombinant DNA goes beyond
just recombinant DNA. There ace other areas of biohazardous research
which have been going on in this country for some time,
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That is one of the things that I am concerned about. If we rush into
regulation of recombinant DNA and do not include other equally
hazardous research of a biological nature, then are we by implication
saying that that other research is not deserving of regulation, but
recombinant DNA,just because of-it has received public atten
tion, is1

That is a serious issue and has to be considered. There are many
scientists who feel very strongly that the research ought to go on, who
want the regulations put into the force of law to avoid the problem of
one scientist looking over the shoulder of another and telling that
scientist you should abide by the guidelines. The point that Dorothy
mentioned a minute ago, that is of the tremendously difficult issues
.that surround human genetic engineering for example, where we don't
have a history, I think if the recombinant DNA has taught us any
thing, it is that we need to consider the issues of genetic engineering
now.before we have the potential to do it, not as we are about to
accomplish that experiment or act.

Then it is going to result in.serious acrimony and not careful atten
tion paid to all of the ethical questions concerned,

Mr. THORNTON. In an effort to keep up with an announced schedule,
I would like to allow each member of the panel a few seconds to make
any comments which you may feel are appropriate at this time and
further to invite each of you to express your willinguess to answer
questions which may be submitted to you in writing as we go forward
with these hearings.

Are each of you willing to respond to such questions!
Dr. STONE. yes.
Dr. WENGERT. Absolutely.
Dr. TRUMBULL. Yes.
Ms. NELKIN. Certainly.
Mr. THORNTON. Very good. I will take a reverse rundown.Ms.

Nelkin!
Ms. NELKIN. I would simply like to reinforce my statement that this

is an area ··where we need social innovation to create better forms of
public understanding and appropriate means of accountability. As in
any innovation we must expect to flounder, but the issue of public
participation deserves direct attention. It is not just a means to "sell"
nuclear power, recombinant DNA, or other technologies, but an im
portant part of maintaining democracy in a technological society.

Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Trumbull!
Dr. TRUMBULL. As a followup of your last topic.as well as an expres

sion of a total picture, I believe much more can be done within the
present agencies we have supporting research to assure that they pay.
more attention to what the eventualities are of the research they are
supporting. .

We have a tendency in Government agencies to have a budget to
spend and to spend our timespending it. I think we could devise. a
system for bringing that under control in present agencies in a pro
ductivs way. It would precl~de.t~e overreacting to individual emer
gencies and then settIng up individual agencies to control DNA and
whatever else happens.

Mr. THoRNTON. Thank you, sir.
Dr.Wengert! .
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Dr. WENGERT. I don't think I have any substantive comments to
make. I would like to emphasize that I think it is the scientific com
munity generally and the public generally that ought to be aware of
the approach this committee is taking.

We are told that the confidence of the American people in govern
ment is at a low ebb. I think it is important for the public to know
that committees ofCongress are going at problems of this sort in a
highly intellectual way. As an acadenuc] I am much in favor of such
approaches. I think the public oU~ht to be aware of the fact that this
committee is taking the time to go into a very difficult issue in this way.

I think you deserve commendation for this.'
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much.
Mr. McGowan!
Mr. MCGOWAN. I would like to add my commendation to that and

thank you, Mr. Chairman, for spending the time out of what must
be a busy legislative schedule to listen. and ask pertinent questions.
The orily substantive thine:. I want to say is that we have got to de
velop, somehow, feedback1.ooks to change decisions that wll-'-S0Cial
decisions-that we make now that may be correct now but may be
outdated or incorrect or off the mark 2 years from now. . .

We tend to think of social decisions and institutions that we put
into place as being there in perpetuity, which is a mistake e ,

. ~f there is one thing we have learned out of .this controvers;v is that
It ISthat things change a lot faster than we think they are going to.

Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Stone! . ..
Dr. STONE. I would conclude by warning that we should not he

guilty of what generals are accused of, namely offighting the last
war all over again. Recombinant DNA has alerted the public to the
future problems of biomedical science. But, in itself, it does get right
down into the laboratory, and deals also with a highly obscure aspect
of science.. .. . ... . .

Mostof the time, in future, you seem likely to be dealing with the
problem of digesting potential scientific advance in society. You will
be wondering, Shall we make these nitrogen fixing plants ! You will
wonder whether we really want to experiment on people in a certain
fashion, whether we want to use certain kinds of applications which
may have side effects and so on. These are different kinds of problems.

So I think that what one has to do is not worry quite so much about
whether the scientist will "speak up" to sound the initial alarm, but
to worry about the process beyond the initial alarm. In the late de-
bate, how will society go about solving, the problem. .

Then I would reemphasize the strengthening of the advocacy proc
ess and also those parts of the society that want togo forward in a
self-appointed, or otherwise appointed, "objective"role.

ItSeeUlS to me. that that is whereths future action wilthe. What
reeombinantDNA has done is to alert society to a whole field of prob
lems. But otherwise it will remain, as a problem, somewhat anomalous.

Mr. rHORNTON.Thank you very much. ': ..... ••. ...
I want to thank each of the panelists today for a fine discussion.

We will be adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning in this
room.

[Whereupou, at 12:03 p.m. the hearing adjoured, to reconvene at .
10 a.m., Thursday, May 5,1977.]



SCIENCE POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF DNA
RECOMBINANT MOLECULE RESEARCH

THU~SDA"y,MAY 5, 1977

Hocsn ·OF ·REPRESENTATJ:VEs,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND 'TECHNOLOGY,

StJBcoMMITrEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND 'TECHNOLOGY,
.Wll8hinllton, D.O.

Thesubccmmittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a.m., in room
2325, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ray Thornton, chair"
man of the sub~ominittoo, presiding.
. Mr. THORNTON..Thehearingwill come to order:
Good morning~.. .. .' , .
In our hearings this morning we continue our examination of the

sciellce P?li~y implications of .DNA recombinant molecule research,
As we hav~ gone th,roUgh these hearings we have found both our wit
nesses andotirselves 'frequently referring to the potential risksand
henefits of this research. Consequently oneof thequestionsupperffiost
in our minds is, "How pan you,weigh these risks and henefits, particu
larly wheil many (j.fthe ·risks andhen~fits.are highly speculative!"

W"e have with us today four witnesses who are expert in the quantifi-
cation ofrisks andhellefits. . . .. . . .. . .
. Each{)£ tis has studied this question. We will discuss with you
whether It is possible to apply some kind of risk-benefit analysis to
tha reoombinant DNA debate, .and what use such analysis could be
to us as we.seek to resolve the other issues which involve scieiJ.c~policy,

science and technology. .. . . .. ..•.
I will begin by repeating a question to our panelists, This is the'

same question which was posed when you were invited to appear be-
fore us: .

What are the u"tilityandlimitations ofrisk benefit analysis techni
ques in decisions involvingsci~nce and technology!

We will ask each of youtp reflect on that question. .. .
And to begin our. hearing'. this morning, and help us answer this

question, I first would like to 'recognize Dr. Richard Wilson, Profes-
sor of Physics at Harvard University. .
. Dr..Wilson, I have had ail opportunity to read your excellentpre

pared statement. Without objection that statement can be made part
of the record verbatim, and then I will ask you to highlight and
summarize it as you choose. . ' . . . .

[Biographical sketch and complete statement of Dr. RichardWil-
son follower] . .

(73V
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Proposed Testimony for House Subcommittee

Chairman Representative Thornton

10:00 avm,

'Thursday, May 5, 1977

Rayburn House Office Bu i.Ld Lnq ,', Room-2325

My name is Richard Wilson. I ama professor of physdcs

at Harvard University. I have recently concerned myself with

, comparative risk analyses.

I would like to touch upon three topics. Firstly, I will

.descz-dbe u.eeuee where risk benefit analysis should give answers

of direct use to decision makers; secondly, I will explain how

bad presentation of these analyses can make them lose credibility

and thirdlY, I want to describe cases where risk benefit analysis

can illuminate a complex issue without s~ggesting a complete

solution.

In cases where the risk is based upon experience, the relia~

bility of calculating the risk is high. Over 50',000 Americans

lose their lives on the road each year; the risk of death because

one gets into a car and drives can be estimated and well. Each

event is objective and definite.

The benefit to society of driving is obvious but hard to

quantify. Given these it is easy to. consider whether it is worth

paying the coat of installing seat belts -for- example. It transpire's

that installing seat belts saves lives--at the rate of one' life

for every $5,000 in cost~-surely a worthwhile figure.
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Radlationfrorn x-rays or normal operatidn of nuclear power

stations, sulphur oxides from coal burning, and the effect of

chemical carcinogens all present another concept in risk analysis.

We only know the risk for high levels of the environmental insult.

For low levels the risk is expected to be small, but we expose

200 million Americans to the risk. Moreover, we do not want to

carry out experiments with people--but instead use other-mammals:

pigs, rats, and mice--and assume they are like people. Typically

a test for a chemical carcinogen may use 200 rats.exposed for a

lifetime. If the "true" cancer incidence is one in this sample

of 200, we have an appreciable prob~bility of finding none.

Therefore, we cannot prove in any ordinary experiment that any

lifetime risk less than 1/200; 2,000,000 Americans die a year so

this would still give 10,000 cancers per year when applied to all

Americans! This death rate is too much,' We h~ve to find a proce~

dure for deriving the risk at low doses from that ~t high doses.

It is usual to take a conservative procedure and to assume

that the risk is strictly proportional to dose. This was first

done for radiation by the International Committee on Radiological

Protection, various bodies now recommend that linearity be assumed

for chemical carcinogens and I and others have suggested that

there is no evidence. of non-linearity for sulphur oxides. It is

widely accepted that in all these cases linearity probably some-

what overstates the risk, and it ,is therefore a suitable basis

for a prudent public policy., Then we feed 'the rats at a ,high
)"

concentration and using a st~aight line estimate the risk at a
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lowconcentration'we actually, use. Once these assumptions are

made, _we can estimate the risk in each of these cases.

An easy way to do a 'risk benefit study is-to compare risks

of different ways of obtaining the same benefit. For the above

cases, we can compare the risk of air pollution from sulphur

oxides from -burning coal, with the risk.of a little more radiation

from a nuclear plant .. It is well known that on this count a

nuclear plant is safer.

We can go further and ask how much we should be willing to

pay to reduce the radiation or the sulphur oxides. Here we run

again into the imponderable .we met before. Clearly we can 1 t pay

more than the gross national product, and weld prefer to have

some money left for other things.

This is clearly a matter for the decision maker rather than

for the1analyst. But a, good example of how a risk benefit analy

sis can be used'was apparent in Connecticut a couple of years ago.

Northeast Utilities proposed to burn oil with a 2% sulphur content

instead of .5% sulphur content. They estimated the saving that

would_result~-$IOOmillion in reduced fuel adjustment charges.

On the other hand; scientists from Brookhaven National Laboratory

estimated that this would lead to about 30 extra deaths--mostly

from bronchial ailments. The hearing board had a clear decision

to make and chose to maintain the tough air quality standard.

All too often, the case _, is not presented to the decision

maker so well; weal! like'pJ;aying God, but it is 'important to do

so only on the last Ldne vof. the report.
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Difficulties ·increase as we gato less calculable processes.

The risk of reactor accidents, for example, is harder to evalu

ate than for hydroelectric plant accidents largely because they

haven't happened. Yet in many cases the risk can still be esti

mated even though there is now more uncertainty. We have a

simple procedure--a straight line--which is conservative.

Why, in the nuclear case, aren't· the calculations ac

cepted? Largely, in my view, because there are risks left out-

the risk of sabotage, and the risk of war. A typical risk study

. can occupy 400 pages. Only a sentence says what is'left out!

The analyst is pr?ud of his hard work and is often unwilling to

emphasize what he hasn't done. This is bad presentation but

often the whole risk analysis is blamed.

In cases like this, the risk analy~is can illuminate the

issues and can show what·matters needh¢t be cons·idered. The

recent Ford-Mitre study of nuclear energy is an example of this

logic. The study.group went through the risks of.nuclear power

and showed they were all comparable or less than other energy

sources ~xcepton~--nuclearproliferation. They then highlighted

this issue. In my view they suggested the wrong answer on this

issue, but at least they isolated the most important problem.

The trouble with risk analysis for DNA research is similar

to that ·for nuclear power. Tne benefits are unknown, but may be

huge. The haza~ds are unknown, they are probably small, but may

be huge. If risk benefit analysis is applied it may help to

isolate some components of the risk, or isolate some components
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of the benefits. Hopefully the analysis will be written to

highlight the imponderable which others will have decided accord

ing to the rules ~ make. Their decisions will be a little

easier if the irrelevant factors are put out of the way by a

responsible risk benefit an?lysis •.
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Introduction

, Decision makers are faced .eo an ever increasing extent

with evaluating uncertain risks and benefits to human health

and to the environment. Without rel~able,knowledge of the

implications and consequences of alternative projects or

possible courses of action, their ability to make sound judg

ments is diminished. However, .estimating the magnitude,

probability, and distribution of risks and assessing the costs

and benefits of projects are fraught with the difficulties

'of science, the uncertainties of technologicaland'econornic

forecasting, and the pitfalls of public policy. How then

can risks, costs, and benefits be explicitly compared? How

should pertinent information be ordered and assimilated to as

sist in achieving acceptable balances between benefits and

risks, both in the short term and i~ the long run?

The methodologies which are used in "risk-benefit analy

sis". attempt to make explicit the often hidden tradeoffs be

tween lives lost and dollars spent, or between pollution and

·environmental quality. No magic formulae have been evolved

for grappling with these seemingly incommensurable attributes.

Nevertheless, the growing difficulties of regulation, standard

setting, legislation, and technological choice have necessi

tated improved methods for answering risk-benefit questions.

The purpose of this paper is to review the s~atus and identify

the common problems of this developing art which is beginnir.g

to be applied in n~merous subject areas.
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DescriPtion and Limitations

Risk-benefit analysis is a generic term for techniques

encompassing risk assessment and the inclusive evaluation of

risks, costs, and benefits of alternative projects or policies.

The risk-benefit analyst attempts to measure risks and bene

fits, to identify uncertainties and potential tradeoffs, and

to present this in~ormation coherently.to decision makers.

Like other forms of policy analysis the steps, in risk-benefit

analysis include specifying objectives and goals for the pro

ject options, identifying constraints, d~fining the scope

and limits for the analysis itself, and developing measures

of the effectiveness of feasible alternatives. Ideally,

these steps should be completed in conjunction with an accouht~

able decision-maker, but in many cases the decision-maker is

unknown to the ana~yst. In such cases poorly defi~ed de

cision options 9r the selection of alternatives which are too

limited to meet proposed objectiyes may resul~. These faults

are shared by all forms o~ policy analysis, but because risk

benefit ~n~lyses are frequently cpntroversial, therisk-be~e~

fit analyst must be particularly careful to state the assump

tions and limitations of eachassessrnent~

The.principal task of the risk-b~hefit analyst is to ex

press numerically, insofar as possible, the risks and bene

fits which are likely to result from project outcomes; Cal

culating these outcomes may require scientific procedures or

simulation models to estima~~..~~e likelihood of an accident

and its probable consequences.: These· con~equences are first
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measured -In the most appropriate units (e.g. injuries', de'aths,-/

tons of emissions, dollars of damage) and their uncertainties

indicated. Finally, an inclusive assessment is carried out

which aggregates the disparate measures of the alternative

outcomes. The conclusions should incorporate the results

of a sensitivity analysis, which varies each significant as

sumption or parameter in turn to judge its effect on the

aggregated risks, costs, and benefits.

The economic methods of cost-benefit analysis are most

commonly used to assess the overall merits (net benefits) of

proposed alternatives. I,2 The extension to 'i.ncLudev r-Laka is,

however, not trivial. A principal problem is that risks and

benefits may be measured in different units and therefore

are not strictly additive. By definition risk-cast-benefit

analysis will attempt to expreSs all quantities in a common

u"nit, usually dollars, .so that tradeoffs are between compar

able quantities and a net benefit -can be calculated. This

may require estimating a producer's or consumer's surplus

where economic markets exist or determining a "willingness to

pay" in cases where no markets exist (e.g. for goods like

clean air, salt marshes, or human lives). If fatalities are

potential consequences, we might wish to assign a cost by

estimating the willin~ness to pay ,for reducing the probability

of death or injury. This has somewhat misleadinglY been

described as determining "the value of human life." We

would like t.c avoid this overly dramatic de scr IpcLon . For

actual decisions the cos t of decxeas fnq a risk is nonetheless
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a concept which cannot be avoided. Many of the difficult

issues related to socdetiy.t s willingness to pay to prolong

life- have been discussed in References 3-6.

Recognizing that subjective value judgments are required

in order to assign monetary values to costs and benefits, the

risk-benefit analyst will not always ac temp.c to arrive at a

calculation'of "net" benefits, but may choose to present

risks and benefits in their respective units or categories.

This leaves the decision-maker free to impose his own values

or a range of values in aggregating risks, costs, arid bene-

fits. Thus risk-benefit analysis, in contrast to risk-cost~

penefit analys~sr will not necessarily arrive at a single

number to represen~ the value of a project~ Instead, a ma-

trixof-effects may be given including such disparate costs

and benefits as lives lost, property damage, kilowatt-hours

of electricity, and aesthetic losses. A ~meticulous account-

ing!' of like effect.s unay avoid some of the ob f usc acdon in

herent in dealing with issues ~uch as the identifiability of

the life at risk or the voluntary/involuntary nature of a

risk. 7

Most of the disagreement over the usefulness of risk-

benefit analyses derives from disputes· over the methods used

to aggregate risks and benefits. The most widely, used measure

for aggregating cost and benefit streams is the_net present

value:

'_T,(Bt .: Ct)
NPV = L .

T=O (l +"r)t

where Bt and Ct are the benefit' and ,cost in year t, respectively,
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r is the appropriate discount or interest rate, and T is the

time,horizon for the project. In most cases it is appropriate

to discount .equa Lf.ye cos t s end benefits if future opportunities

~e.g. to prevent premature,death) are likely to be the same

or greater than today's. Questions ,of intertemporal equity

become most important for evaluating long term effects like

those resulting from persistent ~hemicals in the environment,

increasing global C02 concentrations from fossil fuel com

bustion, or long-lived radioactive wastes from nuclear power

generation, just to name a few exampl~~. Relative net pre

sent values and the ranking of alternative projects with

substantially different timing of the relative costs and bene

fits can be dependent upon the choice of a discount rate.

The idea of a different discount rate for risks and for

economic costs has been widely mooted but is only beginning

to be discussed logically.7,8 lfthe cost of saving a life

in the future is expected to be the same as the cost today,

the discount rate for risks should be the same as for other

~osts. If,however, the cost of saving a life is expected

to go down in the future, one might~accountfor this by taking

a higher discount rate. ArrOw has shown that EhLs is incor

rect.a lnsteadone should explicitly take the expected cost

change into account in the cost or benefit stream, Ctor Bt •

.For some cases of environmental and health hazards the costs

of cleanup might increase with time. If". for example, toxic

chemicals in the biosphere Lncrease.iovec time, costs attributed

to their effect should rise more r,,:I?idly than .the discount
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rate. It is: for these cases that a negative discount rate

has been suggested, but an eXPlicit accounting in Ct is to

be preferred. Uncertainties in these costs should also be

handled in the numerator of the NPV formula, not in the dis

count rate itself. Economists inevitably dispute' the choice

of the specific ~iscount rate to be used, e.g. the social

rate of time preference or the prevail·~ng interest rate. Ex

cept when a particular discount rate is specified by the de

cision maker, the NPV calculation should be repeated using

several discount rates to ascertain the sensitivity of results.

The difficulty in agreeing on a discount rate is usually

secondary to the problem of determining future cost and bene

fit streams. Uncertainties in long term costs and benefits

may be large for time horizons up to T years, although fre

quently all alternatives will suffer from similar uncertain

ties. Because of uncertainty it has been suggested that we

should not discount potentially large effects more than a

generation in the future. 9 We believe these uncertainties

should be ~eflectedin the benefit and cost streams and not

masked in the discount rate. Investigating questions of

intertemporal equity and methods for dealing with u~certain

outcomes are central problems of rese~rch, and their logic

must be relentlessly pursued. Moreover, all forms of de

cision making must resolve these questions whether or not

they are explicitly dealt with.

Risk-benefit analysis; has been slow to develop, partly

because of its multi-disciplinary nature and partly because
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its objective and subjective components can never be wholly

separated. Although it has bases in scientific and economic

techniques, it is an art with ,limitations. These limitations

have arisen because the ultimate criteria for any decision

must reside in exogenously determined values and goals spe-

citied by society or by an accountable decision maker. So

long as the limitations arerecognized,~risk-benefitanalysis

can establish; a basis for the explicit comparison of alter-

natives, indicate significant uncertainties, and point out

aspects of the decision which are outside the scope of formal

analysis.

Development ahd Usage

Many methods of risk assessment and cost-benefit analysis

have been used. In an attempt to promote interdisciplinary

communication and increase awareness of these methodologies,

the Committee on Public Engineering policy of the National

Academy of Engineerlng and the Engineering Foundation have

sponsored two conferences: "Benefit-Risk Decision Making"lO

and "Risk-Benefit Hethodology and Applica"tion. 1I 11 The first

of these was' held in 1971 in order: (1) to help make the is-

sues of benefit-risk decision making explicit enough for

public dd scuasLom (2) to ascertain the current status of

benefit-risk uecision making as a field of study and in

terms of current practice; and (3) to identify promising

lines of inquiry that might lead to {mprovements ~n method

ology.and implementation. ,,10 The _c'~\\~q~{;um succeeded in

asking a number of important questions and discussed risk-
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related issues in fields like architecture, decision analysis,

economics. physics, engineering, chemistry, law, government,

and medicine. Few questions were answered, but the hope was

engendered that interdisciplinary approaches would lead to

improvements in r Lsk-benef i t dec Ls Lon-fnakdnc ,

Four years latera second conference was held 'at Asi-

lomar, California to examine the state,af'the art. In the

intervening years considerable work had been performed-in

diverse areas such as the reliability analysis of engineering

systems, health effects assessment, economic approaches to

life-saving, insurance protection for natural hazards, and

the psychological perception of risks. From the 1975 con

ference l l and from a survey of literature1 2 it is evident that

no coherent definition of risk-benefit analysis has emerged,

owing to the breadth of subjects under.study. Most recent

effort has been in the area of risk assessment, less attention

has been given to benefit assessme~t, and even less attention

has been devoted to how decision makers should integrate this

information into the political process.

Risk assessmeht can require expertise in several disci-

plines, since risks may originate from causes such as disease

o~ natural hazards, from human errors or sabotage, or from

hardware or equipment failures. For frequent risks the ex

pected rate of occurrence may be calculated statistically

from similar experience or predicted from.models. Failure and

reliability analyses for ~ngineftred systems may employ
"'-~1~('- .

sophisticated event tree and fa~lt tree methods such as those
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used on the widely publicized Rasmussen.study of nuclear

reactor risks~13 However, for low probability risks it may

be difficult to apply present knowledge to accurately predict

the probabiliti~~ 'accidents. There is always the lingering

doubt that possibl, failure modes may have been overlooked,

especially common mode or simultaneous failures. In estimating

probabilities for particular events the influence of design

failures~ndof deliberate actions like sabotage must also

be considered. Scenarios are usually constructed in order

to envision rare potential accident sequences. Each of the

analysis methods now in use has limitations in its applicability

to new circumstances, ·particularly in estimating absolute

probabilities of very infrequent events. Despite their short

comings, these methods have proven to be powerful techniques

for finding the roost prominent failure 'modes and for identi

fying potential weak spots in technological systems. 14

The consequence of an accident' determines the magnitude

of the risk. For many risks models roustbe developed to pre

diet the damage to humans or to the environment. For example,

estimating the effects of air pollution can involve disper

sion models for transport of the pollutants frorothe source

. to the individual, including atmospheric chemical conversions.

Such models permit estimation of the dose received. Addi

tional studies in experimental toxicology and epidemiology

are then needed to characterize the dose-response relations.

Here synergistic effects and t~e_problems of competing risks

must be sorted out. Population -distributions must then be
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folded in to estimate the overall magnitude of the risk. Al

though vast amounts of information are required and there are

uncertainties in our current knowledge, consequence models

can roughly estimate these risks. Refinements of our scien

tific understanding and of our ability to estimate such risks

are needed to ensure that decisions and regulations are in

deed reducing the most severe risks.

While decision makers readily appreciate the significance

of mortality or morbidity estimates, it can be difficult to

develop good measures for environmental losses such as damage

to vegetation ,recreational Los'see 1_ and ecological or bio

sphere contamination. Indeed, it is not always necessary to

assign dollar values to aesthetic or environmental losses,

so long as the losses 'can be identified in appropriatecate

gories. (The National Environmental policy Act; requires the

consideratIon of alternatives ina cost-benefit framework,

but Environmental Impact Statements usually only categorize

like effects. Their major failing is that differences be

tween the proposed alternatives are usually so small that ,the

decision maker has no real choice. In addition, the voluminous

amounts of information are often not adequately summarized

so that meaningful comparisons can.be made.)

Latent effects, which may not appear until 20 years

after exposure in the case of some cancers or until the next

generation in the case of mutations, pose severe problems.

For example, if the depletion:of-atmospheric ~zone continues,

how should we assess the risk to succeeding generations? How
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do we measure low level -chronic effects or account for
~

risks which are not ye t identified? These are unanswered

questions which exacerbate the previously mentioned difficul-

ties of specifying an appropriate discount rate and dealing

with uncertainties.

Al~hough risk assessment .is improving, relatively little

work has gone towards assessing the benefits of those techno-

10gies or activities which generate risks. Research on bene-

fit assessment for earlier cost-benefit analyses is relevant,

but in many cases these benefit calculations have been hotly

disputed. (The Corps of Engineers has become adept at measuring

benefits but not. always successfully.) Cost-benefit analyses

have been exten~ively applied to water resource problems .15,1'6 .

In a number of cases these have been .incomplete or wrong.

Many lessons on the limitations of cost-benefit methods which

were ,applied in the,Delaware River Basin have been discussed

in Reference 17.

In, instances where the benefit is common to all alter-

natives under co~sideration, it may be possible to examine

the· cost-effectiveness of alternatives for producing a given

unit of benefit. However, a principal limitation of analyses

which distinsuish among alternatives on the basis of cost-ef-

fectiveness is their inability to determine the overall scale

or size for a program. On~ risk-benefit study of alternative

methods for generating electricity compared only the.risks,

claiming the benefits of equ~valent .amounts of electricity are

equal. I 8 This might be true. for one additional power plant
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but it is not necessarily so for substantial additions to a
\

generating system. Further, highly aggregated data is needed

in many instances to measure 'health and other risks reliably.

There can be difficulties in using these average costs in

choosing among alternative technologies, especially when the

geographic locations can be different. Economic theory makes

a distinction between average and marginal costs, and analyses

should properly utilize marginal costs. In studies evaluating

energy technologies with common benefits the separation of the.

risk-benefit analysis into two separa~~.parts·, one. national

in scope and another regional or local, might well be appro-

priate. Otherw'ise it is hard to see where to bring in such

important factors as the advantages of diversifying methods

of electricity generation or advant~ges to the nation of

energy independence. Ideally the benefit of an action should

exceed the risk both for thenation"as whole and for each

significant region or political jurisdiction .. Transfer pay-

ments, including taxes and the like, may be necessary to en-

sure that this is true. In Ehe case .of enerqy sup,ply the

separation of risk-benefit analyses into national considerations

of the leve.l of suppLy and regional considerations of particu-

lar sources might clarify present debates.

,The literature on risk-benefit analysis is largely

dominated by articles on how to perform aspects of an ana-

lysis or determine acceptable levels of risk, largely with-

out reference to the benefits'.' ·Apparent.ly, it is easier to

suggest how one might proce~Q in theory than it is to carry out

pract"ical analyses. In 1973 C.O. Huchlhause of the National

Bureau of Standards was asl~ed whether he could cite some
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quantitative success at tisk~benefit analysis, and he re~

plied "1 know of no instance·where the nonpecuniary aspect

of the problem has been included-in a proper quantitative

manner.,,19 He did state thatsllch analyses had proven use

ful incases where the risks were already accepted by the

public. Obviously the most difficult area for risk-benefit

~nalysis is in treating those future risks with-the greatest

uncertainties. In this area improved risk assessments and

a better framework for considering these problems are sorely

needed.

The most apparently straightfon~ard risk-benefit studies

are those which evaluate the costs of saving lives through

the application of known medical technologies.-orsafety equip

ment. Here the tradeoffs can be direct: years of life saved

vs. the risk of losing a life in an operation. Butthe

situation is quickly complicated by 'questions of disability,

quaLd t.y of l~fe, and choices involving whose .life to save.

Determining the real costs of a program and evaluating the

efficacy of medical treatments have posed severe difficulties

to the use of risk-benefit analysis techniques in the medical

area. Analyses have. usually' presented the decision-make-r

with a cost/life~saved (cost-effectiveness) comparison of

several possible options, but at some stage a decision~rnaker

might have to choose bet.weenie large program or a small one

and in these ces es n e t; benefits become important. Bowever ,

progress is being made Ln perf0rming"r:i'sk-cost-benefit com

parisons. 20 Because of the Li.mi t.ed r e souzces ,'''hi-:::h can be

e Ll.oca t.ed for all medical treOa"ttnents,risk-bel1efit analyses can
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aid decision makers by making explicit the relationships be

tween lives saved and dollars spent.

In general risk-benefit analyses which succeed are those

which have been constructed to provide information on well

defined decisions with specific options. The analysis of Ac

ton21 uses surveys and decision analysis methods to rank

several programs for treating heart attack3, including mo

bile coronary care units, for a town of 100,000 people. Ter

ril122 .compare s two .me.j o r sources of radiation, nuclear powe.r

plants and medical x-ray machines, and estimates the costs

and benefits of reducing radiation doses from each. Kitabat

ake et a1. 23 estimate the number of lives saved from a pro

gram of mass bhest x-rays in Japan and compare this to the

inducec cancers. In each case it is clear which questions

the analyst is attempting to answer 'and the tradeoffs in each

a.re of like risks.

In contrast a very cornprehensivecanalysis bY"Klarman 24

which measured many potential economic benefits of syphillis

control pr9grams was not examining well-defined decision op

tions and thus would have been difficult to apply to a par

ticular decision. Typically, in situations where projects

invest in the well-being of people rather than purchasing

capital goods j it is difficult to define the benefits or de

velop comparable alternatives. The analysis by Klarman of

fered considerable insight into the ramifications of a syph

ilis control program but was nctt>directed to gUiding choices

among possible program objectives.

93·481 0 - 77 - 49
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The literature contains other analyses and reviews which

exariline the efficacy of various medical treatments and dis

cuss cost-benefit applications. 25- 27 When the alternatives

and the tradeoffs are explicit, and where statistical data

exist, these risk-benefit analyses are quite useful. It is

interesting to note that those who claim that risk-benefit

analyses should not quantify tradeoffs between lives and dol

lars often .do not object to its use for the allocation of

resources in the medical field, where lives and dollars are

directly at stake.

Dealing Nith Uncertainty

We should distinguish between cases where the project

outcomes are well~characterized ahd their probabilities re

liably determined and those cases wher-e the probabilities of

individual consequences are not well-known. It is in the

latter situation that the most vigorous· objections to utilizing

risk~benefit techniques have been made. Here new ground must

be broken, although the risk-benefit framework can still

illuminate these tradeoffs. Decision criteria which reflect

our lesser degree of certainty and perhaps a greater risk

aversion may need to be adopted in such circumstances.

Dealing with uncertainty is the central dilemma of all

polity choice. Uncertainty 'occurs in predicting the conse

quences of actions as well 'as in valuing the "particular out

comes of alternative policies. Reducing uncertainty, defining

its bounds and its' effects on policy pre fer enccs should be

pz dmar-y goals for risk-benefit al~alysts. Sensitivity
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analysis is most often used to supplement deterministic cal

culations, but new means of incorporating probability dis

tributions for uncertain outcomes and for assessing relative

preferences among ,multi-attributed choices are beginning to

be applied to decisions involving hazards. The analytical

methods of decision analysis are providing useful tools for

exploring th~ effects of uncertainty on project outcomes. 28,29

While these are techniques witn great promise, they too can deal

successfullY only with well-defined questions. For example,

a decision analysis comparing coal and nuclear fuels for an

additional power plant in New York can not be readily extended

to a choice between energy systems on a larger. scale. 30 (~'i'e

have mentioned earlier that choices of policy can depend sig

nificantly on the geographic ~cale considered for the particu

lar decisi9n.) Important "costs" may lie outside the defined

scope of a risk-benefit analysis; the potential costs of

legal liability were excluded explicitly in an analysis of a

hypothetical decision to seed hurricanes. 3l Decision ana-

lysis methods can be used to incorporate probability distri

butions and expert judgments, to develop hierarchies ~nong

attributes, to discriminate between alternate strategies, and

to point put significant information gaps. These methods may

also be utilized for performing sensitivity analyses on

pa r ame't e r e subject to variation or uncertainty.

As a rule, all costs which might affect the balance be

tween risks and benefits should:be identified and included.

Implementation cost;:; should not be overlo9kcd.. Analyse~' of
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the federal attempt tccontrol automobile air pollution 5U9-

g€st that the. development of long-term alternative engine

technologies would have achieved greater overall reductions

in air pollution from 1975 to 1989 at lower implementation

costs than the strategy which was actually followed by De---
trait. In one analysis the costs of various programs were

plotted against an index f(,~ weighted reductions in air pol

lution to indicate the rno~: desirable policy outcomes. 3 2

Sensitivity analyses v..hieh investigate the effect of

varying parameters can provide important information for the

decision maker. Chan~es in the discount rate or in societal

risk aversion may change the net benefits of a project. If

possible a range of values should be studied. One example

where results were given for a range of differing assumptions

was in the analysis of·automobile safety features by Lave

and Weber: 33 In this study the worth to the consumer of seat

belts, dual braking, and other safety systems was calculated

for several discount rates and for different consumer aversions

to injury ·and death, allowing an individual to determine the

value of safety features for his own assumptions.

Acceptability of Risks

Even if the risk-benefit analyst is able to quantify

risks and benefits, how are we to judge the acceptability of

a risk? What criteria should apply to our choice among al-

ternatives? This judgment i~1 or course, not the role of the

analyst, but o f ' the decisim/'·maker. If a choice wer e solely

between freez ing to death· or..burning uncIee» coal in our
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hearths, we would elect the latter. However, if. the choice

is between higher prices for energy and reduced risks, how

do we choose? How do uncertainty and other factors affect

our perceptions of risk situations? Lowrance has dealt ad

mirably with many risk-benefit issues in his book, "Of Ac

ceptable Risk: Science and the Determination of Safety.1I34

There are no hard rules for equating risk and benefit trade

offs, and when the numerous risk situations in society are

considered the situation becomes most complex. Retrospective

studies of the previously accepted leyels of risk.in our so

ciety may be a guide to understanding our past behavior,35-37

but comparing predicted future risks to. statistically deter

mined past risks can be misleading, especially if the pre

dicted risks are presented without corresponding information

on their uncertainties.

Risk-benefit analyses usually ca~culate the probability

of death per person exposed to a hazard. This omits from

consideration one important feature of public concern: Whether

.an accident involving the potential death of 10lOOO-people at

once is to be considered worse than 10,000 accidents in

volving one person. 37- 39 In an extreme c~se society could

not recover from 4 billion simUltaneous deaths, even if such

an accident occurred only once in 10,000 years. Such an event

is clearly worse than the preventable deaths from cigarette

smoking, which occur at the same average rate. Both the un

certainty of a risk and its ~agnitude increase the perceived

risk, thus focusing public .concern on Low 'probability, high
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consequence risks. One of us 38 has sugscsted that the perceived

importance of a large accident with N fatalities is propor

'tional to N2, rather than N. Slesin and Ferreira have Lnves -

tigated frequencies of multiple death accidents in the United

States between 1956 and 1970 and conclude that the social im

pact of large accidents varies as N3, implying that one 100

death accident has the impact of one thousand IO-death ac

cidents}7 s cc Let.y apparently acts to reduce the anxiety and

impact of severe risks more than the absolute risk might 8Ug-

gest.

Although comparing risks and und~rstanding risk per

ception are important for the decision maker, it is not a L»

ways helpfUl to include information about other risks to in-

fluencethe acceptability of a particular project. Risk-

benefit analysts who do may all too easily overstep their

role as risk assessors and appear to try to usurp the decision

maker's function. A decision maker must be made aware of

current levels of risks, but it is always possible to demon

.strate that some other ac'tdvd ty is worse. Directly comparable

examples with similar benefits are relevant, but comparing

automobile fatalities to accidents in chemical plants may not

be particularly useful to a decision maker whose ~ole author-

ity is to decide upon the ~cccptable levels of risk in a

chemical factory.

Various formula or criteria have be~n suggested for de

fining levels of acceptable risk and allocating resources to

reduce risks. 39-4 3 'l'he ernpLr-Lce I basis for most of these
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formulae is very limited and their applicability has not been

widely demonstrated. Empirical formulae may be useful for

engineering design and as a basis for risk analyses,44 but

at present it is doubtful that rigorous formulae can be ap

plied to public acceptability decisions.

Public perceptions of risks and benefits do not always

coincide with the actual level of risk or benefit. People may

choose to live on flood plains either because they misperceive

the real risk of floods or because other constraints (job

availability, family ties, etc.) make flood plains an accept

able place to live. Psychologists have suggested that people

in groups are more willing to take uncertain and larger risks

than individuals and that delayed or latent risks are more

acceptable than immediate risks. Smoking is one good exnmple.

Studies of the many factors involved Ln risk taking rna)' aid

in understanding the 'implementation problems of risk-related

programs. 45

In, many cases a risk may be acceptable if it is borne by

the versons receiving the benefits and be unacceptable if

those bearing most of the risk are not those receiving most

of the benefits. We must emphasize that risk-benefit ana~ysis

is not equf.pped to judge the equity of the distribution of

risks and benefits, but it can identify impacted groups~

Many pr.esent risk-benefit ,analyses fail to clearly identify

the groups who 'are to be impacted. Often in aggregating net

costs and benefits this information is lost. Because SOT:le

impacts are more certaina~d more f.rupor t.en t, to che decision
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maker than others, the risks and benefits to each identifiable

group should be .distinguished. Ultimate decisions of equity

rest with the political process, but comprehensive r Lsk-bena

fit analysis should supply distributional data. If compensa

tion to those bearing undue risk is politically desirable or

feasible, risk-benefit analyses may have an additional role

to play.

Assessing risk and judging the acceptability of a risk

(i.e. decer rni.ni n q safety) are independent processes. nucn

confusion has arisen in public policy disputes over the failure

to separate the distinguishable questions:

1. ~vhat are the. scientific and t.echnological bases for

assessing the expected risks and benefits?

2. ~hat are the relative probabilities and uncertain-

ties of particular consequences?

3. Can the risk be reduced and what will it cost?

4. Is the distribution of risks 'and benefits fair?

5. Is this risk acceptable?

. Attempting to ~nswer these questions simultaneously can

often mean that none are adequately answered. The last two

questions fall outside the domain of risk-benefit analysts and

lie in the province of the decision m~ker.

Much of present day legislation, regulation, and standard

setting is based on intuitive balancing of risks and benefits.

One objector' to risk-benefit analysis has said that my gut

feeling is better than any of your analysis. Gut feelings

wi Lj, continue to serve us we>II in many Lns t anccs , but society
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has to discover ways of going beyond them. Solution? need

to be found, especially if two persons' gut feelings differ. Sure-

ly, it is incumbent on someone whose gut feeling differs from

a careful analysis to try to understand and e xp La Ln the rea-

son for that difference, so that the anulysis may be improved.

From the point of v.i ew of pnb LiccpoLi.cy it would be

desirable to know if standards should 1?e designed to minimize

the probable level of risk (minimizing the expected value)

or to minimize the maximum harm (protecting against the

catastrophe). Depending on the risk spectrum (probability

VS. level of damage) I these tHO possible criteria will lead

to different choices, which can be distinguished by r Lak-bene-

fit analysis. It is likely that other criteria for choices

among alternatives should be applied for decisions .i.nvo Lvinq

more uncertainty or greater potential risks. Differences in

costs, including benefits foregone, "wh i.ch will result from

applying different decision rules need to be more clearly

presented. Increased attention must also be devoted to find-

ing methoqs for developing feasible alternatives and for

identifying 'V.:ays in which proposed alternatives may be modi-

fied to achieve better outcomes.

The concept.s embodied in the phrases "as low as practi-

cable," "best available technology," and "factor of. safety"

xequ.i r e base l rne s for judgment. Improvements' in risk assess-

men t should suggest how Hell thiO"se concepts Hark in p.r ac t.Lce

and enable us to judge Hheth.e.r-:o:~her r e qu La t.o ry schemes may

reduce cumut a t i vo d<\mu.ges. 4 6 These expectations Hill not
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be fulfilled" immediately, but only over the course of time

as our knowledge and experience increase.

Moral and Ethical Issues

critics of risk-cost-benefitanalysis have aptly and

correctly pointed out that ·risk-bcllcfit analysis cannot make

equity or ethical judgments. 4 7 They further feel that benefit

cost analysis may act to obscure important issues,48 pre

sumably because such analyses can be used to justify diffi

cult political decisions by persons avoiding their personal

responsibilitie~. Risk-benefit analyses are not intended as

substitutes for moral and political judgments or for holistic

decision making whLch includes factors outside the scope of

formal analysis. As we have already pointed out the quanti

tative assessment of risk may be objective, but choosing the

scope and values of any analysis re9uires sub j ect.Lve judg

ments. These limitations should not d.i s s uade us from analyzing

as objectively as possible the ccnsecueuce e of possible courses

of action. To fail to do so would be to deny the worth of

better information and great.er knowledge. ~lerely knowing the

extent of our uncertainties -rnay guide our choice of action

more wLse Ly than proceeding in ignorance of potential risks

and. benefits.

Moral, ethical, and political considerations may all

properly take precedence in decisions in our democratic soci

ety. Nevertheless, in many situations where ethical or

poLd ti Lca L arguments are not pa.r-emcun t , understanding risks

and benofits may be crucial. Fears that r Ls k-bene f Lr. analyses

will obfuscate the issues seem' to· imply that nccision m~kers
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or opponents of particular alternatives are not capable of

pointing out the limitations of an analysis. Surely, if

decision makers arc cap~ble of comprehending the complex

scientific and technological decisions to be made, they are

capable of recognizing the limitations of analytical methods.

Holistic dec.is.ion making is not precluded by using risk

benefit analysis. Careful risk-benefit studies subjected

to open c"riticism arc more likoly to rationalize and clarify

the decision process than they arc to hinder or obscure it.

Con '2Je..lJ s ions

This has necessar ily been a e up erfLc La L survey of the

developing field of risk-benefit analysis. In the past risk

and benefit have usually been evaluated separately, and

relatively- few analyses have been presc~ted in a format where

risks have formally been balanced aga;i.nst benefits.

As we become aware of more ahd more sources of risk and

of society's limited resources, the need for setting priori

ties, identifying constraints, and for preserving future op

tions will increase. Inevitably decisions rnus t be made, and

therefore, refined tools for measuring and evaluating risks

and benefits are neeoed. Thus far the techniques of risk-

benefit analysis have had limited appllci'ltion and limited

success, but the art is Lmprovjnq wi t h experience. Further

research is especially needed·to improve our assessments of

risks and benefits, to develop-means for dealing with uncer

tainty, to identify feasible e Lt ei-ne t tvc opt.ions, and to
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select appropriate decision criteria.

Two points remain to be made. Even if accurate esti

mates of risks and benefits can be provided, the final prob

lem is how to aggregute them. A d2clsion maker should be

free to \Voight the various risk and benefit categories and

their uncertainties in order to explore questions of equity

as well as efficiency. Host analysts currently fail to

present their r-e s u Lt.s in a fashion wh Lch will enable a de

cision maker to examine for himself the sensitivity of the

results to the assumptions and the distributional effects

of alternative policies.

pinally, if decision making involving risks and benefits

is to improve, more attention must be paid to the clear pre

sentat.Ion of the assumptions, values, arid results. Reports

need to present concise summc r i e s which convey the uncertain

ties and limitations of the analysis in addition to the mat rLx

of costs, risks, and benefits. As the field of risk-benefit

analysis advances the estimation of risks and benefits wi.Lj,

become more precise and implicit valuations will be made more

explicit. Corresponding improvements must also be made to

enhance communications between. the .r i slc-be.ne f i t; analyst and

the accountable decision maker.
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lI.cknoHlcdamcnts+

This report is a portion of an assessment of risk-bene-

fit.decision making and the public percepti.ons of risk car-

ricd out under the auspices of the Biomedical and Environ-

mental ns ses smcnt. Division p.r oqram , Brookhaven National Labo-

ratory. \'i!e wo u Ld like to thank Milton wc i ns t.c Ln and Chauncey

Starr for comments on a draft version of this paper.
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD WILSON, PHYSICS UEPARTMENT,
HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Dr. WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
For about 5 years, I have been engaged with comparative risk

analysis, largely because undergraduates start asking questions and
then professors in search of answers find themselves in new fields.

It seems to me there are some places where risk analysis works well,
some places it probably doesn't.

I always try to give examples of places where one has tried in the
past to apply risk analysis and, hopefully learn from '.hat where to
apply it in the future.

Clearly, when you try to establish the risk of automobile accidents
we can very clearly say that 60,000 people a year die on the roads, and
we can be pretty sure however hard we try we will not get it much below
40,000 next year.

We can calculate how many lives it would save if you installed seat
belts, because we can subdivide the risks into risks to people who have
worn seatbeltsand those who have not. A rough calculation shows in
stalling a seatbelt saves lives, with a rough cost of about $5,000 per
life saved. Clearly this.is a.simple calculation and it is clearly worth
while for society to pay.

Next we come to a lot of different cases which are very similar:
radiation from all sorts of causes, chemical carcinogens, and including
sulfur oxide pollution. In all those cases the real similarity is that
we know what happens at high doses of the insults we are giving.
We are not sure what happens at low doses. We know on small popula
tions the risk is quite small. But exposing all these 200 million Ameri
cans to the risk, we have to have some method from what happens at
high doses, to calculate what happens at low doses. We want to be
conservative in that, and get the best decisional knowledge we can.

Recently, work in cancer, in the last 20 years has led us to believe
that to draw a direct straight line between the high dose point and
zero is probably the best procedure to establish the low risk. First it
was done for radiation, by the International Committee on Radiologi
cal Protection, started in 1927, and it is now applied to chemical car
cinogens, believing that the same general theory applies there. It is a
conservative, slightly pessimistic way to look at it, but it is a useful
grounding study, because you are beingsafe.

There is an argument whether this would apply to sulfur dioxide
pollution. But if one looks at the data of, for example, the Eastern
United States, whether or not the straight line goes through zero, or
gives a threshold with no risk 'at low doses is not very important to
us herein Washington or in Boston, or all the way over to Chicago, be
cause the sulfur dioxide concentration is so large that it merely adds
something to what is already there. So we can calculate the hazard
from evidence on rats and other animals, at large doses. If we do this,
there is one point which most of the people setting regulations have not
yet realized, is that inherent in taking a linear curve of this sort is
that we also take a theory which says it is a long-term average effect.

The average dose.is what counts at low doses; it is the accumulation
over, say, 10 years. This automatically leaves you only having to
monitor a Iong-tsrm average, although you have to monitor very low
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concentrations, which simplifies the problem. Neither industry nor
government regulators seem to have realized that all the theories that
give you linearity automatically have this in them.

Mr. THORNTON. Is it not true that while the assumption of linear
projection does in all likelihood,overstate the risk, it is a proper public
policy to overstate I That iSl you rationalize it on the basis it is better
to overstate risk by using a lmear projection than it would be to assume
a curve I

Dr. WILSON. Yes. I believethat is correct. But then one no longer
can have the concept of zero risk or zero pollution, because otherwise
you are not allowed to breathe out and pollute the air.

Mr. THORNTON. Isn't it true that the problem with linear projection
is, if you are plotting data from a high dosage test, it overstates the
risk at any level up to that point. But if you are dealing with a curve
rather than a straight line, the curve would be lower up to that point,
but would accelerate more rapidly presumably after it passes the
dosage point I .

Dr. W,LSON. But in most cases we have data at extremely high doses.
We know of cases where people have been killed from what was
probably sulfur dioxide air pollution, the same kind of incident that
in London,' in December 1952 killed 4,000 people. I was in that fog,
and it was not the worst of London fogs, but it was quite bad.

So we have some data on very high doses, higher than we hope we
will ever get to again.

Even if you can do this sort of calculation you must then ask your
self, to compare risk and benefit, and that is like comparing apples
and oranges, or apples and steak, each of which is different.

But if you have the same benefit you can compare the two risks,
which simplifies the problem: If you want to make electricity, you
can use coal or nuclear power. If you make radiation and sulfur oxide

. calculations, it is well known coal is pretty bad compared to nuclear.
From this point of view, you make the calculation for the nuclear

case, as people have in the past 20 years, and ask why aren't we
100 percent for nuclear, and why is the Carter administration chang
ing the country's policy!

It is because the risk analysis left out the big thing about nuclear
power, that is, is there or not a connection with nuclear war! Some
people say the chance of nuclear -war by the end of the century is
even odds. If you work this out as a probability it is much more likely
that you will be killed by nuclear war than that you would be killed
by a radiation accident, by a factor of 100,000.

That means all the other calculations are almost irrelevant com
pared to nuclear war.

You ask a consulting organization to report on the probability,
you pay them a lot of money and they have to give you value for
money it terms of 490 pages and 1 page, the last page, says, "We have
left out one important factor-nuclear war," which is the most im-
portant item. ,

That does not say the risk analysis is wrong. It does say it has been
badly presented-and they often are. -

A really good analyst will point out the things he left out and high
light them. The point of view of a proper analysis is to do the arith-
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metic so we can leave out the unimportant and you can concentrate
on all that matters.

The uncertainties of extrapolation have to be highlighted. They are
coming out in the public mind, of course, because of saccharin, which
IS one of the clearest cases of proper application of the present laws,
because by using the straight line I calculated-by a conservative esti
mate-200 deaths due to saccharin per year in this country, based on
our known consumption of saccharin.

I think Dr. Marvin Schneiderman said 500, and I would not
disagree. ;1

Mr. THORNTON. That is a straight line linear projection. I

Dr. WILSON. Exactly.
Mr. THORNTON. I hesitate to digress, but your prepared testimony

also raised a question in my mind whether it might not be useful to
enhance this country's capability of performing low dosage leveltests,

It happens that in my own congressional district the National Cen
ter for Toxicological Research (NCTR) is probably the only insti
tute in this country capable of performing low-dosage tests involving
thousands of test animals over a long period of time. And by means
of such tests, a check could be made as to the reliability of extrapolat
ing from high-dosage test data and the linearity of the risk-benefit
assessment.

Dr. Morris Cranmer, director of the Center, told me that he had
some concern about the Canadian tests on 200 test animals, because
of the possibility, which he supports by his work with test animals,
that the metabolism of the rat is upset by the extremely large doses,
causing formation of microcrystals in the bladder. These crystals
might produce a constant irritation to the bladder wall and this con,
stant irritation may cause the development of tumors. He speculates
that such tumors might be reversed by the addition of ammonium
chloride to the feed solution.

I think it is very likely that NCTR will be called upon to perform
some low-level tests with regard to this particular matter.

Dr. WILSON. I think that would be very good, sir.
There was another institution which has done large numbers of

tests, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, irradiating over 2 million
mice by now to low levels of radiation; and this is one of the reasons
we know a lot about radiation.

There was some indication with those low-dose experiments on ra
diation at Oak Ridge that when radiation that comes at a slow, steady
rate, like background.radiation, it is a factor of 4 less severe than the
linear curve predicts.

I point out of course that in most of the cases where we have infor
mation on high doses that it comes from one of society's mistakes.
It is important to realize we should learn from mistakes. In the chem
ical industry there was the vinyl chloride cancers, where people were
given doses with concentrations up to 10 percent, where as we now
know industrially that we can reduce concentrations to one part in a
million. Itwas ridiculous to have such high concentrations.

We dropped bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki-which was from
some points of view a mistake; and the medical people made mistakes
on radiation.
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Mr. THORNTON. We discussed the other day the question of the use of
DES, which had been prohibited but is now being reevaluated as an
additive to animal feeds under the provisions of law which prohibits
any food additive known to be carcinogenic in man or animal. Even
though only trace amounts remain in the animal's liver, DES is being
reexamined to permit prohibition as an animal feed additive. Yet it
is directly used for human consumption as a drug.

So, assessment of risk-benefits, in keeping our laws in shape, be
come a pretty important factor.

Dr. WILSON. Indeed, yes. . '
There is one other feature, about risk analysis which is particularly

important for nuclear power. That is the hazard of large-scale acci
dents, and so forth.

As we get more people in one place in a bill' city, and a large con
centration of energy in one place, the potentialities for large accidents
increase. The question is: Should one consider large accidents with
1,000 people involved as worse than 1,000 small accidents, each with
one person involved!

That is a difficult question, on which public perceptions differ.
Someone whose wife was just killed in a car accident thinks small
accidents are very importsnt. But newspapers don't like them very
much, because you cannot make front page news out of them. So it is
not quite clear how one shonld assess those, at the moment.

Again, one must remember there always seem to be all sorts of fea
tures involved in large-scale 'accidents. For some reason there was little
concern about the large hydroelectric accidents in Europe, where there
were a couple big ones 15 years ago, killing 3,000 people-they hardly
hit the newspapers here, and have been forgotten since. But they are
some of the worst accident cases in the whole energy industry.

So it is not clear qnite how one should take account of large acci
dents and why it is some have greater public visibility than others.

So I think that the main problem with risk analysis is that in almost
every case where people blame risk analysis I think they are really
blaming what is left out, or they are blaming the presentation.

I have personally gone out to talk to people who have been inter
venors in important society cases, to find out why they intervened. It
is almost always because they thought they were being lied to by the
company, or not given the whole truth. If someone told them, yes, it
is risky, but I have estimated the risk and I think it is this, they would
have been much happier.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Doctor, for a very excellent
paper.

We also appreciate having a copy of the discussion paper and of the
examples in risk-benefit analysis which you have 'appended to your
statement. We will without objection consider adding parts of these
documents to the record of this hearing. We would like to have that
option.

Dr. WILSON. Thank you. I also sent a bibliography that I thought
might be useful for your files.

Mr. THORNTON. We would be happy to have that for our files and
for staff use in tracing source materials.

Thank you.
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Our next witness, Dr. William Lowrance, is now, I believe, with the
Department of State. .

Dr. LoWRANCE. That is right.
Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Lowrance received his Ph. D. in biological and

organic chemistry from Rockefeller University, and was a Research
Fellow of Harvard University's Program fur Science and Interna
tional Affairs.

We are very pleased to have you with us, Dr. Lowrance. I thank you
for your excellent prepared statement. It is relatively short. We would
be pleased to ask you to summarize it or add suchthoughts as you
may wish.

Without objection your statement will be made part of the record.
[Biographical sketch and complete statement of William W.

Lowrance follows:]

WILLIAM W. LoWRANCE, SPEcmASBISTANT FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, TO
THE UNDER SECRETARY FOR SECURITY ASSISTANCE, SCIENCE AND TEcHNOLOGY,
U.S. STATE DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON, D.O. '

Age 83
Unmarried
January 1977-present: Special Assistant to the Under Secretary for Security

Assistance, Science and Technology, U.S. State Department.
July 1975-January 1977: Research Fellow, Program for Science and Interna

tional Affairs, Harvard University. Worked on problems of societal risks.
Studied nuclear export policy. Wrote on the ethical responsibilities of scientists
and other technical people. As a consultant to the Ford Foundation Nuclear
Energy Policy Study, reviewed the worldwide. development of nuclear power
1946-1976. Served on U.S. delegation to the Joint U.S.-U.S.S.R. Science Acad
emies Study of Policy for Fundamental. Research.

July 1973-July 1975: Resident Fellow, National Academy of Seiences, wasbtng
. ton, -D.C. Under the sponsorship of the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation and the

National Science Foundation, wrote the book, Of Acceptable Risk: Science
and the Determination of Safety. Prepared.part of the Joint U.S.-U.S.S.R.
Science Academies Study of Policy for Fundamental Research.

June 1972-July 1973: Assistant Executive Editor, The Journal of Cell Biology,
New York City. Served as interim editor of the journal. Made reeommenda
tions on manuscript review and other editorial matters for this and the four
other journals published ·by The Rockefeller University Press.

February-July 1972: Research Consultant, North Carolina Department of Bduca
tion, Raleigh. Studied the educational institutions of the state with respect
to institutionalizing the process of change.

1970-1971: Research Chemist, Tennessee Eastman division of Eastman Kodak
Company, Kingsport, Tennessee. Discovered, developed, ;and patented a new
method for synthesizing phenyl esters.

1965-1970: Graduate Fellow, The Rockefeller University, New York City, Ph.D.
in organic chemistry and biochemistry. Oarried. out research on the btccbem
istry of cartilage and chitin wbth Dr. John D. Gregory in the laboratory of
Professor Fritz Lipmann. Taught graduate biochemistry. Did theses research
in synthetic organic chemistry and photochemistry under the direction of Dr"
William C. Agosta in the laboratory of Professor Lyman C. Craig. ..

1961-1965: John Motley Morehead Scholar, University of North Carolina. in
Chapel Hill. A.B. in chemistry and biology. Order of the Grail, Order of the
Old Well honorary societies.

1957-1961: Lee H. Edwards High School, Asheville, North Carolina. President
of the Student Body. National Honor Society.
"Photochemical addition of ethylene to 3-carboxycyelohexenone and the derived

ester and nitrile," William C. Agosta and WWL, Tetrahedron Letters, 3053
(1969).

"Photochemical cyclization of 5-hexenal," William O. Agosta. David K. Herron,
'and WWL. Tetrahedron Letters 4521 (1969).
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"I. Synthesis and photochemical addltlon reactions of compounds related to 3-
carbethoxycyclohexenone. II. Photochemical cyclization of 6~hexenal," WWL,
Doctoral Dissertation, The Rockefeller University. New York City (1970).

"Synthesis and photoeycloaddltlons of compounds related to 3-carbethoxycylo
hexenone," William C. Agosta and WWL, Journal of Organic Chemistry 35, 3851
(1970).

"Boric acid-catalyzed esterification of phenols," WWL, Tetrahedron Letters,
3453 (1971).

"The North Oarolina educational community: Changing organizations to or
ganize for change," WWL (North Oarouna Department of Education, Raleigh,
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"Process for the synthesis of phenyl esters," WWL U.S. Patent 3,772,389 (No
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Book review: Albert Legault and George Lindsey, ''The Dynamics. of the
Nuclear Balance," revised edition. Review appears in American Scientist 64,
686 (1976) .

.. 'Kommerelelle' Proliferation? Das Risiko -der verorettung von Kernwaffen
durch Export friedlicher Nuklerteehnlk," ["Commercial proliferation? The risk
of spreading nuclear weaponry through the export of peaceful nuclear tech
nology"] Europa-Archiv 31,751-760 (1976).

"President Oarter's nuclear opportunities," Baltimore Sun (January 24, 1977).
"Safety: a definition," editor's page, Ohemical and Engineering News 55, #14

(April 4, 1977).
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To introduce myself, I am. William W.. Lowrance. After

receiving a Ph. D. degree in biological and organic chemistry

from The Rockefeller University in-1970, I have. moved full-time

into issues of science and public policy, with a special interest

in, 'among other topics, problems of social risk. I was a

research fellow of Harvard University's Program for Science and

International Affairs until January, when I moved to Washington

to become special assistant for science and technology to Under

Secretary of State Lucy Wilson Benson. Although I have watched

the recombinant DNA research from a distance, I have not

engaged in such experimentation myself and have no vested

interest in it. Today I am not in any way representing my new

employer, the Department of State, but am speaking for myself

as a private citizen. lam grateful for this opportunity to meet

with the Subcommittee and the panel.

For a few well-defined and well-understood technological

problems, the several classical forms of risk--benefit analysis

have proven useful in clariiYing the issues, in making explicit the

underlying assumptions,' in anticipating the consequences, and in

describing the available tradectte. Tne analyses probably did not

of themselves decide those publtc issues, but they did inform and

assist.


